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 Thermoacoustic engines convert thermal energy into acoustic energy with few or 
no moving parts, thus they require little maintenance, are highly reliable, and are 
inexpensive to produce.  These traits make them attractive for applications in remote or 
portable power generation, where a linear alternator converts the acoustic power into 
electric power.  Their primary application, however, is in driving thermoacoustic 
refrigerators, which use acoustic power to provide cooling at potentially cryogenic 
temperatures, also without moving parts. 
 This dissertation examines the feasibility of a new type of thermoacoustic engine, 
where mean flow and an internal pulse combustion process replace the hot heat 
exchanger in a traditional closed cycle thermoacoustic engine, thereby eliminating the 
heat exchanger’s cost, inefficiency, and thermal expansion stresses.  The theory 
developed in this work reveals that a large temperature difference must exist between the 
hot face of the regenerator and the hot combustion products flowing into it, and that much 
of the convective thermal energy input from the combustion process is converted into 
conductive and thermoacoustic losses in the regenerator.  The development of the 
Thermoacoustic Pulse Combustion Engine, as described in this study, is designed to 
recover most of this lost thermal energy by routing the inlet pipes through the regenerator 
to preheat the combustion reactants.  Further, the developed theory shows that the pulse 
combustion process has the potential to add up to 7% to the engine’s acoustic power 
 xvi
output for an acoustic pressure ratio of 10%, with linearly increasing contributions for 
increasing acoustic pressure ratios. 
 Computational modeling and optimization of the Thermoacoustic Pulse 
Combustion Engine yield thermal efficiencies of about 20% for atmospheric mean 
operating pressures, though higher mean engine pressures increase this efficiency 
considerably by increasing the acoustic power density relative to the thermal losses.  
However, permissible mean engine pressures are limited by the need to avoid fouling the 
regenerator with condensation of water vapor out of the cold combustion products.  
Despite lower acoustic power densities, the Thermoacoustic Pulse Combustion Engine is 
shown to be well suited to portable refrigeration and power generation applications, due 







 Thermoacoustics, as the name might imply, is the study of interactions between 
thermal and acoustic processes.  In the acoustics community, the term “thermoacoustic” 
applies specifically to a class of devices whose primary purpose is to convert thermal 
energy to acoustic energy, or vice versa.  These devices take advantage of the fact that 
temperature oscillations accompany the pressure oscillations resulting from acoustic 
perturbations in a fluid.  All that is required to take advantage of these temperature 
oscillations is the thermal interaction of the acoustic fluid with solid surfaces.  Thus, in 
their simplest form, thermoacoustic devices achieve conversion between thermal and 
acoustic energy with few or no moving parts, yielding devices that are highly reliable, 
relatively inexpensive to manufacture, and require very little maintenance for continuous 
operation.  The lack of moving parts is particularly important in a thermoacoustic 
refrigerator, as cold sliding friction losses that are a major source of inefficiency in many 
refrigeration cycles are completely eliminated.  In addition, thermoacoustic devices tend 
to work best with inert gases such as helium, thus eliminating the need for the 
environmentally harmful chlorofluorocarbons used in many refrigeration cycles today. 
 A simple traveling wave thermoacoustic engine is shown in Figure 1.1, where hot 
and cold heat exchangers are positioned at either end of a regenerator, which provides  
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Figure 1.1:  A schematic of a basic traveling wave thermoacoustic engine 
 
 
ample solid-gas contact area for thermal energy exchange.  This creates a temperature 
gradient across the stack or regenerator, which is used to amplify an acoustic traveling 
wave that passes from cold to hot through the regenerator [Ceperley (1978, 1979)].  The 
best-performing thermoacoustic engine to date is the Thermoacoustic Stirling Heat 
Engine (TASHE), built by Scott Backhaus and Greg Swift at Los Alamos National Lab 
[Backhaus and Swift (2000)].  This engine uses an electrical resistance hot heat 
exchanger to convert electrical energy to thermal energy, which is in turn converted into 
acoustic energy in the TASHE with a maximum thermal efficiency of 30%, 
corresponding to about 42% of the Carnot efficiency.  
 Another means of converting thermal energy into acoustic energy is through a 
pulse combustion process.  Rayleigh’s criterion states that unsteady heat release 
oscillations that are in phase with acoustic pressure oscillations will add acoustic energy 
to the combustion system [Zinn (1986)].  Therefore, adding a properly controlled internal 
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pulse combustion process to a thermoacoustic engine could, in principle, increase the 
acoustic power output of the engine.  In such an engine, the pulse combustion process 
would replace the hot heat exchanger as the primary source of heat input to the engine. 
 Simple though it may seem, implementation of an internal combustion process in 
a thermoacoustic engine requires an open cycle architecture, where combustion reactants 
flow into the engine and combustion products flow out.  To date, such an open cycle 
thermoacoustic engine has never been studied or built, so a degree of uncertainty exists 
over whether or not such a device is even possible, or how it might operate. 
 After considering several design options, one design has been chosen which holds 
a great deal of promise for producing a working thermoacoustic engine, and has been 
dubbed the Thermoacoustic Pulse Combustion Engine, or TAPCE for short.  In addition 
to providing an internal pulse combustion process and the required open cycle 
architecture, an important feature in the design of the TAPCE is the recovery of some of 
the engine’s natural thermal energy losses by preheating the incoming combustion 
reactants, thereby increasing the feasibility and potential efficiency of the engine.  
Indeed, as the following study indicates, the TAPCE design concept has the potential to 
yield the highest possible fuel energy to acoustic energy conversion efficiencies. 
 The following dissertation examines the feasibility and likely operation and 
performance of the TAPCE.  In the following chapter, the various types of 
thermoacoustic devices are presented, and a brief review of pulse combustion is given.  
Chapter 3 presents the details of the TAPCE design concept, points out its inherent 
advantages and disadvantages over current thermoacoustic engines, and explores its 
potential applications.  In Chapter 4, the thermoacoustic and combustion theory necessary 
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for understanding and evaluating the operation and performance of the TAPCE is 
developed.  Using these theories, a computer model of the TAPCE has been developed, 
the details of which are presented in Chapter 5.  Chapter 6 describes the optimization of 
the TAPCE design, presents details on the likely operation of the device, and compares 
the TAPCE to other thermoacoustic engine designs using various performance 
parameters.  The dissertation is concluded in Chapter 7, and is followed by an Appendix 







2.1 Traveling Wave Thermoacoustics 
 Thermoacoustic devices are divided into two classes, depending on which type of 
acoustics they employ: standing wave or traveling wave acoustics.  Effective use of either 
standing or traveling wave acoustics depends critically on a thermoacoustic length scale 







= ,  (2.1) 
where k is the thermal conductivity of the gas, ω is the angular frequency of acoustic 
oscillation, ρ is the gas density and cp is the constant pressure specific heat of the gas.  
This length scale approximately expresses the distance that thermal energy is conducted 
through the gas during one fourth of an acoustic cycle. 





= ,  (2.2) 
where µ is the dynamic viscosity of the gas.  These two length scales are roughly of the 










c p .  (2.3) 
For most gases employed in thermoacoustic devices, 0.66 < σ < 0.8, though the Prandtl 
number can be much smaller for certain types of gas mixtures [Belcher et. al. (1999)]. 
 The thermal and viscous penetration depths essentially describe the thickness of 
the boundary layer in which axial acoustic gas motions interact laterally with the 
surrounding walls.  From this perspective, the degree of interaction that acoustic waves 
have with their local solid boundaries can be measured by comparing the thermal and 
viscous penetration depths with the average distance between the gas and solid in a 




Arh ,  (2.4) 
where A is the cross-sectional area in the channel, and Π is its perimeter.   
 In open channels and ducts, where the boundary layers are small compared to the 
size of the duct (i.e., δκ,ν << rh), the acoustic gas oscillations are approximately adiabatic 
and reversible, and acoustic pressure oscillations are accompanied by temperature and 
density oscillations that are in phase with the pressure oscillations.  As the size of the 
duct decreases, however, thermal interactions with the walls begin to distort the 
relationships between the acoustic pressure, temperature and density.  In the limit where 
the average distance to the walls is much smaller than a thermal penetration depth (i.e., 
δκ,ν >> rh), very good thermal contact between the gas and the solid creates an 
approximately isothermal environment, where the gas temperature is always the same as 
the local temperature of the surrounding solid material.  Thermodynamically, isothermal 
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heat transfer between the gas and solid is a reversible process, and contributes to the 
excellent efficiency of traveling wave thermoacoustic devices. 
 The apparatus used to attain these near-isothermal conditions in a traveling wave 
thermoacoustic device is commonly referred to as a regenerator.  There are several 
regenerator designs that achieve the desired degree of solid-gas thermal contact, 
including thinly-spaced stacks of parallel plates [Backhaus and Swift (2001)], stacked 
wire mesh screens [Backhaus and Swift (2000), Kays and London (1984)], etc., each with 
their own particular advantages and disadvantages.  Fortunately, since regenerators play a 
critical role in Stirling cycle devices, they have been extensively studied, and 
experimental data on the heat exchange effectiveness and viscous dissipation within the 
various types regenerators is readily available [Kays and London (1984)]. 
 In typical traveling wave thermoacoustic devices, the regenerator is bracketed by 
a hot heat exchanger and a cold heat exchanger, which effectively create a temperature 
gradient across the regenerator.  Due to this temperature gradient and the good solid/gas 
thermal contact within the regenerator, the temperature of the gas is primarily a function 
of its acoustically oscillating position in the regenerator.  As will be seen below, the 
acoustic phasing between the oscillating pressure and displacement causes the gas in the 
regenerator to undergo a thermodynamic cycle that can either produce work or pump heat 
up the temperature gradient.  The direction of the temperature gradient relative to the 
direction of the traveling acoustic wave, as well as the particular choice for the ambient 
temperature heat exchanger, dictates whether the thermoacoustic device will function as a 




Figure 2.1:  A detailed schematic of a basic traveling wave thermoacoustic engine. 
 
2.1.1 The traveling wave engine 
 A schematic of a basic traveling wave thermoacoustic engine is shown in Figure 
2.1.   In this simplified engine configuration, the regenerator is situated between an 
ambient temperature heat exchanger on the left, and a hot heat exchanger on the right.  
The hot heat exchanger transfers heat into the engine at a rate hQ&  at the hot temperature 
Th, while the cold heat exchanger exhausts heat at a rate 0Q&  to the environment at the 
ambient temperature T0.  In this configuration, a temperature gradient develops across the 
regenerator, ideally between the ambient temperature T0 on the left and the hot 
temperature Th on the right.   
 An acoustic traveling wave passes through the cold heat exchanger and enters the 
regenerator from the left, carrying with it an acoustic power cE& .  Upon passing through 
the temperature gradient in the regenerator, its acoustic power is amplified, and it exits 
the regenerator’s right side with an acoustic power hE& .  Note that in the most ideal case, 
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where there is perfect gas-solid heat transfer in the regenerator and viscous losses and 
other irreversibilities are ignored, the acoustic power exiting the regenerator is 





EE hch && = .  (2.5) 
2.1.1.1 Traveling wave engine thermodynamics 
 The mechanism causing this acoustic power amplification is depicted 
schematically in Figure 2.2.  The regenerator is portrayed in Figure 2.2a as consisting of a 
stack of thin, parallel plates, where the hydraulic radius, equal to half of the separation 
distance between each plate in this case, is much less than one thermal penetration depth 
in the acoustically oscillating gas.  As a result, the solid-gas thermal contact is very good, 
and the temperature of the “parcels” of gas that acoustically oscillate back and forth 
between the plates, is, to a good approximation, equal to the temperature of the solid 
plates at any axial location.   
 In Figure 2.2b, attention is focused on one representative gas parcel within the 
regenerator, which begins the acoustic cycle at its left-most position.  To simplify the 
cycle description, we’ll approximate the sinusoidally oscillating quantities in this figure 
as four separate processes.  In an acoustic traveling wave, acoustic pressure and acoustic 
velocity oscillations are in phase, which allows for the transmission of acoustic energy in 
the direction of the acoustic traveling wave [Kinsler et. al. (1982), Pierce (1989)].   
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Figure 2.2:  a) A magnified view of a parallel plate regenerator, b) thermodynamic 




Therefore, for an acoustic wave traveling to the right in a medium with no mean gas 
velocity, the acoustic velocity is positive while the pressure is high, so the gas parcel 
moves to the right along the regenerator, increasing in temperature along with the solid 
temperature gradient.  At the gas parcel’s right-most position, the gas temperature equals 
the temperature of the regenerator while its pressure decreases, thereby causing the gas 
parcel to expand at high temperature.  After attaining its low pressure, the gas parcel 
translates back to the left, decreasing in temperature along with the solid temperature 
gradient as it does so.  Finally, at the left-most position, the pressure increases and the gas 
parcel is compressed at low temperature. 
 An understanding of how these gas motions and property changes create acoustic 
power is aided by plots of the oscillating gas properties as a function of time in Figure 
2.3a.  For a sinusoidally oscillating acoustic velocity (e.g., u1 = sin t), the acoustic gas 
displacement, ξ1, is simply the integral of the acoustic velocity (e.g., ξ1 = -cos t).  Since 
the acoustic pressure and velocity are both in phase for an acoustic wave traveling to the 
right, the acoustic gas displacement lags the acoustic pressure by 90°.  Also, assuming 
perfect solid-gas thermal contact in the regenerator, the acoustic displacement is 
proportional to the gas temperature, due to the temperature gradient along the 
regenerator’s solid.  Thus, knowing the gas pressure and temperature at all points in the 
acoustic cycle, the other gas properties can be calculated.  For instance, for an ideal gas, 








−= ,  (2.6) 
while the change in the gas’s entropy, is related to the change in pressure and temperature 
by:   
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Figure 2.3: a) Gas parcel properties as a function of time for one acoustic cycle in the 
thermoacoustic engine of Figure 2.2, b) Gas parcel P-V diagram (PdV Work Output), c) 







dTcds p −= ,  (2.7) 
where R is the gas constant.  Note that an increase in the entropy of the gas, s, indicates 
heat transfer from the solid to the gas, q, according one definition of entropy: dq = T ds.  
Finally, noting that cp ≈ (5/2)R for monatomic gases, which are frequently used in 
thermoacoustic engines, the gas specific volume and entropy can be plotted for changes 
in temperature and pressure over the course of an acoustic cycle in Figure 2.3a. 
 Using these results, we can now show that each gas parcel produces a net work 
output during each acoustic cycle by examining the cycle on a pressure vs. the specific 
volume diagram, since: 
 ∫ ∫== pdvdww ,  (2.8) 
where w is the work output per unit mass of fluid, per acoustic cycle.  The p-v diagram is 
plotted in Figure 2.3b, where the area enclosed by the ellipse is the specific work output, 
w, since integration over an acoustic cycle occurs in a clockwise fashion in this case.  
This work output is realized as an increase in acoustic power traveling to the right 
through the regenerator. 
 Similarly, the heat absorbed by the gas in order to produce this work output can 
be calculated from: 
 ∫∫ == Tdsdqq ,  (2.9) 
where q is the heat absorbed per unit mass of fluid, per acoustic cycle.  The amount of 
heat absorbed is equal to the area inside the ellipse of the T-s diagram in Figure 2.3c, 
since this, too, is integrated in a clockwise fashion around the ellipse over the course of 
an acoustic cycle.   
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 The physical realization of this heat absorption is slightly more difficult to 
perceive, but is aided by referring back to the gas parcel schematic of Figure 2.2b.  Note 
that at the gas parcel’s right-most position, expansion is accompanied by heat transfer 
from the solid to the gas in order to keep the gas at constant temperature, while at its left-
most position, compression is accompanied by heat transfer from the gas to the solid, 
again to maintain a constant gas temperature.  In this manner, one can envision a “bucket 
brigade” of gas parcels that pick up heat at the right and drop it off on the left, thereby  
“shuttling” heat down the regenerator [Swift (1988)].  The heat absorbed over the course 
of an acoustic cycle is realized as a decrease in the amount of heat “shuttled” from right 
to left down the regenerator’s temperature gradient.  This heat, q, is converted to work, w, 
in the form of acoustic energy gain in the regenerator, thus the area enclosed by ellipse of 
Figure 2.3b is equal to that of Figure 2.3c (i.e., w = q). 
 Finally, note that the heat transfer between the gas and the solid in the regenerator 
is a reversible process, since the temperature of the gas and solid is approximately the 
same at any axial location in the regenerator due to the good solid-gas thermal contact 
achieved in the regenerator.  The reversible, isothermal heat transfer and the compression 
and expansion due to pressure changes are traits shared by another thermodynamic cycle 
– the Stirling cycle.  As a result, traveling wave thermoacoustic devices are frequently 
viewed as acoustic realizations of the Stirling cycle, where acoustic gas motions replace 
the pistons in a Stirling engine or refrigerator.   
2.1.1.2 History of the traveling wave thermoacoustic engine 
 The first to realize the connection between the Stirling cycle and traveling wave 
thermoacoustics was Peter Ceperley, who performed the first experiments on traveling 
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wave thermoacoustic engines.  His attempts to create a working engine failed, however, 
as viscous losses in the regenerator destroyed any acoustic amplification that might have 
occurred [Ceperley (1978, 1979)].  Realizing this, Ceperley went on to design and 
analyze other traveling wave thermoacoustic engine concepts in which a standing wave 
acoustic field was superimposed on the traveling wave acoustic field in order to increase 
the specific acoustic impedance in the regenerator [Ceperley (1982, 1985)].  By locating 
the regenerator at the acoustic velocity node of the standing wave, the acoustic pressure 
in the regenerator, and hence, the acoustic energy gain, could be increased without 
increasing the acoustic velocity, which is responsible for the viscous dissipation in the 
regenerator.   
 Although the superposition of a standing wave on the traveling wave acoustic 
field was a step in the right direction, Ceperley’s (1982) use of full wavelength and half-
wavelength resonators to generate the standing wave acoustic field introduce additional 
viscous losses at the walls of the resonator, and also open up a path for mean mass flux to 
circulate through the engine, which generally convects heat input away from the 
regenerator.  Following up on one of Ceperley’s design ideas, Yazaki et. al. (1998) 
successfully built and demonstrated a thermoacoustic engine in which acoustic traveling 
waves circulate around a looped tube containing a regenerator bracketed by hot and cold 
heat exchangers.  Though the engine performs well as an experimental apparatus, it is of 
little practical value, as all of the acoustic energy gain in the regenerator is used to sustain 
the viscous dissipation losses along the walls of the looped tube, which is about two 
acoustic wavelengths long. 
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2.1.1.3 The Thermoacoustic Stirling Heat Engine (TASHE) 
 The development of traveling wave thermoacoustic engines took a giant leap 
forward with Backhaus and Swift’s (2000) invention of the Thermoacoustic Stirling Heat 
Engine (TASHE).  Incorporating their innovations on pulse tube refrigerators [Swift et. 
al. (1999)], this device employs an acoustically compact network that allows the TASHE 
to convert thermal energy to acoustic energy with a thermal efficiency of 30%.  In 
addition to producing the needed acoustic traveling wave phasing at the regenerator, this 
network increases the specific acoustic impedance at the regenerator, thus limiting its 
viscous losses, while also providing a feedback path that supplies the input acoustic 
energy to the regenerator.   
 As shown in Figure 2.4a, the TASHE device is comprised of a resonator, a 
variable acoustic load, and a thermoacoustic driving section.  The entire device is filled 
with helium compressed to approximately thirty atmospheres.  The use of high-pressure 
helium increases the acoustic power density of the TASHE, thus increasing the 
importance of the thermoacoustic effects compared to the heat conduction losses in the 
regenerator, which are not a function of the mean pressure [Backhaus and Swift (2000)].  
The full engine functions as a quarter-wavelength standing wave resonator, though the 
standing wave acoustic phasing in the driver section at the left end of the engine is 
modified by its compact acoustic network. 
 Figure 2.4b provides a more detailed description of the thermoacoustic driver of 
the TASHE in Figure 2.4a.  The thermoacoustic driver contains a toroidal acoustic 
feedback loop (or torus), in which a regenerator is bracketed by a primary cold heat 
exchanger and a hot heat exchanger.  As described with reference to Figure 2.1, the  
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Figure 2.4:  a) The full Thermoacoustic Stirling Heat Engine (TASHE), b) the detail of 
the driver section of the TASHE, and c) a basic electrical circuit representation of the 
TASHE.  (Reprinted with permission from [Backhaus and Swift (2000)]) 
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primary cold heat exchanger, the regenerator, and the hot heat exchanger are configured 
to amplify traveling acoustic waves that propagate clockwise around the torus. At the 
resonator junction, a portion of the amplified acoustic energy, juncW& , travels to the right 
towards the resonator and the acoustic load, while the remainder, fbW& , is fed back 
through the torus to provide acoustic power, cW& , to the cold end of the regenerator.  The 
latter is amplified within the regenerator to hW& , and exits the hot side of the regenerator.  
Below the hot heat exchanger is a thermal buffer tube and a secondary cold heat 
exchanger, which thermally isolate the hot heat exchanger from the rest of the TASHE 
beyond the cold heat exchangers. 
 The torus of the TASHE consists of an inertance, which functions as a mass-like 
acoustic element, a compliance, which functions as a spring-like acoustic element, and 
the regenerator, which functions as a viscous resistance and acoustic amplifier [Backhaus 
and Swift (2000)].  Since each of these components are much shorter than an acoustic 
wavelength, they can be modeled as acoustically compact lumped parameter elements, 
much like a mechanical mass-spring-damper system or an electrical L-R-C network 
[Kinsler et. al. (1982), Pierce (1989)].  A basic electrical circuit representation of the 
TASHE is shown in Figure 2.4c, where the compliance and inertance are represented by 
the capacitance, C, and the inductance, L, respectively.  The regenerator is represented by 
the combination of the resistance, R, and the current source below it, while the resonator 
of the TASHE is represented by a parallel combination of a resistance, Rres, and a 
reactance, Xres. 
 The key to the successful operation of the TASHE is that the acoustic impedance 
of the inertance branch is much smaller than the resistance of the regenerator branch (i.e. 
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ωL/R << 1) [Backhaus and Swift (2000)].  As a result, the acoustic velocity in the 
inertance section is much larger than that in the regenerator branch, which serves two 
purposes.  First, the inertance and the compliance shift the phase of the acoustic velocity 
so that it is approximately in phase with the acoustic pressure in the regenerator, as in an 
acoustic traveling wave.  Second, the larger impedance in the regenerator means that the 
impedance of the traveling wave in the regenerator is much larger than that of a pure 
traveling wave.  Therefore, although the acoustic phasing is such that the gas is forced to 
undergo a Stirling cycle within the regenerator, the acoustic velocities and resulting 
viscous losses are much smaller than those experienced by a thermoacoustic engine 
employing a pure traveling acoustic wave in the regenerator, as depicted in Figure 2.1.   
 Ceperley’s original engine (1978, 1979) was unable to produce any net acoustic 
energy gain for this reason, although his later, untested designs (1982), were meant to 
remedy this problem by superimposing a standing wave on the traveling wave acoustic 
field.  The invention of De Blok and Van Rijt (2001) also describes a similar arrangement 
to the acoustically compact network, which is meant to reduce the acoustic velocities and 
to create traveling wave acoustic phasing within the regenerator, though their designs 
include annular feedback paths as opposed to the toroidal feedback path in the TASHE. 
 One drawback of traveling wave thermoacoustic engines is that acoustic energy 
flux through the regenerator results in either a second order mean pressure gradient 
across the regenerator, or a mean mass flux, traveling in the same direction as the 
acoustic energy flux, due acoustic streaming in the regenerator [Gedeon (1997)].  In the 
TASHE, this results in a convection current that travels clockwise around the torus of the 
thermoacoustic driver, carrying thermal energy from the hot heat exchanger away from 
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the regenerator and out the secondary cold heat exchanger [Backhaus and Swift (2000)].  
Since this degrades the performance of the engine, it is desirable to eliminate or minimize 
any clockwise mean flow around the torus and through the regenerator.  To counteract 
this effect, the thermoacoustic driver of the TASHE includes a hydrodynamic mass-flux 
suppressor (or jet pump) that can be adjusted to minimize or eliminate any net flow of the 
compressible fluid around the torus.  Since the operation of the mass-flux suppressor 
relies on turbulence and viscous dissipation of kinetic energy, its use in suppressing the 
clockwise convection current is also accompanied by some dissipation of acoustic 
energy.   
 Also, in the TASHE, conduction of heat through the walls of the torus can result 
in significant energy losses.  These energy losses are due to heat conduction radially 
through the walls into the insulation or atmosphere surrounding the torus, and also due to 
axial heat conduction along the walls of the torus between the hot and cold heat 
exchangers, essentially bypassing the regenerator.  To safely contain the high pressure 
gas in the TASHE, greater wall thickness is required, which results in greater axial 
conduction losses.  In addition, the strength of the pipe wall is reduced at high 
temperatures, therefore limiting the maximum temperature, and hence the thermal 
efficiency, that the TASHE can attain [(Petach et. al. (2004)].  Furthermore, cross-flow 
heat exchangers, which are typically used due to geometric constraints, result in sub-
optimal heat extraction and potentially enormous thermal stresses, especially in the hot 
heat exchanger, as will be discussed in Chapter 7.  Given these inefficiencies, a need 
exists for more efficient traveling wave thermoacoustic devices. 
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2.1.2 Traveling wave heat pumps 
 In contrast to a thermoacoustic engine, which absorbs thermal energy in order to 
create acoustic energy, a traveling wave thermoacoustic heat pump absorbs work in the 
form of acoustic energy for the purposes of providing heating or cooling power.  The 
primary difference which distinguishes the two types of devices is the direction of the 
acoustic energy flux in relation to the temperature gradient in the regenerator.  In the 
engine, the acoustic wave travels in the same direction as the increasing temperature 
gradient, whereas the acoustic energy travels in the direction of decreasing temperature 
gradient in a traveling wave thermoacoustic heat pump.   
 Depending on where the ambient temperature heat exchanger is located, a 
traveling wave thermoacoustic heat pump can operate either as a refrigerator or a heater.  
In the traveling wave refrigerator of Figure 2.5a, a fraction of the acoustic power entering 
the regenerator on the left, hE& , is absorbed in passing through the regenerator, resulting 
in a lower acoustic power, cE& , exiting the right side of the regenerator.  This work input 
produces heat pumping action up the regenerator’s temperature gradient, which draws a 
cooling heat load, cQ& , from the cold heat exchanger at the temperature Tc, and exhausts 
heat at a rate 0Q&  to the environment at the ambient temperature T0.  Likewise, the 
acoustic energy absorbed in the heat pump of Figure 2.5b draws heat at a rate 0Q&  from 
the environment through the ambient temperature heat exchanger, and delivers a heating 
power hQ&  to the hot heat exchanger at the hot temperature Th.   
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2.1.2.1 Traveling wave heat pump thermodynamics 
 Central to the operation of either of the devices in Figure 2.5 is the fact that, as 
with the traveling wave engine, acoustic gas motions and pressure changes cause heat to 
be pumped through the regenerator in a direction opposite to that of the acoustic traveling 
wave.  These processes are shown in greater detail in Figure 2.6a, which tracks a 
representative gas parcel through an acoustic cycle as was done above for the 
thermoacoustic engine.  This cycle is identical to that for the thermoacoustic engine, as 
shown in Figure 2.2b, with the exception that the temperature gradient in the regenerator 
solid is reversed so that compression of the gas parcel occurs at high temperature and its 
expansion occurs at low temperature.  As these compression and expansion processes are 
accompanied by heat transfer to and from the regenerator solid, respectively, the gas 
parcels “shuttle” heat from cold to hot, up the regenerator’s temperature gradient.   
 Accounting for the oscillatory fluctuations in the gas properties and the reversed 
temperature gradient, Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7 are again used to calculate the gas properties 
throughout an acoustic cycle, and the results are plotted in Figure 2.6b.  Using this data, 
the p-v and T-s diagrams can again be obtained for the cycle, though they look exactly the 
same as those for the traveling wave engine in Figures 2.3b and 2.3c, respectively.  The 
only difference between this case and the engine case is that the cyclic integrals for work 
output, Eq. 2.8, and heat input, Eq. 2.9, traverse the ellipses in a counter-clockwise 
fashion over the course of an acoustic cycle.  As a result, the work output, w, and the heat 
input, q, are both negative for the case of the thermoacoustic heat pump, as the above 
description of the device would imply.  
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Figure 2.6:  a) thermodynamic processes of an acoustically oscillating gas parcel within 
the regenerator of a thermoacoustic heat pump, b) Gas parcel properties as a function of 
time for one acoustic cycle in the thermoacoustic heat pump 
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2.1.2.2 History and applications of the traveling wave thermoacoustic refrigerator 
 Conventional traveling wave thermoacoustic refrigerators evolved out of the field 
of pulse tube refrigeration [Radebaugh (1990), Popescu et. al. (2001), Swift (2002)], 
which was accidentally discovered and exploited for cryogenic refrigeration applications.  
These devices used the interactions of acoustic pressure oscillations with the walls of a 
“pulse tube” to produce refrigeration, though it wasn’t until later that the stacks and 
regenerators of conventional thermoacoustic refrigerators were added.  With the addition 
of an orifice at one end of the pulse tube, traveling wave acoustic phasing was attained in 
the regenerator, and traveling wave thermoacoustic refrigeration was born.  While these 
devices were able to attain low refrigeration temperatures, much of the input acoustic 
power was dissipated in the orifice for the purposes of creating the required traveling 
wave acoustic phasing.   
 The recent innovation of the acoustic feedback loop by Swift et. al. (1999) has 
increased the efficiency of the pulse tube refrigeration process by recycling the 
previously dissipated acoustic power.  The pulse tube refrigerator of Swift et. al. (1999) is 
very similar to the TASHE of Figure 2.4, except that the acoustic traveling waves 
propagate in a counter-clockwise direction through the torus.  These acoustic traveling 
waves are attenuated in the regenerator, and result in a refrigerator configuration in which 
heat is pumped from the cold heat exchanger to the hot heat exchanger, in a manner 
similar to that shown in Figure 2.5a. 
 The inherent simplicity of the traveling wave thermoacoustic process represents a 
substantial improvement over Stirling and other types of refrigeration cycles, simply due 
to the reduction in the number of moving parts.  This is particularly true in regards to the 
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Stirling refrigeration cycle, since the moving component that has been removed is the 
cold displacer piston, which accounted for much of the irreversibility in the cycle due to 
the cold friction losses on the piston seal.  However, note that the thermoacoustic 
refrigerator still requires an acoustic power input in order to produce refrigeration, and 
many designers have opted to use electrodynamic drivers, such as those produced by 
CFIC Inc. [Yarr and Corey (1995)], to generate this acoustic power.  Although this type 
of design is appropriate for some applications, these components still contain moving 
parts that require maintenance and increase the complexity and production cost of these 
refrigerators.  In addition, these transducers require an electrical energy input, which 
increases the complexity involved in using these devices in remote or portable cooling 
applications.  In contrast, traveling wave thermoacoustic engines could provide this 
acoustic energy input without the addition of moving parts or the use of electric power, 
thereby increasing the reliability and portability of the thermoacoustic refrigeration 
process. 
 The ability of traveling wave refrigerators to achieve cooling temperatures as low 
as 30 K in a single stage, and 3.6 K in multiple stages [Popescu et. al. (2001)], has made 
them very popular in the field of cryogenics, particularly since they have eliminated the 
cold piston seal problem of Stirling refrigerators.  In these applications, they are 
frequently used for liquefaction of gases such as methane, which are more easily 
contained and transported in a liquid state.  Additionally, the fact that thermoacoustic 
refrigerators work best with inert gases such as helium makes them attractive for more 
widespread refrigeration applications, as they do not require exotic or environmentally 
toxic refrigerants to produce cooling power.  Despite the fact that pulse-tube 
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thermoacoustic refrigeration has found widespread use in the industrial sector, there is 
currently very little interest in applying traveling wave thermoacoustics in heat pump 
applications, although Swift (2002) has mentioned the possibility of using them in 
industrial drying and commercial or residential water heating applications.  
2.2 Standing Wave Thermoacoustics 
 Another method by which thermal energy can be converted into acoustic energy, 
and vice versa, is through the use of standing wave thermoacoustics [Swift (1988, 2002)].  
Though similar in many ways to traveling wave thermoacoustics, the basic 
thermodynamic cycle that is used in standing wave thermoacoustics is fundamentally 
different, as is some of the hardware required to achieve the thermoacoustic energy 
conversion.  As the name implies, these devices employ standing wave acoustic phasing 
in which acoustic pressure and velocity oscillations are 90° out of phase.  A pure standing 
wave cannot transmit any acoustic energy because of this, and as a result, a heat transfer 
time delay is required in order to produce or absorb any acoustic energy in a standing 
wave thermoacoustic cycle.   
 To achieve this time delay, the regenerator in the traveling wave thermoacoustic 
device is replaced by a “stack,” which is simply a stack of thin parallel plates, separated 
by gaps that are on the order of 1-4 times the thermal penetration depth, δk.  The larger 
plate separation yields imperfect thermal contact between the solid and the gas, where 
heat transfer between the two is approximately proportional to the temperature difference 
between the gas and the solid.  Unfortunately, heat transfer across a finite temperature 
difference is an inherently irreversible process, though it is required for proper operation 
of the standing wave thermoacoustic device.   
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 In spite of this inherent loss mechanism, standing wave thermoacoustic systems 
have been extensively studied in the literature, probably because of the relative ease with 
which an acoustic standing wave can be created.  However, the thermal efficiency 
difference between the two types of thermoacoustic engines is fairly substantial.  
Specifically, the most efficient standing wave thermoacoustic engine to date has achieved 
a thermal efficiency of about 20%, while its traveling wave counterpart has achieved 
thermal efficiencies of about 30% [Backhaus and Swift (2000)].  Therefore, since we are 
interested in creating an engine with a high fuel energy to acoustic energy conversion 
efficiency, and the reversible traveling wave engine possesses an inherent thermal 
efficiency advantage over the standing wave engine, standing wave thermoacoustic 
engines will not be considered further in this work. 
2.3 Open vs. Closed Cycle Thermoacoustics 
2.3.1 The open cycle standing wave refrigerator 
 Research in the field of thermoacoustics has been limited mostly to closed cycle 
designs in recent years, although there is a potential for significant improvements in 
efficiency for open cycle thermoacoustic devices.  Recognizing this potential, the first 
open cycle thermoacoustic refrigerator was built and tested by Reid et. al. (1998) at Los 
Alamos in 1997.  This device, shown in Figure 2.7, is composed of a loop, one acoustic 
wavelength long, with inlet and exhaust ports at the top and bottom of the loop, 
respectively.  Loudspeakers drive an acoustic standing wave in this loop, with the 
pressure nodes at the inlet and exhaust ports to minimize the acoustic losses through these 




Figure 2.7:  Schematic of the open cycle standing wave thermoacoustic refrigerator.  
(Reprinted with permission from [Swift (2002)]) 
 
 
oscillates back and forth between the two halves of the device, forming a full wavelength 
standing wave in the loop.   
 Standing wave thermoacoustic processes create a temperature difference across 
the stacks in each half of the refrigerator, from ambient temperature at the heat exchanger 
above the stack to some cold temperature at the cold heat exchanger below the stack.  A 
slow mean flow is imposed on standing wave thermoacoustic oscillations, entering at the 
pressure node at the upper inlet port.  The steady flow is cooled in passing through the 
stack on each side of the device, and exits at the pressure node at the lower exhaust port.   
 In this arrangement, a thermodynamic advantage is gained in that refrigeration 
occurs over the full range of gas temperatures in the stack, which is more efficient than 
providing cooling power only at the temperature of the cold heat exchanger [Reid et. al. 
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(1998), Reid and Swift (2000)].  Furthermore, it was also found that the addition of a 
mean flow eliminates the need for the cold heat exchanger, provided that the mean flow 
velocity is an order of magnitude smaller than the acoustic velocity amplitude in order to 
keep thermal convection effects from overwhelming the thermoacoustic effects in the 
device.   
2.3.2 Open cycle thermoacoustic engines 
 So long as the slow mean flow condition is met, it is expected that the 
superposition of a steady flow can be used to eliminate one of the two heat exchangers in 
thermoacoustic heat pumps and engines as well [Reid (1999)].  In a thermoacoustic 
engine, this open cycle configuration would enable a flow of hot gas, created either by 
combustion or some other means, to replace the hot heat exchanger for a more direct 
conversion of fuel energy to acoustic energy, thereby eliminating the heat exchanger’s 
cost, complexity and inefficiency.  Furthermore, allowing for the passage of a fluid 
through a thermoacoustic engine opens up the possibility of creating an engine that 
employs a combustion process, either inside or outside the engine, to generate a stream of 
hot combustion products that pass through the stack or regenerator to provide the 
engine’s thermal energy input. 
 In designing an open cycle thermoacoustic device, the utilization of standing 
wave thermoacoustics is appealing because the inlet and exhaust ports can be located at 
the pressure nodes in order to minimize the loss of acoustic energy through these ports 
[Reid and Swift (2000)].  However, standing wave thermoacoustic systems rely on 
irreversible processes for their operation, thus they are inherently less efficient than their 
traveling wave counterparts, as mentioned above [Backhaus and Swift (2000)].  It would  
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Figure 2.8:  Schematic of a simple open cycle traveling wave thermoacoustic engine 
 
therefore be desirable to combine the inherent efficiency advantages of traveling wave 
thermoacoustics with the benefits of an open cycle architecture.  Such a combination 
offers, in principle, the most efficient means of converting the thermal energy in a stream 
of gas into acoustic energy.  However, the implementation of such an engine is more 
challenging due to the lack of true acoustic pressure nodes in a traveling wave acoustic 
field, which minimize the escape of acoustic energy from the system, as with the open 
cycle standing wave refrigerator. 
 A schematic of a simple open cycle traveling wave thermoacoustic engine is 
shown in Figure 2.8  [Weiland and Zinn (2003)].  A slow mean flow of hot gas is 
superimposed on the acoustic field in the device, and approaches the regenerator from an 
open duct on the right.  The origin of this hot gas is not important for the purposes of this 
example, but could be supplied by a combustion process, for instance, occurring either 
inside or outside the thermoacoustic device.  A cold heat exchanger at the other end of 
the regenerator rejects heat to the surroundings at the ambient temperature, T0, and 
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creates a temperature gradient across the regenerator.  As the mean flow passes through 
the regenerator, some of its thermal energy is converted into acoustic energy, thus 
amplifying a traveling acoustic wave as it moves from the cold side to the hot side of the 
regenerator [Ceperley (1978, 1985)].  
 Note, however, that by replacing the hot heat exchanger in such a device by a 
mean flow of hot gas, an unusual heat transfer situation at regenerator's hot-side interface 
is created [Weiland and Zinn (2003)].  As will be shown in Chapter 4, steady-state 
operation of this engine requires that a mean temperature difference exist between the 
incoming mean flow and the regenerator’s solid material at this interface.  This 
temperature difference is not necessarily small, and may profoundly affect the acoustics, 
thermodynamics and overall performance of the engine. 
2.4 Pulse Combustion  
 Pulse combustion devices come in many shapes and sizes, though they all share a 
common trait in that they each take advantage of the interaction between combustion and 
acoustic processes.  To drive acoustic oscillations, the oscillating combustion must satisfy 
Rayleigh’s criterion, which states that a periodic heat addition process amplifies/damps 
acoustic energy if it is in/out of phase with acoustic pressure oscillations [Zinn (1986)]. 
 Although the Rayleigh criterion is fairly general and can be used to help describe 
many oscillating combustion processes, a distinction is generally made between 
beneficial and detrimental oscillations.  The latter are usually referred to as combustion 
instabilities, which range in severity from a simple nuisance, in the case of a noisy, 
“buzzing” flame, to very damaging or even catastrophic instabilities in rocket motors and 
jet engines.  Due to the wide range of problems that these combustion oscillations can 
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cause, there is a great body of research that is aimed at understanding and suppressing 
these oscillations. 
 At the other extreme, the study of beneficial combustion oscillations are 
considered to be part of the general field of pulse combustion.  In these systems, the 
acoustic oscillations are used for a variety of purposes such as increasing heat transfer 
rates, pumping combustion reactants and products through the system, generating thrust, 
or simply enhancing the combustion process by improving fuel/air mixing or decreasing 
pollutant emissions [Zinn (1986)]. 
 The operation of a general air-breathing pulse combustor is depicted in Figure 2.9, 
where the physical processes occurring in the combustor are shown at four different times 
during the combustion cycle [Zinn (1986)].  On the left side of the device is the 
combustion chamber and the flapper valves, which open when the pressure in the 
combustion chamber is low, and close when the pressure is high.  The right side of the 
device is comprised of the exhaust pipe, which is generally tailored to best suit the 
particular application of the pulse combustor.   
 In the steady state operation of a pulse combustor, a typical cycle begins with the 
ignition of a combustible fuel/air mixture within the combustion chamber, as shown in 
Figure 2.9a.  The combustion process increases the temperature and pressure of the gas 
mixture, causing the flapper valves to close.  This also causes the gas to expand, initiating 
the flow of combustion products towards the exhaust.  In the next stage, the inertia of the 
flowing combustion products creates a region of low pressure in the combustion 
chamber.  As a result, the flapper valves open and admit a fresh charge of fuel and air 
into the combustion chamber as shown in Figure 2.9b.  The fuel and air generally enter  
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Figure 2.9:  Operation of a simple air-breathing pulse combustor 
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the device through separate inlet ports, and mix upon entering the combustion chamber.  
As shown in Figure 2.9c, the low pressure in the combustion chamber eventually causes 
the product gases in the exhaust pipe to reverse direction and flow back towards the 
combustion chamber during the third stage of the pulse combustion cycle.  In the final 
stage of Figure 2.9d, the influx of combustion reactants and the return flow of the 
combustion products increases the pressure in the combustion chamber, causing the 
fuel/air mixture to be compressed.  Through a combination of several effects, including 
compression of the reactants, contact with hot surfaces in the combustion chamber and 
mixing of the reactants with hot combustion products and the reactive combustion 
radicals that they contain, the combustible mixture ignites in the combustion chamber, 
and the pulse combustion cycle begins again from Figure 2.9a.  This process is self-
sustaining, and will continue indefinitely until the flow of fuel to the pulse combustor is 
turned off. 
 Using the acoustic processes described above, the pulse combustor can be made 
to resemble a Helmholtz resonator, where the combustion chamber forms the compliance 
and the exhaust pipe forms the inertance, both of which are much shorter than an acoustic 
wavelength.  For larger or higher frequency devices, the acoustics of the pulse combustor 
resemble a 1/4 wavelength standing wave pipe, with a closed end at the flapper valves 
and an open end at the far side of the exhaust pipe.  In either case, the operating 
frequency of the device is generally the lowest resonant frequency determined by the 
geometry of the pulse combustor, although tunable pulse combustors have been designed 
that can operate over a range of frequencies [Zinn (1996)]. 
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 One of the first successful applications of pulse combustion was in the German-
made V-1 “Buzz Bomb,” where the pulse combustion process was used to generate thrust 
for propelling rockets during World War II [Zinn (1986)].  The Lennox pulse combustion 
furnace represents a more recent success of pulse combustion, where the oscillating gas 
flow in the exhaust pipe of the pulse combustor enhances the rate of heat transfer out of 
the exhaust pipe, thus providing a very efficient means for residential heating [Zinn 
(1996)].  Another promising application is the tunable pulse combustor, which provides 
acoustic and thermal energy to a large vessel for the purposes of accelerating a range of 
industrial processes occurring in the vessel, including waste incineration, spray drying, or 




THE THERMOACOUSTIC PULSE COMBUSTION ENGINE 
 
 
 The Thermoacoustic Pulse Combustion Engine (TAPCE), as described below, 
ameliorates several of the problems associated with the TASHE or other known 
thermoacoustic devices [Weiland and Zinn, (2003b), Weiland et. al. (2004)].  Unlike the 
conventional thermoacoustic driver of the TASHE, which seeks to eliminate any mean 
flow, the TAPCE introduces a mean flow across the regenerator.  This mean flow is 
superimposed on the acoustic motions of the fluid and, for small mean flow velocities 
relative to the acoustic velocities, the mean flow and the acoustic motions can be 
considered to act independently of one another.  The use of an applied mean flow 
facilitates the addition of an internal combustion process in the device, as the mean flow 
can supply the combustion process with fresh reactants and carry away combustion 
products.  Adding inlet and exhaust ports to bring in combustion reactants and carry away 
combustion products signifies an important shift from a traditional closed cycle 
thermoacoustic engine such as the TASHE, to an open cycle engine configuration.  
Thermodynamically, an open cycle thermoacoustic engine can be more efficient than a 
closed cycle thermoacoustic engine in converting fuel energy to acoustic energy, as the 
inefficiencies of the hot heat exchanger have been eliminated in an open cycle 
configuration. 
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 Thus, as a result of the mean flow, the hot heat exchanger may be replaced by a 
mean flow of hot gas, where the heat in the hot gas is obtained from a combustion zone 
inside the device.  The absence of the hot heat exchanger can drastically reduce thermal 
stresses that are present in the TASHE and other thermoacoustic engines, particularly if 
the heat exchanger being replaced is a cross-flow hot heat exchanger.  Additionally, by 
concentrically disposing a thermoacoustic driver within an outer shell, the thickness of 
the walls of the thermoacoustic driver may be significantly reduced.  Consequently, axial 
heat conduction losses through these walls may be reduced as a result of the reduced wall 
thickness, and higher combustion temperatures can be attained without reducing the 
strength of the pressure vessel design.  Furthermore, radial heat transfer from the 
thermoacoustic driver may be used to further increase the efficiency of the 
thermoacoustic device in some configurations. 
3.1 The TAPCE Design 
 As shown in Figure 3.1, the complete thermoacoustic device is composed of the 
TAPCE and a resonator, which includes a wave guide attached to an acoustic load.  
Specific forms of the acoustic load will be presented at a later point in this chapter, when 
the various applications of the TAPCE are discussed.  The entire device is filled with air 
and combustion products that can be pressurized to increase its acoustic power density, 
which reduces the impact of thermal conduction losses within the thermoacoustic device.  
Unlike the conventional thermoacoustic driver of Figure 2.1 or the TASHE of Figure 2.4, 
the TAPCE of Figure 3.1 generates acoustic energy by supplying heat to a regenerator 
with a mean flow of hot combustion products.  
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Figure 3.1:  Schematic of the TAPCE and resonator portions of a thermoacoustic device 
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3.1.1 The acoustically compact network 
 The Thermoacoustic Pulse Combustion Engine is shown in greater detail in 
Figure 3.2, and is primarily composed of a cylindrical shell and a thermoacoustic driver, 
which is located inside an inner pipe concentrically disposed within the shell.  By 
locating the thermoacoustic driver within the shell, the burden of containing the 
potentially high pressures inside the device is shifted from the thermoacoustic driver to 
the shell.  Thus, the thickness of the walls of the thermoacoustic driver may be 
significantly reduced as compared to the TASHE.  Consequently, axial conduction losses 
through these walls may be greatly reduced due to the reduced wall thickness.  In 
addition, higher temperatures than those used in the TASHE can be used without fear of 
pressure vessel failure, which in turn should result in higher thermal efficiencies.  
Furthermore, this configuration promises to be easier to construct, in many regards, than 
the toroidal architecture of the TASHE [Backhaus and Swift (2000)]. 
 The size and positioning of the thermoacoustic driver within the shell creates a 
compliance section and an inertance section, which permit the feedback of acoustic 
energy from the hot end of the thermoacoustic driver to the cold end.  The inertance is 
formed by the annular region between the thermoacoustic driver and the shell, while the 
compliance is formed by the open volume in the shell, above the thermoacoustic driver 
and the inertance. 
 To retain the acoustic characteristics of the highly successful TASHE engine, the 
geometries of the inertance and compliance are designed to mimic the acoustically 
compact network of the TASHE [Backhaus and Swift (2000)].  This is achieved by 




Figure 3.2:  A schematic of the detailed TAPCE design. 
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and designing the TAPCE geometry to match these impedance ratios.  In this manner, the 
starting design of the geometry of the TAPCE retains the acoustic character of the 
TASHE, although this geometry can be further optimized once a full model of the 
TAPCE is created.  This process is discussed in further detail in Chapter 5. 
 The compliance section, the inertance section, and the regenerator make up the 
basic components of the acoustically compact network in the TAPCE, which sets up a 
traveling wave acoustic phasing at the regenerator, thereby constructively providing the 
feedback acoustic energy for amplification at the regenerator.  Additionally, these 
components are geometrically configured to establish a region of relatively low acoustic 
velocity across the regenerator, thereby decreasing viscous losses within the regenerator.  
 Depending on the internal pressure chosen, the TAPCE may have a movable end-
cap positioned at the top of the shell in order to tune the volume of the compliance 
section.  Since an impedance matching condition between the compliance and the 
resonator primarily determines the resonant frequency of the device [Backhaus and Swift 
(2000)], adjustment of the volume of the compliance permits one to make small 
adjustments to the resonant frequency of the thermoacoustic device.  In addition to 
providing a tunable compliance, the end-cap permits easy access to the thermoacoustic 
driver in the event that maintenance is required on the thermoacoustic driver.   
 Finally, note that the density of the gas in the inertance is important in 
determining the mass-like properties of this component in the acoustically compact 
network.  In order for this component to operate as designed, it is important that the 
density of the gas in the inertance, and hence its temperature, remain constant.  This is 
accomplished by thermally insulating the thermoacoustic driver from the rest of the 
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device by insulating its walls and positioning a cold heat exchanger at either end of the 
thermoacoustic driver, as shown in Figure 3.2.   
 Insulating the inner pipe from the annulus surrounding it would be most 
effectively accomplished by constructing the inner surface of the annulus with pipes that 
are attached to either end of the inner pipe, thereby creating an enclosed, annular 
insulating space around the inner pipe, as shown in Figure 3.2.  Pipes entering and exiting 
the inner pipe can be routed through this annular region without interfering with the 
acoustics of the engine, and the insulation properties of this annular region can be 
enhanced by either evacuating the insulating space or filling it with a highly insulating 
material.  
3.1.2 The thermoacoustic driver 
 As shown in Figure 3.2, the interior of the thermoacoustic driver contains a 
primary cold heat exchanger, a regenerator, a combustion zone, a flow straightener, a 
thermal buffer tube, and a secondary cold heat exchanger.  The heat exchangers are 
typically crossflow heat exchangers of the shell and tube variety, as are commonly used 
in thermoacoustic devices [Backhaus and Swift (2000), Swift (2002)].  The regenerator 
has a cold side, which is coupled to the primary cold heat exchanger, and a hot side, 
which is coupled to the combustion zone, thus establishing a temperature gradient across 
the regenerator. The temperature gradient amplifies acoustic traveling waves as the 
combustion products expand and contract within the regenerator due to the pressure 
oscillations of the acoustic traveling wave.  This process is identical to that described for 
a general traveling wave thermoacoustic engine in the previous chapter.    
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 The regenerator consists of packing material that is fine enough to force the 
combustion products in the regenerator to essentially be in thermal equilibrium with the 
packing around it, but not so fine as to prevent the passage of acoustic waves through the 
regenerator.  As mentioned above, many regenerator geometries have been used, 
including stacks of parallel plates [Backhaus and Swift (2001)], stacks of wire mesh 
screens [Backhaus and Swift (2000), Kays and London (1984)], and packed steel wool 
[Ceperley (1979)].   
 The stacked wire mesh screen regenerator is the ideal choice for this application, 
as it is easy and inexpensive to produce, and offers the desired thermal conduction 
characteristics.  As the individual stainless steel screens are stacked together in the axial 
direction, the intermittent surface contact between adjacent screens drastically reduces 
the axial thermal conduction losses down the regenerator’s temperature gradient.  In 
addition, the wires in the screen provide good lateral thermal conduction, which is 
important in providing a more uniform lateral temperature profile in the regenerator.  
This is especially true in the somewhat non-uniform conditions in the case described 
below, where heat is transferred laterally to the reactant inlet pipes to preheat the 
combustion reactants as they pass through the regenerator.  In this case, it may even be 
helpful to enhance the lateral heat conduction characteristics of the regenerator by using 
high-conductivity wire mesh screens (e.g., copper screens).  However, in order to reduce 
the increased axial heat conduction losses that would accompany the use of high-
conductivity screens, these screens should be alternated with screens of lower thermal 
conductivity (e.g., plastic, fiberglass screens) in the stack of wire mesh screens so as to 
interrupt the axial conduction of thermal energy. 
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 The combustion zone below the regenerator is configured to burn a combustible 
mixture, which generates heat and the combustion products that are conveyed to the hot 
side of the regenerator by the mean flow.  Specific designs for the combustion zone are 
considered below, though in some configurations, radiative heat transfer from the 
combustion zone to the regenerator may be used to augment the transfer of heat by 
convective means. 
 As shown in Figure 3.2, a flow straightener is located between the combustion 
zone and the thermal buffer tube to preserve thermal stratification in the thermal buffer 
tube.  Since the combustion zone contains a pulse combustion process, a fairly turbulent 
environment may exist within the combustion zone, which in turn may introduce 
undesired turbulence into the thermal buffer tube through axial acoustic gas motions.  
The flow straightener reduces the encroachment of turbulence from the combustion zone 
to the thermal buffer tube, although it may also serve a secondary role as a flashback 
arrestor.    
 Through gas diffusion and the axial acoustic motions that occur across the flow 
straightener between the combustion zone and the thermal buffer tube, it is possible that 
the thermal buffer tube may contain some quantity of unburned combustible mixture.  
Through thermal and chemical interactions with the walls of the flow straightener, the 
flames that burn the combustible mixture in the combustion zone should not be able to 
propagate beyond the flow straightener/flashback arrestor [Turns (1996)].  Thus, the 
combustible mixture in the thermal buffer tube should not explosively ignite and burn, 
thereby avoiding a potentially hazardous situation.  Another way to avoid this problem is 
to coat the flow straightener with a catalyst, which would promote combustion of any 
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fuel attempting to flow downward into the thermal buffer tube, thereby limiting 
combustion processes to the combustion zone and keeping the remainder of the device 
free of potentially explosive mixtures.  In addition, note that the upward direction of the 
mean flow and the natural buoyancy of the preheated combustion reactants and hot 
combustion products should help confine the combustion process to regions close to the 
regenerator. 
 The thermal buffer tube is used to help thermally isolate the combustion zone 
from the remaining portion of the interior of the shell.  The gas within the thermal buffer 
tube sustains a mean temperature gradient from its hot side, which is coupled to the 
combustion zone, to its cold side, which is coupled to a secondary cold heat exchanger.  
Ideally, the gas in the thermal buffer tube will remain thermally stratified along its length, 
and the stability of this configuration is enhanced by orienting the thermal buffer tube 
with its hot end on top to take advantage of thermal buoyancy effects.  To effectively 
sustain such a temperature gradient, net convective heat transfer in the thermal buffer 
tube must be minimized so that the primary method of heat transfer down the thermal 
buffer tube is either through thermal conduction in the gas, or through axial thermal 
conduction in the portion of the insulated wall that surrounds the thermal buffer tube, 
depending on the thickness and axial thermal conductivity of this wall.  For efficient 
operation, the thermal buffer tube should preferably be at least six times as long as the 
acoustic displacement amplitude [Swift (2002)], and may be tapered to reduce the effects 
of Rayleigh streaming in the thermal buffer tube [Olson and Swift (1997), Swift and 
Olson (1999), Swift (2002)]. 
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 In conjunction with the primary cold heat exchanger and the insulated wall, the 
secondary cold heat exchanger thermally insulates the thermoacoustic driver from the 
remaining portion of the interior of the shell.  The secondary cold heat exchanger helps 
generate the temperature gradient along the length of the thermal buffer tube, and 
removes any heat that is transferred down this temperature gradient from the combustion 
zone.  Also, in the event that the flow straightener between the combustion zone and the 
pulse tube fails to operate effectively as a flame arrestor, the removal of heat at the 
secondary cold heat exchanger ensures that flames will not propagate out of the 
thermoacoustic driver and into the remainder of the device. 
 While not shown in Figure 3.2, an additional flow straightener may be coupled to 
the secondary cold heat exchanger at the end of the thermal buffer tube to help preserve 
the thermal stratification in the thermal buffer tube.  This flow straightener would serve 
to suppress the non-axial flow movements that will be generated due to turbulent acoustic 
gas motions at the junction between the inertance and the lower end of the 
thermoacoustic driver. 
3.1.3 Flow paths in the TAPCE 
 Both the primary and secondary cold heat exchangers require connecting pipes for 
the inlet and outlet flow of the coolant, which is generally cold tap water.  The coolant 
inlet and outlet pipes for each of the heat exchangers, in addition to the reactant inlet and 
exhaust pipes, also serve the dual purpose of acting as the suspension system that holds 
the thermoacoustic driver concentrically within the outer shell.  Since they pass through 
the high velocity region of the inertance, efforts should be made to reshape or locate these 
pipes within the inertance to reduce the viscous losses that they might produce.  Towards 
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the top of the engine, this may best be achieved by routing the pipes through the lower 
velocity regions of the compliance. 
 As shown in Figure 3.2, a reactant inlet header carries combustion reactants from 
outside the engine to the space above the primary cold heat exchanger.  To reduce 
viscous losses in the high velocity region of the inertance, it would be preferable if the 
reactant header entered the thermoacoustic driver through the compliance as shown.  
Inside the thermoacoustic driver, several individual reactant inlet pipes branch off of the 
reactant header, pass through the cold heat exchanger and the regenerator, and admit the 
combustion reactants directly to the combustion zone.  This is done to preheat the 
combustion reactants before they enter the combustion zone.   
 As the theory of the following chapter shows, the heat transferred to preheat the 
combustion reactants is essentially waste heat that is not used by the thermoacoustic 
processes to amplify the acoustic traveling wave, thus it is advantageous to preheat the 
combustion reactants as much as possible.  Later analysis shows that numerous small 
diameter reactant inlet pipes would accomplish this task most effectively, though there 
are practical constraints as to how many and how small these pipes can be.  In particular, 
the number of preheat pipes is limited by the complexity of the reactant header design, 
the desire to reduce axial thermal conduction losses down the reactant pipe walls and 
viscous acoustic energy losses on the outer surfaces of the pipes.  As a good balance 
between preheating effectiveness, complexity, and reduced loss mechanisms, the 





Figure 3.3:  Top view schematic of the cross section from Figure 3.2, showing the 
reactant header and reactant inlet pipe configuration. 
 
 
 In some cases, it may also be advantageous to configure a portion of the reactant 
inlet as a thin annulus that surrounds the regenerator and the combustion zone in order to 
help thermally insulate the regenerator and the combustion zone from the rest of the 
device, and to increase the amount of heat transferred to the combustion reactants.  In 
other cases, it may also help to add fins or ridges to those portions of the interior of the 
reactant inlet pipes or annulus that are in thermal contact with the regenerator, in order to 
enhance the rate of radial heat transfer out of the regenerator [Incropera and DeWitt 
(1996)].   
 Note that if the combustion reactants are premixed, that a significant amount of 
reactant preheating could cause combustion of the reactants to occur within the inlet 
pipes.  So long as heat release from combustion begins outside the regenerator, after the 
reactant preheating, this situation may not be overly problematic.  The primary problem 
with premature combustion of premixed reactants is flashback, where a flame propagates 
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upstream through the inlet pipes, creating a potentially explosive situation.  In this case, 
flashback can be avoided by either using small diameter inlet pipes than act as flame 
inhibitors and flashback arrestors [Turns (1996)], or by using separate fuel and air inlet 
pipes.  Furthermore, since the reactant inlet pipes pass through the cold heat exchanger in 
the current TAPCE configuration, any flames that propagate upstream through the 
regenerator should be quenched by heat removal at the cold heat exchanger, virtually 
eliminating the possibility of flashback beyond this location. 
 To increase the efficiency of the device, the reactant inlet pipes and header may 
be configured to suppress the escape of acoustic energy from the thermoacoustic device.  
In one configuration, the use of quarter- or half-wavelength inlet pipes would reflect most 
of the acoustic energy entering these pipes back to the interior of the thermoacoustic 
driver, essentially setting up a standing acoustic wave in these pipes.  Another option is to 
admit the combustion reactants to the combustion zone through choked nozzles, which 
will not allow acoustic perturbations to propagate upstream into these inlet pipes and out 
of the device.  However, to create choking conditions at the nozzle exit, the supply 
pressure of the combustion reactants in the inlet header and pipes must be over twice that 
of the interior of the TAPCE [Fox and McDonald (1992)], which may be impractical for 
a highly pressurized engine.  In addition, some acoustic oscillations may be desired in the 
reactant inlet pipes, since acoustic gas motions could increase the preheating heat transfer 
rate in these pipes. 
 Once inside the combustion zone, the reactants burn in a pulse combustion 
process to create hot combustion products, which are carried to the hot side of the 
regenerator by the mean flow as shown in Figure 3.2.  Due to the close thermal contact 
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between the gas and the solid within the regenerator, the mean flow of combustion 
products from the hot side of the regenerator to the cold side of the regenerator causes the 
combustion products to be cooled and to exit the cold side of the regenerator at 
approximately the same temperature as the cold side of the regenerator.  From there, the 
cold combustion products are carried out of the engine through the exhaust port.  To 
minimize the escape of acoustic energy out this exhaust port, the pipe itself must either be 
very small in diameter, or should be configured to reflect acoustic energy back into the 
engine. 
 The TAPCE also contains an acoustically transparent barrier, located at the top of 
the thermoacoustic driver, which sustains a small mean pressure difference in order to 
direct the mean flow in the device from the inlet port, through the combustion zone and 
the regenerator, and out the exhaust port.  In the absence of the acoustically transparent 
barrier, the regenerator presents a significant resistance to the mean flow in the device.  
Thus, the path of least resistance for the mean flow is from the inlet port, through the 
thermal buffer tube, inertance and compliance to the exhaust port, effectively bypassing 
the regenerator.  The acoustically transparent barrier also prevents the introduction of 
mean flow from the thermoacoustic driver into the shell, separating the cold combustion 
products from the gas within the compliance.  
 Furthermore, the acoustically transparent barrier must allow the passage of the 
feedback acoustic energy from the inertance and compliance to the regenerator with 
minimal attenuation of acoustic energy.  Ideally, the acoustically transparent barrier is 
simply a vibrating membrane that is impermeable to the mean flow in the device.  In 
experimental devices, a rubber balloon [Swift et. al. (1999)] or a latex membrane 
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[Keolian and Bastyr (2004)] has worked adequately, though these are not appropriate 
solutions for commercial applications.  In these situations, the mass and stiffness of a 
more durable membrane could be chosen (or constructed by lamination) to assure that its 
resonant frequency and displacement matches the acoustic frequency and acoustic 
particle displacement at that location in the engine.  Under these conditions, the barrier is 
expected to be transparent to the acoustics of the system, although small acoustic losses 
will likely occur.   
 Note, however, that the acoustically transparent barrier is the only moving part in 
the engine, and will therefore require the most maintenance.  Consequently, its placement 
in the TAPCE coincides with the location of lowest acoustic velocity and temperature 
within the engine, which helps ensure that this component does not sustain any undue 
stress.  Furthermore, its location is readily accessible for maintenance purposes by 
removing the end cap at the top of the compliance. 
 During proper operation, acoustic energy passes through the acoustically 
transparent barrier with minimal attenuation, and is directed down through the 
regenerator where it is amplified by the temperature gradient across the regenerator.  
Thereafter, the acoustic energy passes through the combustion zone, where it may be 
further amplified by a pulse combustion process.  As the acoustic energy exits the 
thermoacoustic driver, a portion of the acoustic energy is directed to the resonator for use 
by the acoustic load, while the remaining portion of the acoustic energy is directed back 
to the regenerator through the feedback inertance section, thus sustaining the process.   
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3.1.4 The combustion zone 
 Burning fuel in the strong acoustic environment inside the thermoacoustic engine 
necessarily implies that unsteady combustion processes will be present.  In order to best 
utilize this unsteady combustion process, it is desirable to have heat release oscillations 
that are in phase with the acoustic pressure oscillations to further increase the acoustic 
power output of the engine according to Rayleigh’s Criterion [Zinn (1986)].  An analysis 
of the acoustic energy flux through the combustion zone in Chapter 4 shows that pulse 
combustion can add, at most, 7% to the acoustic power output of an engine operating at 
10% acoustic pressure amplitude.  However, an improperly phased pulse combustion 
process can also absorb 7% of the engine’s power output, thus some effort must be made 
to control the phase difference between the unsteady heat addition and the unsteady 
pressure oscillations in the combustion zone, in accordance with Rayleigh’s Criterion.   
 To maximize the acoustic gain provided by the pulse combustion process, we 
desire a pulse combustion process in which the ratio of the oscillating to mean heat 
release is as large as possible.  Ideally, this means that the combustion process is 
extinguished from one acoustic cycle to the next, so that the amplitude of the oscillating 
heat release is approximately equal to the mean heat release, which is simply the time 
average of the heat release over an acoustic cycle.  Note, however, that this would require 
re-ignition of the combustion reactants during each acoustic cycle, thus limiting the 
ability to maintain the desired self-sustaining pulse combustion process in the 
thermoacoustic engine.  Therefore, the chosen design must strike a fine balance between 
maximizing the heat release oscillations without causing extinction of the flame, while 
also providing some flexibility in seeking to achieve this goal once the engine is built.  In 
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addition, a great deal of flexibility will be required in attempting to create heat release 
oscillations that are in phase with the pressure oscillations of the combustion chamber, 
since the time delay between the reactant injection and the heat release will be very 
difficult, if not impossible, to determine a priori.   
 Another important feature of the TAPCE that must be considered in the design of 
the pulse combustion process is the presence of significant flow reversal.  The modeling 
efforts below reveal that the ratio of mean to acoustic axial velocities is on the order of 
0.01 in the combustion region of the engine, a far smaller ratio than is likely to be found 
in most devices featuring unsteady combustion.  This will yield significant axial mixing, 
both between the reactants, if they enter the engine unmixed, and between the reactants 
and the hot combustion products.  As such, the strong degree of mixing and flow reversal 
somewhat inhibits the ability to achieve large heat release oscillations, thus reinforcing 
the requirement that some flexibility be built into the design of the pulse combustion 
process in order to maximize its effect on the acoustic power output of the engine once it 
is constructed. 
 The flexibility needed to control the pulse combustion process can be achieved 
through either active or passive control methods [McManus et. al. (1993)].  Passive 
methods generally involve simple changes to the geometry of the combustion chamber, 
the reactant inlet configuration, etc., in order to achieve the desired pulse combustion 
performance.  This is generally an iterative process which may never attain the optimum 
pulse combustion performance, but is the preferred control strategy in devices that are 
designed to operate in steady state at a fixed operating frequency, since a satisfactory 
geometry that gives the desired combustion characteristics should, in principle, continue 
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to do so for the life of the device.  The use of active combustion control would include an 
actuator that changes the dynamics of the pulse combustion process during operation of 
the engine.  A well-designed active control system would provide the desired degree of 
flexibility in attempting to increase the heat release oscillations and to match its phase to 
that of the unsteady pressure fluctuations, however, the addition of an actuator to the 
TACPE may be difficult or detrimental to its operation.  Note also that the TAPCE will 
require an ignition source in the engine in order to initiate the combustion process, thus 
the design of the pulse combustion control system, whether active or passive, should 
proceed with the knowledge that it may be feasible to use this ignition source to help 
control the pulse combustion process. 
3.1.4.1 Passive control of pulse combustion  
 There are many standard methods for providing passive control of unsteady 
combustion processes, though not all of these methods are applicable to the control of 
pulse combustion within the TAPCE.  For instance, one popular method of passively 
controlling combustion instabilities involves alteration of vortex shedding patterns in the 
combustion chamber (see, for example, [Schadow and Gutmark (1992)]).  Although the 
basic design of the combustion zone does not contain any discontinuities that would 
promote vortex shedding, the addition of one or more flameholders would provide 
recirculation zones that serve as anchors for the combustion process.  Some control over 
the pulse combustion process could be gained, for instance, by altering the geometry of 
the flameholder to produce vortices for one direction of acoustic gas motions, but not the 
other.  In fact, the size and shape of the flameholder can be most anything, from a few 
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wire mesh screens to various shapes of flow obstructions to the reactant inlet pipes 
themselves.   
 In general, however, generation of vortices occurs through viscous dissipation of 
the acoustic gas motions, and may therefore damp the acoustic energy flux passing 
through the combustion zone to some degree.   In addition, these flameholders may 
induce detrimental combustion oscillations at frequencies other than the operating 
frequency of the engine.  For these reasons, it would be preferable to avoid the use of 
flameholders in the TACPE, though fixing the location of the combustion process within 
the combustion zone may be difficult or impossible without their use. 
 Another standard passive control strategy that should be avoided in the TAPCE is 
the alteration of the geometry of the combustion chamber.  Since the fundamental 
frequency of the TAPCE is primarily controlled by the resonance condition between the 
thermoacoustic engine and the acoustic load [Backhaus and Swift (2000)], the desired 
frequency of the pulse combustion process cannot be changed by changing the geometry 
of the combustion chamber, though the tunable compliance may be used to good effect 
for this purpose.  In fact, the geometry of the combustion chamber is primarily governed 
by the constraints of the acoustically compact network, thus its geometry cannot be 
altered without changing the acoustic character of the engine. 
 Although some passive control methods are not well suited to the thermoacoustic 
engine application, those that incorporate changes to the reactant inlet and reactant 
mixing processes are directly applicable to the pulse combustion control in the TAPCE.  
There are several types of reactant inlet configurations to consider, including choked 
injection nozzles, unchoked injection nozzles, and flapper valves.  As noted above, 
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choking the reactant injection nozzle prohibits acoustic energy from propagating up the 
inlet ports and leaving the engine, though this may be impractical at elevated mean 
pressures with which the TAPCE may operate.  In addition, choked nozzles provide 
constant mass flow input, which provides little opportunity for implementing combustion 
control measures. 
 In unchoked injection nozzles, on the other hand, acoustic pressure changes at the 
exit plane of the nozzle result in fluctuations of the reactant injection velocity that may be 
used to help control the pulse combustion process.  One of the ways in which these 
reactant injection pulsations can be used is to create fluctuations in the fuel to air ratio by 
bringing the fuel and air into the device through different inlet ports.  These oscillations 
in the fuel to air ratio can create large heat release oscillations, particularly for very lean 
fuel/air mixtures [Lieuwen and Zinn (1998)].  For premixed reactant injection, significant 
pulsations in the reactant inlet pipes can lead to periodic reactant injection and oscillating 
heat release, especially if the combustion process occurs relatively close to the reactant 
inlet nozzle.   
 Unchoked reactant injection nozzles hold a great deal of promise for combustion 
control, since the nature of the injection can be altered considerably by changing the 
geometry of the reactant inlet pipes.  In particular, a large measure of control over the 
ratio of mean to acoustic mass fluxes in the reactant inlet pipes can be attained, since the 
acoustic mass fluxes in the inlet pipes are largely controlled by the length and diameter of 
these pipes.  Although the ratio of mean to acoustic mass fluxes is very small in the 
combustion zone, this ratio can be made to approach and even exceed unity in the 
reactant inlet pipes by altering their geometry.  Therefore the designer has some measure 
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of control over the degree of flow reversal in the reactant inlet pipes, where having a 
small degree of flow reversal or periods of no reactant injection should help maximize the 
magnitude of the unsteady heat release. 
 The primary drawback to using unchoked reactant inlet pipes is that they allow 
acoustic energy to propagate upstream and out of the engine.  This can be mitigated to 
some degree by designing quarter- or half-wavelength inlet pipes that reflect this acoustic 
energy back into the engine, though this method would generate resonant acoustic 
oscillations in these reactant inlet pipes.  An alternative method of preventing acoustic 
energy leakage out the inlet pipes and creating unsteady reactant injection is to use 
flapper valves at the ends of the pipes.  Although this method is fairly common in typical 
pulse combustors [Zinn (1986)], these valves would introduce moving parts to a system 
that seeks to eliminate as many moving parts as possible in order to reduce its cost and 
maintenance and increase its reliability. 
 In addition to altering the reactant injection properties, moving the position of the 
flameholder and/or combustion process within the combustion chamber provides some 
measure of passive combustion control, based on the specific acoustic characteristics in 
this region of the TAPCE.  While the acoustic pressure is primarily constant with respect 
to position within the combustion chamber, the compliance of the combustion chamber 
causes the magnitude and phase of the acoustic velocity to vary significantly along its 
length.  Initial modeling efforts indicate that the acoustic velocity lags the acoustic 
pressure by about 25˚ at the hot face of the regenerator, and by about 48˚ at the other end 
of the combustion chamber (i.e., the flow straightener situated above the thermal buffer 
tube, as depicted in Figure 3.2).  The compliance of the combustion zone also causes the 
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magnitude of the acoustic velocity to increase by about 60% from the hot end of the 
regenerator to the flow straightener.  As a result, if the pulse combustion process is linked 
to the acoustic velocity in the engine, then it can be passively controlled to some extent 
by moving it along the axis of the combustion zone to find the acoustic velocity 
conditions that maximize the acoustic power gain. 
3.1.4.2 Active control of pulse combustion  
 As noted above, active control of the pulse combustion process requires the use of 
an actuator, which in itself can create problems for the thermoacoustic engine.  For 
instance, great care is taken in the design of thermoacoustic devices to eliminate viscous 
dissipation of the acoustic wave motions, and adding hardware to the combustion 
chamber can only increase the viscous dissipation of acoustic energy within the 
combustion chamber.  In addition, since acoustic velocities can be an order of magnitude 
larger in the annular inertance region than in the combustion chamber, further viscous 
dissipation will occur with the inclusion of additional pipes and/or wires that must pass 
through this region to gain access to the actuator in the combustion chamber.  
Furthermore, the use of an actuator in an active control process may include one or more 
moving components, which could be a detriment in a system where one of the selling 
points is the inherent reliability and low maintenance of a system with few or no moving 
parts. 
 As a result, the designer must ensure that the benefits of adding an active control 
system to the thermoacoustic engine outweigh the additional losses and complexity that 
are incurred by its presence.  Given that the pulse combustion process is only capable of 
adding, at most, 7% to the acoustic power output of the engine, the incorporation of an 
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active control system to the engine may not be worth the additional complexity that it 
introduces to an already complex process. 
 That said, a few minimally intrusive options exist for active control of pulse 
combustion within the TAPCE.  One of the most promising options involves modulation 
of the magnitude and phase of the reactant flow rate from the upstream end of the inlet 
pipes, as the actuator can then reside outside the engine where it will not cause viscous 
dissipation losses in the combustion chamber [McManus et. al. (1993)].  Control of 
pulsating reactant injection is not absolute in this case, however, as acoustic pressure 
oscillations at the exit plane of the reactant inlet pipes will have an additional effect on 
the reactant injection oscillations, as mentioned above.   
 Another active control option that is minimally intrusive and does not require any 
moving parts is to use periodic spark ignition of the combustion process, where the 
timing of the spark is adjusted to produce optimal heat release phasing with respect to the 
acoustic temperature oscillations.  To its detriment, this method is somewhat energy 
intensive, requires the presence of an electric power source, and may be difficult to 
implement for a distributed combustion zone.   
 Other, more intrusive active control strategies may involve actuation to move the 
flameholder or combustion site along the length of the regenerator, movement of the 
reaction injection point or direction of the injection, and the use of synthetic jets 
embedded in the walls of the combustion chamber to alter the dynamics of the 
combustion process.   
 Given the above active and passive pulse combustion control options, and the 
desire to limit the number of moving parts and viscous losses in the engine, active control 
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of the reactant flow rate from outside the engine is probably the most attractive option for 
a first generation thermoacoustic pulse combustion engine.  Extensive experimentation 
with this system should reveal a great deal of information about the effects of the reactant 
injection oscillations on the combustion process and the acoustic power output of the 
engine.  This information can then be used to design reactant inlet pipes of the proper 
length and diameter so as to provide effective passive control of the reactant injection and 
pulse combustion process for a second generation of the thermoacoustic engine. 
3.2 TAPCE Operating Conditions 
3.2.1 Size and frequency 
 The combination of the TAPCE and the acoustic load, as shown in Figure 3.1, 
essentially forms a half wavelength resonator.  Consequently, the size and frequency of 
the device are approximately governed by the basic relation: a = λf, where a is the speed 
of sound in the fluid, λ is the acoustic wavelength, and f is the resonant frequency of the 
device.  The fluid utilized in the engine affects its overall size or frequency through the 
speed of sound in that fluid.  For a fixed temperature and fluid composition (and hence, 
speed of sound), a larger device would yield a lower resonant frequency, and vice versa.  
Thus, thermoacoustic devices can be as large as several stories tall [Wollan et. al. 
(2002)], to a few centimeters in length [Chen et. al. (2002)], depending on the acoustic 
power requirements. 
 Since the acoustic power is also proportional to the cross-sectional area of the 
duct that the acoustic energy is passing through, the choice of this scale has a large effect 
on the acoustic power output of the device.  However, it is important that the cross 
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sectional area is small enough to prevent alteration of the acoustic field by radial or 
tangential resonant acoustic modes of the pipe. 
 The size for the TAPCE model below is chosen to reflect a device appropriately 
sized for experimentation.  The only size constraint that affects the operation of the 
device is that the pore size of the regenerator must always smaller than the thermal 
penetration depth, which is a function of the frequency of the device, as shown in Eq. 
(2.1).  For a fixed device size, a change in the fluid composition or mean temperature 
could change the acoustic frequency of the device, which makes the tunable compliance a 
valuable control mechanism for fine-tuning the operating frequency of the TAPCE. 
3.2.2 Working fluids 
 The working fluid in the thermoacoustic driving section of the TAPCE will 
primarily be composed of combustion reactants or products, which will be discussed in 
further detail in the following section.  The exact composition of the working fluid in the 
remainder of the engine is a little more difficult to determine, however, since air, fuel, 
and/or combustion products may diffuse or convect down through the thermal buffer tube 
and mix with this working fluid.  In any case, a gas analyzer will be required in an 
experimental setup to determine the exact content of the fluid in the device as it slowly 
changes over the continual operation of the engine. 
 One option for separating the contents of the thermoacoustic driver from the 
working fluid in the rest of the device is to place another acoustically transparent barrier 
at the bottom of the driver, just below the secondary cold heat exchanger.  Since almost 
any working fluid could be used in the remainder of the device in this situation, a 
significant attempt should be made to match the characteristic impedances of the fluids 
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on either side of the acoustically transparent barriers in order to minimize the acoustic 
reflections and loss of acoustic energy transmission through these barriers [Kinsler et. al 
(1982)].  In this case, air or nitrogen would make good choices for the working fluid 
outside the thermoacoustic driver. 
 Finally, while most thermoacoustic engines use helium for a working fluid, the 
proposed TAPCE must use combustion reactants and products, which will reduce the 
acoustic power density in the device.  A high acoustic power density is desirable in a 
thermoacoustic engine to reduce the effect of thermal conduction dissipation of the input 
heat supplied to the engine.  The acoustic power density is directly proportional to the 
speed of sound [Swift (2002)], so replacing helium with combustion reactants and 
products reduces the acoustic power density by about a factor three.  However, careful 
selection of the regenerator materials and the use of smaller regenerator pipe wall 
thickness will significantly reduce thermal conduction dissipation, effectively offsetting 
the effect of reduced acoustic power density to some degree. 
3.2.3 Combustion reactants 
 The types of combustion reactants that can be used in the TAPCE are primarily 
limited by the desire to keep the regenerator free of any obstructions.  While air will be 
used as the oxidizer, the mode of combustion may dictate the choice of fuel that is used.  
Non-premixed combustion, where the fuel and oxidizer enter the combustion zone 
separately, is more likely to result in unburned hydrocarbons (soot) that would clog the 
pores of the regenerator [Turns (1996)].  Therefore, it would be preferable to premix the 
combustion reactants before they are brought into the engine in order to reduce the 
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possibility of soot fouling the regenerator.  This limits the TAPCE to burning mostly 
gaseous hydrocarbons such as methane, ethane, propane, etc., 
 Another concern is that the combustion of hydrocarbons primarily generates 
carbon dioxide and water, the latter of which may condense at the cold heat exchanger, 
thereby fouling the regenerator with liquid.  Fortunately, air carries a lot of atmospheric 
nitrogen along with it, which is generally unaffected by the combustion process.  This 
effectively dilutes the water content of the combustion products.  In addition, if more air 
is used than is needed for complete combustion of the fuel, then the water content of the 
combustion products is even further reduced. 
 The amount of excess air in the combustion process is quantified by the use of the 
equivalence ratio, Φ, which can be defined as the ratio of the oxidizer required for 
complete combustion of the fuel, to the total amount of oxidizer actually used [Turns 
(1996)].  Thus, for stoichiometric combustion, in which the exact amount of oxidizer is 
used, Φ = 1, and when excess oxidizer is used, Φ < 1.  For rich fuel/air mixtures (Φ > 1), 
there is not enough oxidizer to burn all of the fuel.  Not only is this wasteful of the fuel, 
but this situation is also more likely to result in unburned hydrocarbons, even for 
premixed combustion, thus the reactant mixtures in the TAPCE should be limited to lean 
mixtures (Φ < 1).     
 The desire to avoid condensation of the water vapor in the combustion products 
affects the mean pressure and cold temperature in the engine, in addition to the type of 
fuel used.  For the water vapor in the combustion products to condense, the partial 
pressure of the water vapor, pH2O, must exceed the saturation pressure of water, psat, at the 
local cold temperature, Tc [Turns (1996)].  The ratio of the partial pressure of the water 
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vapor to the total pressure in the engine, p, is equal to the mole fraction of water vapor in 
the combustion products, χH2O = pH2O/p.  It can be shown that the mole fraction of water 
vapor is related to the equivalence ratio, Φ, and the choice of hydrocarbon fuel by the 







=χ ,  (3.1) 
where x and y are the number of carbon and hydrogen atoms in the fuel molecule, CxHy, 
respectively.  Therefore, the condition at which the water in the combustion products 
begins to condense can be expressed as: 
 ( )csatOHOH Tppp == 22 χ .  (3.2) 
Given a hydrocarbon fuel and a cold temperature, this equation can be used to choose an 
equivalence ratio and mean pressure that does not yield condensation at the cold heat 
exchanger, i.e.,  






≤   (3.3) 
Note that p in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.3) is the total pressure, equal to the sum of the mean and 
oscillating acoustic pressures.  Therefore, an appropriate mean pressure must be chosen 
with some knowledge of the desired acoustic pressure amplitude, such that the sum of the 
mean and acoustic pressures does not exceed the total pressure p of Eq. (3.3), thereby 
avoiding condensation. 
 The estimated maximum pressure relationship of Eq. (3.3) is plotted in Figure 3.4 
for various fuels at a cold temperature of 325 K, which is the approximate cold 
temperature attained in the TASHE.  As a general trend, the hydrocarbon fuels with 
higher ratios of carbon atoms to hydrogen atoms yield higher non-condensing pressures, 
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Figure 3.4:  The maximum non-condensing total pressure for various fuels and 
equivalence ratios, at Tc = 325 K. 
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as these fuels result in lower water vapor mole fractions.  In particular, note that methane 
(CH4) has a large mole fraction of water vapor in the combustion products, and thus a 
low non-condensing pressure, while the opposite is true of acetylene (C2H2).   
 It turns out that the maximum non-condensing pressure is very sensitive to the 
temperature at the cold heat exchanger, as shown in Figure 3.5 for methane.  For 
example, at Φ ≈ 0.5, increasing the cold temperature from 330 K to 340 K allows one to 
increase the total pressure in the engine by about an atmosphere, which may be a very 
useful means of increasing the acoustic power density in the engine, as explained in the 
following section.   
 Another means of increasing the maximum non-condensing pressure in the engine 
is to reduce the equivalence ratio, as shown in both Figures 3.4 and 3.5.  This occurs 
because decreasing the equivalence ratio dilutes the combustion product mixture, which 
also serves to reduce the combustion temperature, as the heat released by the combustion 
of the fuel must now heat a larger mass of fluid.  This can be desirable from the 
standpoint of pollutant emission control, as lower combustion temperatures generally 
result in lower emissions of nitrous oxides that create atmospheric smog and acid rain 
[Turns (1996)].  However, note that reducing the equivalence ratio also increases the 
mean mass flux in the engine, and reduces the effectiveness of the counterflow reactant 
preheating process between the regenerator and the reactant inlet pipes. 
 Note that there is a limit to how lean a combustible mixture can be before it loses 
the ability to ignite and combust, though preheating the lean reactant mixture lowers this 
low equivalence ratio limit for combustion.  According to one study, this lean  
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Figure 3.5:  The maximum non-condensing total pressure for methane (CH4) vs. 
equivalence ratio for various cold heat exchanger temperatures, T0. 
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equivalence ratio flammability limit for methane has the following preheat temperature 
dependence [Hustad and Sonju (1988)]: 
 ( )[ ]K 29800088.0153.0 −−≈ phlfl TΦ ,  (3.4) 
which is valid for 298 K < Tph < 725 K at atmospheric pressure.  This correlation was 
obtained for the propagation of a flame through a premixed methane/air mixture in an 
open tube.  It should also be noted that catalysts have the ability to burn combustible 
mixtures with much lower equivalence ratios, suggesting that they might be suitable for 
use in the TAPCE. 
3.2.4 Pressure 
 In addition to affecting the condensation of water vapor from the combustion 
products, the mean pressure also affects other aspects of the engine’s operation.  For 
instance, the acoustic power density in the device is proportional to the acoustic pressure 
magnitude, which is in turn a function of the mean pressure in the device.  Acoustic 
pressure amplitudes are limited to about 10% of the mean pressure in most 
thermoacoustic devices, since several nonlinear loss mechanisms become prevalent at 
higher acoustic amplitudes [Swift (2002)].  However, operation of a thermoacoustic 
engine at higher acoustic pressure ratios offers a simple means of increasing the acoustic 
power output of the engine, though at reduced thermal efficiency.  If the designer wishes 
to avoid nonlinear effects or increase efficiency by limiting the acoustic pressure 
amplitude to 10% or less of the mean pressure, then increasing the mean pressure is 
generally the only way to increase the acoustic power density in the device.   
 Many thermoacoustic devices operate at higher mean pressures in order to 
increase the acoustic power density relative to the thermal conduction losses in the 
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device, which do not scale with the mean pressure.  Since the design of the TAPCE 
reduces many of the thermal losses present in other thermoacoustic engines, the TAPCE 
may be able to operate at much lower pressures, though the reductions in the thermal 
losses may not be enough to allow efficient operation at atmospheric conditions.   
 In addition, the changing frequency of the device could affect the ratio of the 
hydraulic radius to the thermal penetration depth in the engine, resulting in a reduced gas-
solid thermal contact in the regenerator.  Fortunately, this ratio can be altered by 
changing the mean pressure within the device, as the thermal penetration depth is a 
function of the mean gas density in the device, as shown in Eq. (2.1).  Therefore, the 
TAPCE should be somewhat pressurized to provide a small degree of flexibility in 
attaining the operating conditions that the TACPE was designed for.  This brings up a 
slight problem with the open cycle architecture of the device, since now the inlet needs to 
be pressurized, and the exhaust of the device will exit the engine highly pressurized.   
 Two options for dealing with this problem exist.  In the first option, the reactants 
are supplied by a large, pressurized vessel or vessels, and the supply pressure is 
controlled through variable resistance valves.  The exhaust can then be vented to the 
atmosphere or, perhaps can be routed through an expansion turbine to generate 
mechanical or electrical power for the other peripheral devices in the TAPCE, such as the 
coolant water pumps. 
 In the second option, the pressurized exhaust is routed through a turbocharger that 
is used to help drive the inlet reactant compressor, though a small amount of additional 
energy will be required to attain the desired reactant supply pressure.  If this additional 
power is supplied by a small gas turbine, and some of this shaft power is also used to 
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drive the coolant pumps, then the entire device can be powered by natural gas, without 
the use of any electrical power. 
 Note that this solution to the pressurization problem is fairly complex, and adds 
many moving parts to the engine.  Ideally, then, we’d like to operate at or near 
atmospheric pressure, although even in this case some pressurization of the reactants 
must occur in order to force the mean flow of gas through the engine. 
3.2.5 Temperature limits 
 As noted above, shifting from a toroidal architecture like that of the TASHE, to 
the concentric pipe architecture, the burden of containing the potentially elevated 
pressures in the device are shifted from the wall of the thermoacoustic driver to the outer 
shell.  The highest attainable safe temperature in the TASHE was about 1000 K, due to 
concerns over the tensile strength of the walls of the thermoacoustic driver, which were 
made of 4 millimeter thick Inconel 625 [Backhaus and Swift (2000)].  In particular, the 
thermal cycling of the device, coupled with the 30 atmospheres of mean pressure it 
contained, weakened the walls over time, and resulted in a noticeable increase in 
diameter after several thermal cycles.   
 As a result of shifting the pressure vessel to the shell of the TAPCE, the walls of 
the thermoacoustic driver can be much thinner, as they will only have to experience 
pressure differences due to changes in the acoustics between the inertance and the interior 
of the thermoacoustic driver.  Modeling efforts show that the phase and magnitude of the 
acoustic pressure do not change by a significant amount throughout the driver section of 
the TAPCE, and that the pressure difference between the inertance and the inside of the 
thermoacoustic driver would be, at most, about 1-2% of the mean pressure.  Thus, even 
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for high mean pressures, the wall of the thermoacoustic driver can be much thinner than 
that of the TASHE, and can be designed to handle higher temperatures without fear of 
failure.   
 Since we’re not concerned about the integrity of the wall of the thermoacoustic 
driver, the high temperature in the thermoacoustic driver is therefore limited by other 
material constraints, and by the combustion process.  Note that, by preheating the 
reactants, very high combustion temperatures are possible, perhaps even exceeding 
2500K for stoichiometric mixtures of the combustion reactants. 
 The low temperature in the engine is limited by the inlet temperature of the 
coolant supplied to the cold heat exchangers, and by the effectiveness of these heat 
exchangers.  As noted above, this temperature has a strong influence on the condensation 
of the water vapor in the combustion products, which must be avoided if at all possible.  
Therefore, it may be advantageous, from an acoustic power density perspective, to raise 
the temperature of the cold heat exchanger to allow higher pressures to be used without 
initiating condensation of the combustion products.   
 In an experimental setting, the fuel and mean pressure of the engine are generally 
fixed, and the equivalence ratio is chosen to yield a desired combustion temperature 
and/or water vapor mole fraction in the combustion products.  In this case, the flow rate 
of coolant to the primary cold heat exchanger could be slowly increased in order to lower 
the temperature of the cold heat exchanger until it reaches a point where condensation 
begins to appear in the exhaust, thus yielding the maximum temperature difference, and 
maximum acoustic gain, across the regenerator. 
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 Finally, it should be noted that if a solution can be found for the condensation 
problem, that the restrictions on the mean pressure, equivalence ratio and cold heat 
exchanger temperature can be lifted, yielding higher acoustic power outputs and thermal 
efficiencies for the TAPCE device.  In these cases, condensation of the water vapor will 
undoubtedly occur, but some means is then devised to keep the liquid water from fouling 
the regenerator, for instance, by wicking the water away or turning the device on its side 
or upside down to drain the water away.   This last solution seems fairly promising, 
though it may lead to buoyancy-driven instabilities in the thermal buffer tube and 
combustion zone.  
3.3 Applications for the TAPCE 
 As one might imagine, applications that require large amounts of acoustic power 
input are relatively scarce, although the inherent simplicity of the traveling wave 
thermoacoustic engine would be very appealing in several scenarios.  Below, several 
applications for the TAPCE are considered, each of which could be placed at the position 
of the acoustic load, as shown in Figure 3.1.  
3.3.1 Electric power generation 
 Note that the TAPCE has only one moving part, the acoustically transparent 
barrier, which simply vibrates back and forth.  As a result, the TAPCE would have a 
relatively low manufacturing cost, very low maintenance requirements, and should be 
highly reliable.  All of these traits make the TAPCE attractive for applications in remote 
power generation, where, for instance, its acoustic power output could be used to drive a 
linear alternator, which in turn produces electric power.  Such a system is currently under 
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development for providing reliable electric power generation on deep space missions 
[Petach et. al. (2004)].  In this device, the heat would be supplied by the radioactive 
decay of Plutonium-238, a standard heat source that is used in many long term space 
applications.  A first prototype of the device converts thermal energy to electric energy 
with an overall thermal efficiency of 18%, which represents a significant increase over 
the 8% thermal efficiency of electric power generators currently employed in satellites.  
Given that the linear alternator in this device is 89% efficient in converting acoustic 
energy to AC electric energy, a great deal of promise exists for using the TAPCE for 
electrical power generation in remote environments or in situations where reliability is a 
key factor. 
 One likely use for this application is as a portable power source for military 
personnel.  The Department of Defense has been looking for a way to replace batteries 
with a more lightweight power source.  Since the TAPCE is mostly made of pipes, a 
small scale version of the engine could be very lightweight in comparison to competing 
technologies.  This device could use small, replaceable canisters of a pressurized liquid 
fuel such as propane or butane to power the engine.  These fuels have a much higher 
energy density than batteries, and vaporize quickly to allow premixing with air before 
entering the engine for combustion. 
3.3.2 Pulse tube refrigeration driver  
 A more natural application for the TAPCE is as a source of acoustic power for 
driving traveling wave thermoacoustic refrigerators.  This configuration is capable of 
turning thermal energy at high temperatures into cooling power at cryogenic temperatures 
without the use of moving parts.  Such a device has been developed by Los Alamos 
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National Lab and Praxair, Inc., for the purposes of liquefying natural gas [Swift (1995)].  
Since natural gas is much easier to transport in its liquefied form, such a device could 
make the processing, transport and sale of associated natural gas from off-shore oil 
production sites a financially feasible venture [Van Wijingaarden (1999)].  
 A small-scale, 350 gallon per day natural gas liquefier is shown in Figure 3.6 
[Arman et. al. (2004)].   This device burns part of the input natural gas stream in the 
combustor at the top of the device, and the hot combustion gases flow through a hot heat 
exchanger to deliver the input thermal energy to a circulating helium heat transfer loop 
which delivers the heat, in turn, to a thermoacoustic engine situated just below the 
combustor.  This thermoacoustic engine is similar to the TASHE, except that it employs a 
concentric pipe architecture similar to the TAPCE.  The acoustic energy that is generated 
travels down the device to three traveling wave thermoacoustic refrigerators, where the 
remainder of the natural gas is liquefied in stages at a rate of up to 350 gallons per day, 
thus far.  The device currently burns about 55% of the natural gas to liquefy the 
remaining 45%, although it is expected that the addition of a flue gas recuperator will 
allow the engine to only burn 30% of the gas to liquefy the rest.  A larger, 10,000 gallon 
per day device, shown in Figure 3.7, is expected to consume only 15% of the input 
stream of gas to liquefy the remaining gas [Wollan et. al. (2002)].     
 The primary problem with the 350 gallon per day natural gas liquefier is the hot 
heat exchanger, which is fairly inefficient at transferring heat from the combustion 
products to the engine.  More importantly, this component introduces some very large 
thermal stresses into the engine, which has resulted in two broken welds requiring 
lengthy repair times [Wollan et. al. (2002)].   In switching to a design similar to the  
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Figure 3.7:  A drawing of the 10,000 gallon per day natural gas liquefier. (Reprinted with 




TAPCE, the natural gas that is burned to power the liquefier could be routed directly 
through the thermoacoustic engine in an open cycle configuration, thereby eliminating 
the hot heat exchanger and providing a simpler and possibly more efficient means of 
converting fuel energy into acoustic energy.  A device of this type has application beyond 
the liquefaction of offshore natural gas, and could be used in many industrial cryogenic 
refrigeration systems, portable refrigeration systems, gas liquefaction and separation 
systems, and liquefied natural gas production from oil wells, landfills and coal mines. 
3.3.3 Ultra-efficient water heater 
 Similar to the thermoacoustic refrigeration application, the TAPCE could also be 
used to drive a traveling wave thermoacoustic heat pump.  Swift (2002) notes that this 
has potential application as an ultra-efficient water heater, where the heat pump draws 
heat from the atmosphere to heat the water.  By further “cooling” the engine with this 
same water, it is possible to create a water heater that has a thermal efficiency that is 
greater than 100%.  As Swift notes, several types of these ultra-efficient water heaters 
have been built, though at costs that are commercially unattractive to the consumer.  
Given the inherent simplicity and high potential efficiency of the TAPCE, this may be a 
plausible application for this engine. 
3.3.4 Industrial processes 
 As noted by Zinn (1996), there are many large scale industrial processes that 
would benefit from the addition of acoustic oscillations.  It is well known that the rates of 
thermal or fluid transport processes can be increased in the presence of acoustic 
oscillations, primarily because the oscillating flow field increases the rates of convective 
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processes in the system.  Increasing these transport process rates generally leads to an 
increase in the efficiency of the industrial process, which manifests itself as either an 
increase in the throughput of the process, or a reduction in the energy input required to 
achieve the same process throughput. 
 For instance, in a boiler, the addition of an acoustic field would increase the heat 
transfer from the hot combustion gases to the tubes of the boiler, since the oscillating hot 
gas comes into thermal contact with the boiler tubes more often than it does in the 
absence of an acoustic field.  As a result, the size of the boiler or fuel input could be 
reduced while maintaining the desired steam output, or the steam production of the boiler 
could be increased for the same fuel input and boiler size. 
 The acoustic oscillations used to enhance the industrial process are generated by 
placing an acoustic energy source at the wall of the process vessel.  Ideally, the acoustic 
energy source should be tuned to one of the natural resonant acoustic modes of the 
process vessel, thereby producing large amplitude, resonant acoustic gas oscillations.  By 
using a tunable pulse combustor, this process has been successfully applied to solid and 
hazardous waste incineration, cement calcining, metal heating and spray drying processes 
[Zinn (1996)].  The TAPCE can be used as the acoustic energy source in these and other 
applications, such as lumber drying. 
 While the tunable pulse combustors add heat input as well as acoustic energy 
input to the industrial process chamber, the goal of the TAPCE is to convert as much of 
the heat of combustion as possible into acoustic energy.  As a result, a much smaller fuel 
input would be required to achieve the same level of acoustic field forcing by using the 
TAPCE as opposed to a tunable pulse combustor.  In addition, the TAPCE could also be 
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used to supply acoustic energy to industrial processes that do not require an additional 
thermal energy input, thereby increasing the efficiency of devices such as steam 




THEORY OF TRAVELING WAVE THERMOACOUSTICS  
WITH MEAN FLOW AND COMBUSTION 
 
 
 The operation of the Thermoacoustic Pulse Combustion Engine includes a few 
novel processes that have not been adequately described in the literature to date.  Namely, 
the use of mean flow in a traveling wave thermoacoustic device and the inclusion of a 
pulse combustion process in a thermoacoustic environment require that some underlying 
theory be developed to better understand how these processes affect the performance of 
the thermoacoustic engine.   
 This chapter develops the pertinent first and second order thermoacoustics 
equations that account for the presence of mean flow and combustion.  Additionally, a 
simple model describing the reactant preheating process is proposed, and the 
irreversibilities in various components of the TAPCE are explored.  The theory 
developed in this chapter will be applied to the development of a computational model of 
the TAPCE, as described in Chapter 5, which can be used to help optimize the design and 
performance of the engine, as described in Chapter 6. 
4.1 Basic Equations with Mean Flow and Combustion 
 The basic thermoacoustic equations for open cycle thermoacoustics have already 
been developed [Reid (1999), Swift (2002)], though these equations need to be modified 
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somewhat to account for volumetric heat addition, as produced, for example, by a 
combustion process.  The notation followed here is primarily that used by Swift (2002). 
4.1.1 Relevant orders of magnitude 
 Before proceeding, we should address the nature of the order of magnitude 
analysis presented here.  In a standard ordered analysis, any variable is assumed to be 
composed of a mean component and a perturbed component.  In this analysis, the 
perturbed component is assumed to oscillate in time at the acoustic frequency of the 
engine.  As a result, a general variable can be expressed as: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )[ ]tim et ωααα xxx 1Re, += ,  (4.1) 
where the subscript “m” represents the mean component of the variable, the subscript “1” 
represents the perturbation quantity, which is typically a complex number, and ω is the 
angular frequency of the acoustic oscillations. 
 In most ordered analyses, the acoustic quantity is considered to be much smaller 
than the mean quantity, i.e. |p1|/pm << 1.  This also applies to the other state variables, T1, 
s1, and ρ1, but it does not apply to all variables in this analysis.  For instance, the 
magnitude of the acoustic velocity is assumed to be small compared to the speed of 
sound, a, rather than the mean velocity, i.e. |u1|/a << 1.  Insofar as the mean velocity is 
concerned, it is shown below to be a second order quantity, rather than a zeroth order 
quantity as with the state variables. 
 Consider that the purpose of the TAPCE, and any other open cycle 
thermoacoustic engine, is to produce acoustic energy from thermal energy.  In the 
TAPCE, this thermal energy is generated from the mean heat of combustion at a rate, 
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=η .  (4.2) 
Next, note that the acoustic power is derived from the product of that acoustic pressure, 
p1, and acoustic volumetric velocity, U1 = ∫u1dA, i.e. [Swift (2002)]: 
 [ ]1121 ~Re UpE =& ,   (4.3) 
where the tilde (~) denotes the complex conjugate.  The acoustic energy flux, being a 
product of two first order oscillating quantities, is a time averaged second order quantity.  
Since the thermal efficiency of the TAPCE, ηth, should be at least 20%, Eq. (4.2) states 
that the magnitude of mQ&  should also be a second order quantity.  
 If we also consider that the heat of combustion is primarily converted into a mean 
convective energy flux,  
 ( ) ( )00 TTAcuTTcMQ hpmmhpm −≈−≈ ρ&& , (4.4) 
it then follows that the magnitudes of the mean mass flux, M& , and the mean velocity, um, 
are also second order quantities, since all of the other quantities on the right side of Eq. 
(4.4) are of zeroth order.  Therefore, it is assumed, throughout the remainder of the 
analysis, that um/|u1| << 1 and 1mM &&  << 1 [Reid (1999), Reid and Swift (2000)]. 
 In addition, we’ll need to make a few simplifying assumptions about the nature of 
the processes occurring in the thermoacoustic engine.  Namely, we’ll assume that the 
geometry is quasi-one dimensional, where the fluid moves only in the axial direction, 
along the x-axis, though with variations in the lateral direction.  Similarly, the mean state 
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variables are assumed to only be functions of the axial direction, and their derivatives in 
this direction can be of zeroth order.   
 In contrast, the x-derivatives of the acoustic variables can generally be neglected 
by invoking an assumption commonly made in thermoacoustic studies [Rott (1969), 
Swift (2002)], that the axial derivative of an acoustic variable scales with 1/λ, whereas the 
lateral derivatives scale with 1/δ.  Since δ << λ, the x derivatives of the acoustic variables 
are negligible in comparison to the y and z derivatives, i.e. ∂α1/∂x << ∂α1/∂y, ∂α1/∂z. 
 Given the above assumptions, the pertinent variables can be expressed as: 
 ( ) ( )[ ]tim expxpp ω1Re+= ,  (4.5) 
 ( ) ( )[ ]tim ezyxTxTT ω,,Re 1+= ,  (4.6) 
 ( ) ( )[ ]tim ezyxx ωρρρ ,,Re 1+= ,  (4.7) 
 ( ) ( )[ ]tim ezyxsxss ω,,Re 1+= ,  (4.8) 
 ( ) ( )[ ] ( )zyxuezyxuzyxuu tim ,,,,Re,, 0,21 ++= ω . (4.9) 
Note that a second order mean velocity, u2,0, appears in Eq. (4.9).  Ordinarily, if all of the 
variables above were expanded to second order in a perturbation series, mean, second 
order terms such as u2,0 would appear, though Swift (2002) shows that these terms are 
negligible when compared to their zeroth order mean terms in the ordinary 
thermoacoustic equations.  An exception must be made for the velocity, however, as the 
applied mean velocity, um, is of second order in magnitude, like u2,0.  As will be shown 
below, u2,0 is a very useful term that helps describe the effects of acoustic streaming in a 
thermoacoustic device [Gusev et. al. (2000), Waxler (2001)]. 
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4.1.2 The mean continuity equation 
 To better understand the distinction between the second order velocity terms, 
we’ll first take a look at the time averaged conservation of mass equation, following the 
derivation of Swift (2002).  The basic continuity equation is [Landau and Lifshitz 
(1987)]: 




.  (4.10) 
Invoking the quasi-one dimensional assumption, substituting Eqs. (4.7) and (4.9) into Eq. 
(4.10), neglecting all terms of third and higher order, integrating over the cross sectional 
area, and time averaging results in: 
 [ ]( ) 0~Re 11210,2 =++∫ dAuuudx
d
mmm ρρρ . (4.11) 
Integration of Eq. (4.11) with respect to x results in a constant, the mean mass flux, M& , 
i.e.: 
 [ ]( )∫ ++= dAuuuM mmm 11210,2 ~Re ρρρ& , (4.12) 
that satisfies 0=dxMd &  in the device. 
 In closed cycle thermoacoustic devices, the um term is not present, but a mean 
mass flux may still develop, depending on the relative magnitudes of the second and third 
terms on the right side of Eq. (4.12).  For instance, in a traveling wave thermoacoustic 
device with a feedback path, u2,0 is generally small or non-existent, and a mean mass flux 
due to acoustic streaming, the last term on the right side of Eq. (4.12), travels through the 
feedback path.  The work of Gedeon (1997) implies that in the regenerator of such a 
device: 
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 [ ] mcmfb pEdAuM && ρρ ≈≈ ∫ 1121 ~Re ,  (4.13) 
where the density and acoustic energy flux are evaluated at the ambient temperature 
location.  Thus, the acoustic streaming mass flux is proportional to, and travels around 
the feedback loop in the same direction as, the acoustic energy flux.  This case has 
recently received more detailed theoretical [Gusev et. al. (2000)] and experimental [Job 
et. al. (2003), Ueda et. al. (2004)] treatments, though these studies do not consider effects 
that might counter the mass flux due to acoustic streaming.   
 In many closed cycle thermoacoustic devices, M&  is forced to be zero, either by 
utilizing a geometry that does not include a feedback path [Bailliet et. al. (2001), Gardner 
and Swift (2003)], or by incorporating other means to suppress this mass flux [Charles et. 
al. (1999), Swift et. al. (1999)].  For instance, as discussed in Chapter 2, the TASHE 
employs a hydrodynamic jet pump in order to suppress the mean mass flux around its 
toroidal feedback path [Backhaus and Swift (2000)].  In these cases, a second order mean 
pressure difference develops across the regenerator, which is caused by the boundary 
conditions in a linear device, or, in a device with a feedback path, by the mass flux 
suppressor (e.g. the jet pump of the TASHE).  As will be seen in the following section, 
this small pressure difference generates the second order mean velocity, u2,0, that 
balances the effect of the acoustic streaming term, ρ1u1.  In this case, mean mass flux in 
the device is suppressed, and Eq. (4.12) yields:   
 [ ]∫ ∫ =+ 0~Re 11210,2 dAudAum ρρ .  (4.14) 
 In an open cycle thermoacoustic device with a feedback path, such as the TAPCE, 
the mean mass flux at any location in the device could include components from applied 
mean flow velocities, um, as well as acoustic streaming mass fluxes that circulate around 
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the feedback path, as described by the last term in Eq. (4.12).  In the TAPCE, the 
inclusion of the acoustically transparent barrier is designed to stop these circulating mass 
fluxes due to acoustic streaming, thereby enforcing the condition in Eq. (4.14) to hold as 
discussed above for closed cycle configurations.  Consequently, the mean mass flux can 
be set equal to M&  = ρmUm, where Um = ∫umdA, since the last two terms in Eq. (4.12) must 
cancel one another out according to Eq. (4.14). 
4.1.3 The mean pressure equation 
 To derive an equation for the mean pressure gradient in a thermoacoustic engine, 
we’ll start with the x-component of the Navier-Stokes equations, assuming bulk viscosity 


















∂ µρ .  (4.15) 
Applying Eqs. (4.5), (4.7) and (4.9), invoking the above assumptions, and taking the time 
average yields, to second order in magnitude: 
 ( )0,22 , uudx
dp
mzy
m +∇= µ .  (4.16) 
As noted by Swift (2002), this equation means that the axial mean pressure gradient in 
the thermoacoustic device is a second order term, due to viscous drag on the second order 
mean velocities.   
 In closed cycle thermoacoustic devices, where um = 0, the second order mean 
pressure gradient can be thought of as causing a viscous flow with mean velocity u2,0.  In 
devices where the mean mass flux is suppressed, this pressure gradient develops across 
the regenerator so that the resulting u2,0 cancels the acoustic streaming mass flux in the 
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regenerator, as discussed above.  In a traveling wave thermoacoustic device with a 
feedback path, however, where no attempt is made to mitigate the development of a mean 
mass flux, the feedback path causes the pressure gradient across the regenerator to be 
essentially zero, thus allowing fbM&  to flow through the feedback path, as expressed in 
Eq. (4.13). 
 As noted Figure 3.2, the mean mass flux in the TAPCE travels in the opposite 
direction as the acoustic energy flux, thus an external force is required to cause mass to 
flow in the desired direction.  This external force is provided by imposing a mean 
pressure gradient across the regenerator, and the magnitude of the mean mass flux is 
controlled by adjusting the inlet and outlet gas pressures on either side of the regenerator.   
 An equation relating M&  to the pressure difference across a parallel plate 
regenerator, ∆pm, is given by Waxler (2001).  Bailliet et. al. (2001) and Backhaus and 
Swift (2003) note that Waxler’s analysis does not include effects of temperature 
dependence of viscosity and thermal conductivity, though their analyses also point out 
that these effects are not important for regenerators in the small plate spacing 
approximation, rh << δκ, which applies to the regenerator in a traveling wave 
thermoacoustic device. 









,  (4.17) 
where µm is the gas viscosity evaluated at the regenerator’s mean temperature, the factor 
α accounts for the geometry of the regenerator (e.g., α = 1.5/Arh2 for a parallel plate 
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geometry), L is the length of the regenerator, and 0=∆ Mp &  is the pressure difference that 
results when M&  = 0.  Comparing this equation with an integrated version of Eq. (4.16), 
and noting that mmUM ρ=&  in the TAPCE, we can see that 0=∆ Mp &  is due to the viscous 
drag on u2,0, where u2,0 is determined by the acoustic streaming effects through Eq. 
(4.14). 
 Waxler (2001) derives an expression for 0=∆ Mp &  in a parallel plate regenerator, but 
for the order of magnitude calculation presented here it is sufficient to use the more 
general result of Eq. (4.13), which applies when ∆pm ≈ 0 across the regenerator.  Setting 
Eq. (4.17) equal to zero, and using the ideal gas law and Eq. (4.13), a rough estimate for 



















≈=∆ = .  (4.18) 
Substituting this equation back into Eq. (4.17), the required pressure difference across the 


















.  (4.19) 
Since cE&  and M&  are both second order quantities and all the other terms are of order 
zero, this equation verifies that the mean pressure difference across the regenerator is a 
second order quantity.  Note that the first term in brackets on the right hand side of Eq. 
(4.19) is the pressure gradient required to counteract the effects of acoustic streaming in 
the regenerator, while the second term is the additional pressure required to force mass to 
flow at the desired rate from hot to cold through the regenerator.  According to the sign 
convention adopted here, M&  < 0, as it travels in the opposite direction as the acoustic 
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energy flux, thus the higher pressure must be applied to the hot side of the regenerator, as 
logic would dictate.  
4.1.4 The first order momentum equation 
 Noting that the volumetric heat addition does not appear in the momentum 
equation, Eq. (4.15), the first order momentum equation has already been derived by 
Swift (2002).  The basic derivation will be repeated here to demonstrate the solution 
procedure followed in thermoacoustic analyses.  This thermoacoustic formulation was 
pioneered by Rott, (1969), although the derivation here follows Swift (2002).  Expanding 
the variables in Eq. (4.15), applying the above assumptions, and neglecting all terms of 

























ui m µωρ .  (4.20) 
Considering the pressure gradient to be an inhomogeneous forcing function, Eq. (4.20) is 
a second order, inhomogeneous partial differential equation for the spatial variation of the 
acoustic velocity.  Solving Eq. (4.20) for u1(y, z), and applying the no-slip boundary 
condition at the solid surfaces yields [Swift (2002)]: 












ν−−= ,  (4.21) 
where the complex spatial function hν(y, z) depends on the specific cross-sectional 
geometry of the system. 
 Integration of Eq. (4.21) over the cross sectional area and rearrangement yields an 
















= ,  (4.22) 
where the function fν is a spatial average of the function hν(y, z).  These functions have 
been computed for many geometries, including parallel plates, circular pores, rectangular 
channels, and pin arrays, and can be found in Swift’s book (2002).  As an example, the 
spatial functions h and f for the boundary layer of an open duct, generally valid when the 
radius of the duct is larger than the thermal and viscous penetration depths (y/δ >> 1), are 
[Swift (2002)]: 






= ,   (4.24) 
where y = 0 at the wall of the duct. 
4.1.5 The first order temperature equation 
 Following the derivation procedure set forth in the example for the momentum 
equation, we’ll now derive the basic first order heat equation for thermoacoustics.  This is 
similar to previous derivations [Swift (2002)], although the rate of heat addition per unit 
volume, q& , must be included in the general heat equation [Landau and Lifshitz (1987)], 
i.e.: 









∂ uu σρ , (4.25) 
where σ′ is the viscous stress tensor.  Applying the equation of state in Eq. (2.7) yields: 


















∂ uuu σρ . (4.26) 
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Perturbing this equation, applying the above assumptions in addition to assuming that the 


























ωρωρ . (4.27) 
This equation is identical to those derived by Swift (2002) and Rott (1969), with the 
addition of the oscillating heat release term, 1q& , due to combustion.   
 Equation (4.27) is an inhomogeneous PDE for T1, where the homogeneous 
equation has a general solution and each of the inhomogeneous terms can be solved for 
independently with particular solutions.  Similar to the solution of the momentum 
equation, the solution of Eq. (4.27) is subject to the boundary condition T1 = 0 at the solid 
surfaces, which is approximately true when the specific heat of the solid is much larger 
than that of the gas.  After some manipulation and the use of Eqs. (4.21) and (4.22), the 
resulting solution of Eq. (4.27) for T1 can be shown to be similar in form to those derived 
by Swift (2002) and Rott (1969, 1975): 
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νκκ  (4.28) 
The new term, T1,q, is obtained by solving the following inhomogeneous PDE, given a 



























ωρ . (4.29) 
Since the specific form of ( )zyq ,1&  depends greatly on the characteristics of the pulse 
combustion process, it will suffice to assume a simple form for 1q&  that is uniform in the 








κ−= .  (4.30) 
Substituting this expression into Eq. (4.28) and averaging the resulting equation over the 
cross sectional area of the channel yields [Swift (2002)]: 
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= , (4.31) 
where  denotes spatial averaging.  This equation can be used in conjunction with the 
first order continuity equation to derive a differential equation for dU1/dx. 
4.1.6 The first order continuity equation 
 The first order, spatially averaged continuity equation, subject to the assumptions 
made above, is [Swift (2002)]: 
 ( ) 011 =+ udx
di mρρω .  (4.32) 







m ρρρ +−= .  (4.33) 
Substituting this equation and Eq. (4.31) into Eq. (4.32) for the first order continuity 
equation yields, after rearrangement: 




































−= . (4.34) 
This equation is the same as that of Swift (2002), with the addition of the last term that 
describes the effect of the oscillating heat release.  In this form, the effect of the 
oscillating heat release is shown to be a source of acoustic volumetric velocity.  Its effect 
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on the acoustics of the thermoacoustic system is more clearly ascertained by examining 
its influence on the acoustic energy flux equation.  
4.1.7 The acoustic energy flux equation 
 Following the development of Swift (2002), the differential equation for the axial 
















1& .  (4.35) 
Substituting Eqs. (4.22) and (4.34) for dp1/dx and dU1/dx, respectively, and taking the 
real component of this equation yields: 

















ν , (4.36) 
where the viscous resistance per unit length, rν, thermal relaxation resistance per unit 



























Im11 ,  (4.38) 
 




















11 .  (4.40) 
Again, Eq. (4.36) is similar to Swift’s acoustic energy flux equation (2002), with the 
addition of the last term that accounts for the effect of the oscillating heat release on the 
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acoustic energy flux.  In effect, this term is a form of the Rayleigh Criterion for 
thermoacoustics.   
 To this point in the analysis, all of the equations derived above are relevant to 
general thermoacoustics with uniform volumetric heat addition, in both open and closed 
cycle systems.  For the specific case of the TAPCE, the combustion process occurs in an 
open duct as shown in Figure 3.2, where δ/rh << 1, and the spatial functions fν and fκ are 















γ ,  (4.41) 
which is a more familiar form of the Rayleigh Criterion [Zinn (1986)]. 
4.1.8 Maximum effect of pulse combustion on acoustic energy gain 
 To estimate the effect of the pulse combustion process on the acoustic power 
output of the engine, LE& , we’ll assume that pctaL EEE &&& += , where the power output 
contribution from the thermoacoustic process is taE& , and that of the pulse combustion 
process is pcE& .  Using Eq. (4.2), we can write the thermoacoustic energy gain as:  
mtathta QE && ,η= , where ηth,ta is the thermal efficiency of the thermoacoustic process.  The 
acoustic energy gain from the pulse combustion process can be attained by integrating 













1 11 && ,  (4.42) 
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where xcz is the length of the combustion zone, and θpq is the phase difference between p1 
and 1q& .  Dividing this result by the thermoacoustic power gain and recognizing that 
























 If it is assumed that |p1|/pm << 1 and mqq &&1  << 1, then Eq. (4.43) indicates that 
the acoustic energy addition by unsteady combustion is very small, approximately fourth 
order in comparison to the second order thermoacoustic power output.  However, steps 
can be taken during the design process to ensure that the effect of pulse combustion is 
maximized for the purposes of increasing the acoustic energy output of the engine.  For 
instance, to make the ratio mqq &&1  as large as possible, an ideal situation would call for 
extinction of the combustion process to occur once per acoustic cycle.  This case could be 
represented by: 
 ( )tqtqqq mm ωω cos1cos1 +=+= &&&&   (4.44) 
where mqq && =1 , ω is the angular frequency of acoustic oscillations, and extinction of the 
combustion process would occur during each acoustic cycle at ωt = π + 2πn, where n is a 
positive integer.  In addition, it would be advantageous to use large acoustic amplitudes 
in the thermoacoustic engine to maximize |p1|/pm.  Acoustic pressure oscillations up to 
10% of the mean are not uncommon in thermoacoustic devices [Backhaus and Swift 
(2000)], though it should be noted that significant nonlinear loss mechanisms develop for 
larger acoustic amplitudes [Backhaus and Swift (2000), Swift (2002)].  Finally, 
maximizing the effect of the Rayleigh Criterion requires that p1 and 1q&  be in phase with 
one another, i.e., θpq = 0.  As unsteady combustion systems can sometimes be 
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unpredictable, active or passive control systems will be necessary to ensure that this 
criterion is met. 
 If the above conditions are satisfied, then the contribution of the pulse combustion 
process to driving the acoustic oscillations in a thermoacoustic engine is greatly 
increased.  To estimate the maximum acoustic energy gain from the pulse combustion 
process, we’ll assume that mqq && =1  as in Eq. (4.44) above, and that the oscillating 
pressure and heat release are both in phase (θpq = 0) and uniform over the length of the 









= && .  (4.45) 
Dividing by the thermoacoustic power gain and assuming that γ =1.4 and ηth,ta ≈ 20%, the 
maximum acoustic energy gain by pulse combustion, compared to the gain by 





















.  (4.46) 
For an acoustic pressure ratio of |p1|/pm ≈ 0.10, this means that the pulse combustion 
process can add, at most, 7% to the acoustic power output of the engine. Given that this is 
a fairly low number, and an optimistic one at that, design efforts to improve the 
efficiency of the TAPCE would probably be better directed elsewhere.  However, since 
pulse combustion will be inevitable in a device such as the TAPCE, this calculation 
shows that improper phasing between p1 and 1q&  (i.e. θpq = 180˚) could lead to a 7% 
reduction in acoustic power output, so some effort must at least be made to control the 
phase between the acoustic pressure and unsteady heat release. 
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 Finally, note from Eq. (4.46) that the pulse combustion process becomes more 
important at higher acoustic pressure ratios, and could potentially contribute as much as 
21% to the acoustic power output of the engine for an acoustic pressure ratio of |p1|/pm = 
0.3.  Most thermoacoustic devices today do not operate above pressure ratios of |p1|/pm ≈ 
0.1 due to the nonlinear loss mechanisms that arise at higher amplitudes, though the 
addition of a pulse combustion process to a thermoacoustic engine may become more 
appealing as these operating pressure amplitudes increase.  For the purposes of this study, 
however, pressure ratios above |p1|/pm = 0.10 will not be considered so that linearized 
acoustic analyses can be applied. 
4.2 Engine Energy Fluxes 
 While Eq. (4.36) describes the axial change in acoustic energy flux, this 
expression does not tell us how the thermal energy is converted into acoustic energy, or 
any details of the other thermal energy processes, such as conduction and convection.  
Study of these effects is accomplished by examining the total time-averaged energy flux.   
 Unfortunately, the volumetric heat addition by combustion complicates matters, 
as the total heat flux is affected by the coupling of the unsteady combustion to both the 
acoustic pressure oscillations, as in (4.36), and to the unsteady entropy oscillations.  For 
example, if we look at Eqs. (4.36) - (4.40) for the case of a regenerator, where rh << δ and 
f → 1, we see that there is little or no acoustic energy gain by unsteady combustion in 
such an environment, due to the good solid/gas thermal contact within the regenerator.  
Instead, the pulse combustion process affects the total energy flux in the device through 




Figure 4.1:  Geometry and energy fluxes in the thermoacoustic driver of the TAPCE, 
without reactant preheating. 
 
 
the nearly isothermal regenerator.  However, as other entropy effects are also present in 
this formulation, the total power equation and its interpretation becomes fairly complex. 
 Given the geometry of the TAPCE, however, these issues can be avoided by 
considering the combustion zone separately from the regenerator.  In this case, the 
combustion process is assumed to be fully contained within the open duct below the 
regenerator, with no volumetric heat release occurring inside the regenerator.  In this 
manner, the existing total power equations for open cycle thermoacoustics [Reid (1999), 
Swift (2002)] can be used in all parts of the TAPCE except the combustion zone.  Inside 
the open duct of the combustion zone, if it assumed that boundary layer effects are small, 
the time averaged energy flux equations become fairly simple, as shown below. 
 The geometry used in the derivations below is shown in Figure 4.1.  Here, the 
thermoacoustic driving section of the TAPCE is laid on its side, with the cold heat 
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exchanger on the left and the combustion zone on the right.  The acoustic energy travels 
to the right, in the positive x-direction, while the mean mass flux, M& , travels to the left, 
thus M&  < 0.  In order to more clearly illustrate the basic operation of the open cycle 
traveling wave thermoacoustic engine, reactant preheating effects are not considered 
here, but will be presented later in the chapter.  Instead, it is assumed that the reactants 
enter the combustion zone from the right, hot combustion products travel to the left out of 
the combustion zone and into the regenerator, and cold combustion products exit the cold 
heat exchanger on the left. 
4.2.1 Combustion zone 
 As noted above, if it is assumed that the boundary layer effects are negligible in 
the combustion zone, then the time averaged acoustic effects are appropriately described 
by Eq. (4.41).  These acoustic effects are not the only time averaged energy fluxes in the 
combustion zone, however.  One must also consider the mean energy fluxes, which, 
when coupled with Eq. (4.41), describe the total time averaged energy flux through the 










































where em is the mean internal energy, hm is the mean enthalpy, and σ'm is the mean 
viscous stress tensor, which is a second order quantity since it primarily contains 
functions of um.  Applying the above assumptions, neglecting all terms of third order and 















⎛ +ρ .  (4.48) 
Note that while the thermal conduction term usually includes both thermal conduction 
through the gas and the solid walls of the combustion chamber, the thermal conduction 
through the gas, k, has been neglected here because it is much smaller than the 
conduction through the solid, ks. 
 Integrating Eq. (4.48) over the cross sectional area of the combustion zone, A, and 













⎛ +   (4.49) 
While the mean and acoustic energy flux equations of Eqs. (4.49) and (4.41) are 
essentially independent of one another, the two equations should technically be combined 



























γ  (4.50) 
This equation describes how the pulse combustion process changes the convective, 
conductive and acoustic energy fluxes passing through the combustion zone.  Although 
Eq. (4.50) was derived somewhat casually, it should be noted that this same equation can 
also be derived by more rigorous methods [Weiland and Zinn (2004b)]. 
 Integrating Eq. (4.50) over the length of the combustion zone, xcz, yields a 
relationship between the input and output energy fluxes across the combustion zone.  
Assuming that the pressure and combustion heat release are each independent of axial 
















































 As noted above, in an open duct, the mean and acoustic effects in this equation 
can be assumed to be independent of one another.  Consequently, the acoustic component 
















γ ,  (4.52) 
which is basically the integrated form of Eq. (4.41) that gives the total acoustic energy 
gain due to uniform pulse combustion across the combustion zone.  The mean component 
of Eq. (4.51) is: 























⎛+− , (4.53) 
where the mean mass flux and specific heat of the combustion reactants are denoted with 
the subscript rx, and those of the combustion products are denoted by the subscript pr.  
Noting that M&  < 0 in the sign convention of Figure 4.1, Eq. (4.53) gives the temperature 
rise produced by the combustion process across the combustion zone.  Also, since the 
highest temperature in the device will occur in the combustion zone, the temperature 
must decrease on either side, so that (dTm/dx)tbt < 0 and (dTm/dx)h > 0.  Assuming that the 
reactant preheat temperature is constant, Eq. (4.53) indicates that the hot combustion 
product temperature exiting the combustion zone, Th, is reduced by the presence of 
thermal conduction out of the combustion zone, which is indicative of non-adiabatic 
combustion processes [Turns (1996)]. 
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4.2.2 General thermoacoustic energy flux equation 
 As noted above, those portions of the TAPCE that do not include heat release by 
combustion (e.g. everywhere but the combustion zone, as shown in Figure 3.2) can be 
modeled using previously derived total power equations for open cycle thermoacoustics 
[Reid (1999), Swift (2002)].  The following sections primarily follow the nomenclature 
and derivations of Swift (2002), though additional nomenclature and equations are 
introduced to assist in the analysis of the various energy fluxes surrounding the 
regenerator portion of the TAPCE.  Note that although most of the developments in the 
rest of this section appear in the paper by Weiland and Zinn (2004a), they are fairly 
important to the remainder of this study, and are included here for the sake of 
completeness. 
 The analysis begins with an expression for the total energy flux in an open cycle 
thermoacoustic device, Swift’s Equation 7.105 [Swift (2002)], which is the sum of the 
relevant energy fluxes in the device.  In deriving this equation, Swift’s assumptions are 
consistent with those made above concerning the relative magnitudes of the various terms 
and their derivatives.  This equation expresses the total second-order energy flux, H& , as: 







~Reρ&& . (4.54) 
 The first term on the right side of Eq. (4.54) is the convective energy flux, where 
cp is the constant pressure specific heat of the gas, Tm is its mean temperature, and T0 is 
the ambient reference temperature.  The second term on the right side of Eq. (4.54) is the 
conductive energy flux, generally a loss term, where A and As are the cross-sectional 
areas of the gas and solid, respectively, and k and ks are the thermal conductivities of the 
gas and solid, respectively.  The solid components in this term may include pipe walls, 
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insulation, regenerator screens, and any other solid materials that are present in the 
control volume.  The last term on the right side of Eq. (4.54) essentially represents the 
thermoacoustic energy fluxes in the engine, expressed as the time average of the product 
of T1 and u1.  Note that this equation forms the original basis for assuming that M&  << 1m&  
in an open cycle device, since these thermoacoustic effects must be at least as large as the 
convection and conduction terms in Eq. (4.54) [Swift (2002)]. 
 Using the ideal gas relationship:  cpT1 = Tms1 + p1/ρm, the definition of the 
thermoacoustic entropy flux [ ]∫≡ dAusS m 1121 ~Reρ& , where s1 is the first order oscillating 
entropy, and Eq. (4.3), the thermoacoustic term in Eq. (4.54) can be written as: 
 [ ] STEdAuTc mpm && +=∫ 1121 ~Reρ .  (4.55) 
The second order thermoacoustic entropy flux, S& , is sometimes referred to as a 
“thermoacoustic heat flux”, and is frequently described as a “bucket brigade” of gas 
parcels shuttling heat up or down a temperature gradient [Swift (1988, 2002)]. 
 In open channels and isentropic environments this second order entropy flux is 
generally negligible, and Eq. (4.55) is equal to the acoustic energy at that location.  Inside 
a regenerator, however, the second order entropy flux can be fairly large.  In an ideal 
regenerator, perfect solid-gas thermal contact results in an isothermal environment, where 






& −=, ,  (4.56) 
where Tre is the mean temperature at an axial location within the regenerator.  This 
equation expresses the relationship between the ideal entropy and work fluxes in the 
regenerator, where at any location, a unit of acoustic power traveling to the right is 
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countered by a unit of thermal energy transported to the left by the ideal second order 
entropy flux.  This entropy flux is caused by a combination of the acoustic gas movement 
and the heat transfer between the solid and gas that accompanies acoustic pressure 
changes in the regenerator, where the temperature of the gas is ideally constrained to 
equal the regenerator’s local solid temperature, Tre(x).   
4.2.3 Entropy flux due to imperfect thermal contact in the regenerator 
 For imperfect thermal contact in the regenerator, T1 ≠ 0, and the last term in Eq. 
(4.54) contributes an additional thermoacoustic entropy flux to the total energy flux in the 
regenerator.  This entropy flux is proportional to the mean temperature gradient in the 




dAuTc repm ψρ −≈∫ 1121 ~Re .  (4.57) 
Using Swift’s expression for the last term in Eq. (4.54), evaluated for a parallel plate 
regenerator in the limit of very small plate spacing, the coefficient ψ can be approximated 











ψ ≡ .  (4.58) 
 A non-zero value of ψ expresses the effect of imperfect solid-gas thermal contact 
in a parallel plate regenerator.  In contrast, perfect solid-gas thermal contact in the 
regenerator results when the plate spacing or pore size is very small relative to the 
thermal penetration depth, i.e. rh2/δκ2 << 1, yielding ψpp ≈ 0 in Eq. (4.58) and T1 ≈ 0 in 
Eq. (4.57).  The parameter ψ, divided by the cross-sectional area, has been referred to as 
an “effective” thermal conductivity in other studies on energy fluxes in closed cycle 
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thermoacoustic devices [Rott (1975), Xiao (1992)], although this terminology tends to 
de-emphasize the acoustic nature of this energy flux. 
 Substituting Eqs. (4.57) into Eq. (4.55) yields the following expression for the 














≈ ψ , (4.59) 









−≡,& .  (4.60) 
As described by Eq. (4.59), the “bucket brigade” heat transfer by the second order 
entropy flux is composed of both perfect and imperfect regenerator thermal contact 
components.  As will be shown below, idealreS ,&  carries thermal energy used to amplify the 
acoustic wave in the regenerator, while lossreS ,&  is an unwanted entropy flux that carries 
thermal energy out of the system without converting it to work in the form of acoustic 
energy.  Also, note from Eq. (4.58) that ψ is approximately third or fourth order in 
magnitude, although the regenerator temperature gradient, dTre/dx, can become very large 
in the presence of mean mass flux, as will be shown below.  Therefore, under certain 
conditions, lossreS ,&  can become a second order term like idealreS ,& , according to Eq. (4.59). 
 Since the TAPCE does not contain a parallel plate architecture, but rather a 
stacked wire mesh screen regenerator, Eq. (4.58) must be replaced by suitable expression 
that characterizes the entropy flux due to imperfect thermal contact in a stacked screen 
regenerator.  Such an expression can be obtained by manipulating the results of Swift and 
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Ward (1996), who investigated the equations governing thermoacoustic processes in wire 
mesh regenerators.   
 Assuming traveling wave acoustic phasing in the stacked screen regenerator, the 
last term in Eq. (4.54) can be expressed, to lowest order, as [Swift and Ward (1996)]: 

































ρ , (4.61) 








h = ,  (4.62) 
and gc, gν and b(φ) are determined by curve fits to experimental data of the heat transfer 
coefficient, h, for stacked screen regenerators.  Swift and Ward (1996) note that 
denominator of the term in brackets in Eq. (4.61) is approximately equal to 1 for most 
regenerators.  Making this assumption, and further assuming that the heat capacity of the 
gas is much smaller than that of the solid (εs ≈ 0), substitution of (4.62) into Eq. (4.61) 
allows one to define an imperfect thermal contact entropy flux coefficient for a stacked 































= , (4.63) 
where Eq. (2.1) has been applied to obtain the last equality in Eq. (4.63), and the area 
occupied by the gas in the regenerator, A, is equal to φAre, where Are is the cross-sectional 
area of the regenerator, and φ is the porosity of the regenerator, defined as the ratio of the 
gas volume to the total volume of the regenerator. 
 To obtain the curve fit functions gc, gν and b(φ), Swift and Ward (1996) chose the 
data of Kays and London (1984), which present the heat transfer coefficient, h, as a 
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function of the porosity of the stacked screen regenerator, φ, and the Reynolds Number, 
Re, of the flow passing through the stacked screen regenerator.  Using a curve fit of the 
form: 








σφ ,  (4.64) 















== ,  (4.65) 
the curve fits to the Kays and London (1984) data can be expressed as [Swift and Ward 
(1996)]: 









dzRegc ,  (4.67) 








dzzReg .  (4.68) 
Using Eqs. (4.65) - (4.68), the coefficient ψss can be computed from Eq. (4.63).  It should 
be noted, however, that the curve fit functions of Eqs. (4.66) - (4.68) are specific to the 
data of Kays and London (1984).  If more accuracy in these equations is desired, the 
experiments of Kays and London can be repeated on the actual TAPCE regenerator once 
it is constructed, and more accurate curve fit functions can be derived from the resulting 
experimental data. 
4.2.4 Energy fluxes at the regenerator/open duct interface 
 Hot gas at temperature Th flows towards the regenerator from the combustion 
zone through the adjoining open duct, as shown in Figure 4.1.  Since the oscillations in 
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the open duct can be assumed to be approximately isentropic and the mean gas 
temperature there is nearly uniform, the conduction and entropy flux terms can be 
neglected in Eqs. (4.54) and (4.55), respectively, to yield the total energy flux in the open 
duct: 
 ( ) hhph ETTcMH &&& +−= 0 ,  (4.69) 
where the subscript “h” denotes conditions at the hot-side open duct.   
 Denoting the temperature in the regenerator near the hot side regenerator interface 
as Tint, Eqs. (4.54) and (4.57) can be used to express the total energy flux at the right side 
of the stacked screen regenerator of the TAPCE: 





kAAkTTcMH ++−−= ψ0, && . (4.70) 
Assuming that the periphery of the engine is well-insulated, the total energy flux remains 
constant everywhere in the engine except at the cold heat exchanger, where heat is 
transferred out of the engine at the ambient temperature, T0.  Therefore, equating the total 
energy fluxes of Eqs. (4.69) and (4.70) yields the following expression for the acoustic 
energy flux in the open duct: 





kAAkTTcME ++−−= ψ&& . (4.71) 
This equation states that the acoustic energy output of the regenerator is a function of the 
difference in the convected thermal energy across the regenerator interface, minus the 
conductive and entropy flux losses down the regenerator.  The same relationship was 
derived by very different means in a previous study [Weiland and Zinn (2003)], though 
without the entropy flux loss term, since ψ = 0 in the perfect thermal contact assumption 
of that study.   
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 Rearranging Eq. (4.71) with the help of Eq. (4.59) and the state relation dh = 
cpdT, where h is the enthalpy of the gas, an alternate description of the energy balance at 






kAAkSTSThMhM +−++= ,, &&&& . (4.72) 
This equation states that the input thermal energy convected to the regenerator interface, 
hhM& , is split into four thermal energy fluxes upon entering the regenerator.  In the open 
cycle thermoacoustic engine without reactant preheating, three of these thermal energy 
fluxes are loss mechanisms that transport heat down the regenerator’s temperature 
gradient without converting it into acoustic energy:  the conductive heat flux, the 
thermoacoustic entropy flux due to imperfect thermal contact in the regenerator, lossreS ,& , 
and the convective heat flux at lower enthalpy, inthM& .  The remaining thermal energy is 
transported into the regenerator by the ideal entropy flux, idealreS ,& . 
4.2.5 Temperature difference at the regenerator/open duct interface 
 Note from Eq. (4.71) that the acoustic energy leaving the hot side of the 
regenerator, hE& , increases as the mean temperature difference between the hot, incoming 
combustion products and the hot side of the regenerator increases.  This temperature 
difference can be fairly substantial, and is a direct result of the joining conditions 
between the isothermal environment of the regenerator and the isentropic environment of 
the open duct [Weiland and Zinn (2003)].   
 The physical processes responsible for creating the temperature difference at the 
regenerator/open duct interface are shown schematically for various gas parcels in Figure  
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Figure 4.2:  The temperature and acoustic displacement histories of various gas parcels 




4.2, which can be viewed as a magnification of the regenerator/hot duct interface in 
Figure 4.1.  Gas parcels that start the acoustic cycle at various locations within the 
regenerator are shown in Figures 4.2a through 4.2d.  For good gas-solid thermal contact 
within the regenerator, these parcels of gas remain at the regenerator’s temperature until 
they enter the open duct, where they undergo isentropic temperature oscillations in 
concert with the pressure oscillations of the traveling acoustic wave.  These oscillations 
cause the gas parcels to re-enter the regenerator at temperatures below that of the 
regenerator [Smith and Romm (1992), Bauwens (1998), Kittel (1998)], where they 
receive heat from the regenerator solid and are rapidly heated back up to the temperature 
of the regenerator at the interface, Tint.  Towards the end of the acoustic cycle, fresh gas 
parcels supplied by the steady mean gas flow that moves towards the regenerator, as 
depicted in Figures 4.2e and 4.2f, enter the regenerator for the first time.  These gas 
parcels isentropically oscillate about their mean temperature, Th, until they enter the 
regenerator, at which time they are cooled to Tint by contact with the regenerator’s solid 
material.   
 In the absence of other sources of heat input or output, a heat balance of the 
regenerator solid at the interface shows [Weiland and Zinn (2003)] that the heat 
transferred from the solid to the cold returning gas must equal the heat transferred from 
the fresh gas to the regenerator solid, if the solid material is to maintain a constant mean 
temperature during steady-state operation. Satisfying this criterion gives rise to the mean 
temperature difference between the regenerator solid and the hot incoming gas, as cited 
above. 
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 Through the development of an idealized theoretical model encompassing the 
physical processes described above [Weiland and Zinn (2003)], we can predict the 
dependence of the mean temperature difference upon important design and operating 
parameters of the TAPCE, including the acoustic pressure, mean mass flow rate, acoustic 
phase angles, and conductive heat losses.  The results of this model show that the ratio of 
hot gas temperature to the regenerator interface temperature can be approximately 























γ , (4.73) 
where θ is the phase difference between the acoustic pressure and the acoustic mass flux, 
and (dTre/dx)int is the mean temperature gradient of the regenerator solid at the open duct 
interface.  Note that, since M&  is negative, Th > Tint for -π/2 ≤ θ ≤ π/2, which corresponds 
to a positive acoustic energy flux (i.e. E&  travels to the right).  Also, since the model used 
to derive Eq. (4.73) assumes perfect thermal contact within the regenerator, this equation 
does not account for the effects of the entropy flux due to the imperfect thermal contact in 
the regenerator. 
 The parameter with the largest impact on the temperature difference is M& , 
according to Eq. (4.73).  As the mean mass flux decreases relative to the acoustic mass 
flux, the temperature difference increases considerably, and Th can easily be 2-3 times 
larger than Tint, which is useful in yielding an appreciable acoustic power output 
according to Eq. (4.71). 
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4.2.6 The acoustic energy gain in the regenerator 
 The interface energy balance of Eq. (4.72) shows that acoustic energy is neither 
created nor destroyed at the regenerator interface.  Instead, this equation shows that the 
ideal entropy flux carries thermal energy that is converted into acoustic energy as it 
travels down the regenerator’s temperature gradient.  To demonstrate this point, note first 
that idealreS ,&  is a constant if viscous effects are neglected in the regenerator.  Although this 
proof is somewhat tedious and will not be shown here, a constant ideal entropy flux can 
be used with Eq. (4.56) to show that the acoustic gain across the regenerator is: 
 ( )idealrecidealreintch STSTEE ,, &&&& −−=− ,  (4.74) 
where Tc is the temperature at the cold side of the regenerator near the cold heat 
exchanger, which is not necessarily the same as the ambient temperature, T0.  This 
equation, which applies to both ideal and non-ideal regenerators, states that the acoustic 
energy gain is equal to the difference in the thermal energy carried by the ideal entropy 
flux in the regenerator.  This is basically a statement of the first law of thermodynamics 
for an ideal regenerator, where the work produced in the regenerator is equal to its heat 
input minus its heat output.   
 Noting again that idealreS ,&  is a constant in the regenerator, Eq. (4.56) can be 










≈ .  (4.75) 
This expression has been previously derived by other means [Swift (2002)], and is 
frequently used to approximate the acoustic energy gain in a regenerator with good solid-
gas thermal contact in a traveling wave thermoacoustic device, although it does not 
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include losses from viscous effects.  Note that the conductive loss and entropy flux loss 
terms have been retained in this analysis because they are functions of the local 
temperature gradient in the engine, and are needed for estimating the regenerator 
temperature profile and the acoustic energy output below.  On the other hand, the viscous 
regenerator loss is not a function of the local temperature gradient, and is therefore 
neglected in this energy flux analysis.  
4.2.7 The regenerator temperature profile   
 In the absence of any heat losses in the regenerator, the total energy flux in the 
regenerator is constant, and it follows that 0=dxHd re& .  This criterion will change when 
reactant preheating is considered below, but for the time being, substitution of Eqs. (4.54) 







Td rere ,  (4.76) 











,   (4.77) 
and the subscript pr is later used to denote the properties of the combustion products. 
 By specifying the temperatures at either end of the regenerator (Tre = Tc at x = 0 
and  Tre = Tint at x = L, as depicted in Figure 4.1), Eq. (4.76) can be solved for the mean 
temperature profile in the regenerator: 









1 .  (4.78) 
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In deriving this equation, it has been assumed that Ξ is a constant, an assumption that 
boils down to assuming that cp, k, and ks are independent of temperature in the 
regenerator, which is not entirely accurate.  However, since these variables are not very 
strong functions of temperature, Eq. (4.78) provides a reasonable approximation for the 
temperature profile in the regenerator.  Note that a similar derivation is given by Reid and 
Swift (2000), though it is only valid for standing wave thermoacoustic systems. 
 Knowing the regenerator’s cold temperature and hot interface temperature, Eq. 
(4.78) allows one to calculate Ξ with just a single temperature measurement at any point 
within the regenerator.  This can then be used to find M&  from Eq. (4.77), and is therefore 
a valuable means of evaluating the streaming mass flux in a closed cycle traveling wave 
thermoacoustic system.  Such a procedure was suggested by Gedeon (1997), and was 
later employed by Job et. al. (2003) to determine the streaming mass flux passing through 
a quasi-adiabatic stack (rh ≈ δκ) in a looped tube.  While the theory Job et. al. (2003) 
developed to describe the temperature profile includes radial heat loss effects not 
modeled here, it suffers from a major shortcoming in that it also appears to neglect 
thermoacoustic heat pumping effects in the stack.  In spite of this, their theory appears to 
agree qualitatively with their experimental data, though only one temperature 
measurement was made in the stack in the presence of an acoustic field, and there is no 
further experimental evidence to suggest that this agreement with theory is not merely 
coincidental.  
 Finally, also note that by differentiating Eq. (4.78) with respect to x to evaluate 
the temperature gradient at the regenerator’s hot-side interface, the result can be 
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substituted into Eq. (4.71), along with Eq. (4.77), to yield a simplified expression for the 




















&& ,  (4.79) 
where it has also been assumed that the quantity (ψ + Ak + Asks) is independent of 
temperature.   
4.2.8 Cold side energy fluxes 
 An energy balance for the cold heat exchanger can be written as: 
 ccrec QHH &&& += , ,  (4.80) 
where cH&  is the total energy flux in the open duct to the left of the cold heat exchanger, 
as shown in Figure 4.1.  The total energy flux at the cold side of the regenerator, creH ,& , 
can be found by setting Tre  = Tc in Eqs. (4.54) and (4.57), i.e.: 





kAAkTTcMH ++−−= ψ0, && . (4.81) 
The cold duct to the left of the regenerator can be assumed to be approximately isentropic 
with a negligible temperature gradient, so eliminating the appropriate terms from Eqs. 
(4.54) and (4.55) yields following equation for the total energy flux in the cold duct: 
 ( ) ccpc ETTcMH &&& +−= 0 ,  (4.82) 
where it has also been assumed that the temperature in the cold duct is the same as the 
temperature of the cold heat exchanger, Tc.  Substituting Eqs. (4.56), (4.81) and (4.82) 






kAAkSTQ +++−= ψ,&& . (4.83) 
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This equation states that in addition to the normal heat rejection, idealrec ST ,&− , the heat 
transfer out of the cold heat exchanger, cQ& , also includes the thermal energy losses at the 
cold end of the regenerator, as described in Eq. (4.81).  
 Finally, if the cold heat exchanger temperature is larger than the ambient 
temperature, then there is a second heat rejection, 0Q& , associated with the exhaust of 
combustion products at Tc to the environment at T0.  Assuming that the acoustic energy 
loss through the exhaust port is much smaller than the cold side acoustic energy, cE& , and 
that all of the mean mass flux flows out the exhaust port, an energy balance around the 
exhaust port shows that this mean flow heat rejection can be written as: 
 ( )00 TTcMHEQ cpcc −−=−= &&&& .  (4.84) 
4.2.9 Energy flux analysis 
 A study of the above energy flux equations can provide some valuable insights 
into the processes that govern general open cycle traveling wave thermoacoustic engines.  
To facilitate this analysis, it is assumed that Tc = T0, and the above equations are cast in a 
non-dimensional form by dividing energy flux terms by 0TcM p&− , temperatures by the 
ambient temperature T0, and lengths by the regenerator length, L.  This non-
dimensionalization is fairly straightforward and will not be performed here, although it is 
worth noting that all of the dimensionless energy fluxes in the region surrounding the 
regenerator only depend on three dimensionless parameters, Th/T0, Tint/T0, and ΞL.   
 Solving the dimensionless forms of the above equations yields the temperature 
profile and various energy fluxes shown in Figure 4.3, for representative conditions in a 
basic open cycle traveling wave thermoacoustic engine.  The temperature plotted in 
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Figure 4.3:  The spatial dependence of the dimensionless entropy fluxes and temperature 
in an open cycle thermoacoustic engine, for the representative conditions:  Th/T0 = 6, 
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Figure 4.3 shows a significant temperature jump at the regenerator’s interface with the 
hot duct, followed by an exponential temperature profile within the regenerator.  The 
convective energy flux mirrors this profile, as it primarily depends on the local gas 
temperature.   
 Figure 4.3 shows that in the hot duct to the right of the regenerator, the total 
energy flux consists of the sum of the acoustic and convective energy fluxes, as described 
in Eq. (4.69), while just inside the regenerator, the total energy flux is equal to the sum of 
the convective energy flux and the regenerator’s thermal energy losses, as expressed in 
Eq. (4.70).  Note that in addition to these two energy fluxes in Figure 4.3, there is an 
acoustic energy flux within the regenerator that is “cancelled” by the thermal energy 
transport associated with the ideal second order entropy flux, as described in Eqs. (4.55) 
and (4.59). 
 In Figure 4.3, the second order entropy flux resulting from imperfect thermal 
contact in the regenerator, lossreS ,& , is shown along with the conductive energy flux, which 
are both proportional to the local temperature gradient in the regenerator.  Since the 
convective energy flux decreases with the temperature in the regenerator, the conductive 
and imperfect entropy flux losses must increase as the temperature decreases to maintain 
a constant total energy flux in the regenerator.  As a result, the temperature gradient is 
low at the regenerator’s hot end, and high at its cold end, explaining the exponential 
shape of the regenerator’s temperature profile, as expressed in Eq. (4.78).  Since the 
details of the heat transfer out of the cold heat exchanger are not of interest in this study, 
the heat fluxes are simply depicted in Figure 4.3c as linearly decreasing to zero over the 
length of the cold heat exchanger. 
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 The mechanism creating the exponential temperature profile in the regenerator 
turns out to be of great importance, since it implies that all of the convective thermal 
energy flux at the hot end of the regenerator, ( )0TTcM intp −& , is gradually converted into 
heat conduction and additional thermoacoustic entropy flux losses as it convects down 
the regenerator’s temperature gradient.  This energy, equal to the total energy flux of Eq. 
(4.81), is essentially wasted, and leaves the system through the cold heat exchanger, as 
described in Eq. (4.83).  Consequently, the efficiency of a simple open cycle 
thermoacoustic engine will be very poor, since a substantial portion of the input thermal 
energy is exhausted to the atmosphere without performing any useful work. 
4.3 Reactant Preheating Process 
 Recovery of this convective thermal energy loss could substantially improve the 
thermal efficiency of the thermoacoustic engine, without having significant effects on its 
operation.  For this reason, the design of the TAPCE includes preheating of the 
combustion reactants by routing the reactant inlet pipes through the regenerator so that 
some of this waste heat is transferred to the reactants.  Such preheating could increase the 
combustion process temperature, thereby increasing the input temperature, Th, and the 
efficiency of the engine.  Equivalently, the preheating could be used to reduce the amount 
of fuel required to reach a desired combustion temperature, Th, thus increasing the fuel 
energy-to-acoustic energy conversion efficiency [Weinberg (1986)].  In either case, the 
transfer of waste heat from the regenerator into the combustion process reactants would 
result in a more linear temperature profile, thereby reducing the conductive and 
thermoacoustic entropy fluxes that leave the system through the cold heat exchanger.  
This reactant preheating process is analyzed in more detail below. 
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Figure 4.4:  Diagram of the reactant preheating process 
 
 
 A schematic of the reactant preheating process used in the TAPCE is shown in 
Figure 4.4.  Here, as with the more basic case of Figure 4.1, the regenerator’s cold and 
hot sides are at temperatures Tc and Tint, respectively, with the mean mass flux of hot 
combustion products, prM& , flowing through the regenerator from right to left.  The total 
mean mass flux of reactants, rxM& , flows from left to right through the regenerator, and is 
evenly distributed between n individual reactant preheat pipes, each of inside diameter 
Dph.  The reactants enter the regenerator at ambient temperature, T0, and exit at a preheat 
temperature, Tph.  A one-dimensional geometry is assumed in which the mean 
temperature at any axial location is denoted by Trx for the reactants, and by Tre for the 
combustion products flowing through the regenerator.     
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4.3.1 Heat transfer to the combustion reactants 
 Assuming that the specific heat of the reactants is constant and that no other 
energy fluxes are important in the reactant preheat pipes, the heat transfer rate to the 
reactants can be expressed as: 
 ( ) phrxrxp Qdx
dT
cM ′= && ,  (4.85) 
where phQ′&  is the rate of heat transfer per unit length.  In a global energy balance of the 
reactant preheating, Eq. (4.85) can be integrated across the length of the regenerator to 
yield: 
 ( ) ( ) phphrxp QTTcM && =− 0 ,  (4.86) 
where phQ&  is the total rate of heat transfer to the reactants. 
 To determine the reactants’ preheat temperature, Tph, the details of the heat 
transfer process will need to be considered.  Applying the above assumptions, the rate of 
heat transfer from the combustion products to the reactants can be expressed as 
[Incropera and DeWitt (1996)]: 
 ( )rxrephph TThDnQ −=′ π& ,  (4.87) 
where h is the convective heat transfer coefficient, and nπDph is the total circumference of 
all of the individual preheat pipes across which heat is transferred.  The convective heat 
transfer coefficient, h, is generally an empirical coefficient that is correlated to 
experimental data though the use of the Nusselt Number, Nu = hDph/k, which will be 
examined in more detail in Chapter 5 below.  Substituting Eq. (4.87) into Eq. (4.85), 
applying the definition of the Nusselt Number and rearranging yields a differential 
equation for Trx: 
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 ( )rxrerx TTNdx
dT
−= ,  (4.88) 
where N is assumed to be a constant given by: 










=≡ .  (4.89) 
4.3.2 Heat transfer from the combustion products 
 The manner in which the total energy flux in the regenerator is affected by the 






.  (4.90) 
Integrating this expression across the length of the regenerator yields: 
 phcrehre QHH &&& −=− ,, ,  (4.91) 
where the total energy fluxes at the hot and cold sides of the regenerator are still 
represented by Eqs. (4.70) and (4.81), respectively. 
 Since there is excellent thermal contact between the regenerator solid, the 
combustion products, and the walls of the reactant preheat pipes, these temperatures are 
all assumed to be equal to Tre at any axial location.  Applying Eq. (4.87), and using Eqs. 
(4.54) and (4.57) yields: 





cM −−=++− πψ 2
2
& . (4.92) 











≡ ,  (4.93) 
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and Eqs. (4.77) and (4.89) to Eq. (4.92) results in a simple second order differential 







.  (4.94) 
4.3.3 General solution of the reactant preheating process 
 Equations (4.88) and (4.94) are two coupled differential equations for Trx and Tre, 
respectively, which can be solved to determine the reactant preheat temperature, Tph.  The 
solution to this set of equations is greatly simplified by noting that the coefficients M, N, 
and Ξ are approximately independent of position and temperature within the regenerator.  
Using the property relationships in the following chapter to evaluate Eqs. (4.77), (4.89), 
and (4.93) for Ξ, N, and M, respectively, it can be shown that these parameters differ 
from their average values by 10% or less over the temperature range 300 K ≤ T ≤ 1000 K.  
At this level of error, it is reasonable to assume that these coefficients are constant in Eqs. 
(4.88) and (4.94), and that they can be represented by their average values within the 
regenerator or preheat pipes. 
 Assuming constant coefficients, solution of Eqs. (4.88) and (4.94) is most easily 
accomplished by forming a system of linear, coupled first order differential equations, 




dT ′= ,  (4.95) 




.  (4.96) 
Employing some linear algebra, Eqs. (4.95), (4.96) and (4.88) can be cast in the form 
[Kreyszig (1993)]: 
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A .  (4.99) 
 Equation (4.97) is a classic eigenvalue problem that can be solved by assuming a 
solution of the form y = zeλx, where z is an eigenvector and λ is the corresponding 
eigenvalue [Kreyszig (1993)].  Substituting this solution form into Eq. (4.97) and using 
Eq. (4.99) yields: 























NMNM . (4.100) 
Setting the determinant of (A – Iλ) equal to zero and solving yields three different 
eigenvalues: 
 [ ] [ ]RNRN −−Ξ=+−Ξ== 2132121 ;;0 λλλ , (4.101) 
where  
 ( ) NMNR Ξ++Ξ≡ 42 .  (4.102) 
































































   (4.103) 
 The general solution to Eq. (4.97) is a linear superposition of the three eigenvalue 
solutions, i.e. [Kreyszig (1993)]: 
 xxx ececec 321 332211
λλλ zzzy ++= ,  (4.104) 
where the constants c1, c2, and c3 are determined by the boundary conditions.  In this 
case, the boundary conditions Trx(x = 0) = T0, Tre (x = 0) = Tc, and Tre (x = L) = Tint, yield 
the following constants: 
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= . (4.107) 
 Computing these coefficients and using Eqs. (4.98) and (4.101) - (4.107), the 
solution for the temperature profile of the combustion reactants can be determined from: 





321 , (4.108) 
while the reactant preheat temperature, Tph = Trx(x = L),can be computed from: 
 ( )321 ccNcTph ++= .  (4.109) 
 Likewise, the solution of the regenerator temperature profile is determined by: 









21 , (4.110) 
and its gradient is found with: 
 
( ) ( )( ) ( )


















2 . (4.111) 
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4.3.4 Solution for M = -1   
 Note that the above solution does not apply in the special case where M = -1.  As 
Figure 4.4 indicates, the mean mass flux of reactants flows in the positive x-direction, 
burns in the combustion zone, and the products flow back in the opposite direction such 
that prrx MM && −= .  According to the definition of M in Eq. (4.93), the special case where 
M = -1 then applies when the specific heats of the reactants and products are assumed to 
be equal.  This is a common assumption that is frequently made in combustion studies 
[Turns (1996)], and becomes more accurate for leaner combustion reactant mixtures, 
where the change in the chemical composition of the working fluid is not as pronounced.  
This situation also applies to the important case where the chemical composition of the 
working fluid does not change within the engine.  In such a case, the working fluid is 
preheated in passing through the regenerator and is further heated in the “combustion 
zone,” (e.g., with an electric heat exchanger) before flowing back into the regenerator.   
 Also, since it generally turns out that M ≈ -0.9 in the modeling studies below, the 
situation in which M = -1 serves as a good estimate of the more complicated general 
solution presented above, and allows for an easier interpretation of the results.  To a 
reasonable degree of approximation, this estimation of the general solution is further 
simplified by assuming that Tc = T0 in the following analysis. 
 Thus, in the case where M = -1, the eigenvalues of the characteristic Eq. (4.100) 
become: 
 N−Ξ=== 321 ;0;0 λλλ .  (4.112) 
Since the first two eigenvalues are equal, the general solution of Eq. (4.97) becomes 
[Kreyszig (1993)] : 
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 [ ] xxxx ecexecec 3211 3321211 λλλλ zzzzy +++= , (4.113) 















































zzz . (4.114) 
 Applying the new boundary conditions, where Tc = T0, to the general solution for 




































3 .  (4.117) 
Applying these constants to Eq. (4.113), the solution for the reactant temperature profile, 
in the case where M = -1, becomes: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )( )










00 , (4.118) 
while the regenerator temperature profile becomes: 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
( )( )










00 . (4.119) 
 Note from these equations that when there is no heat transfer to the reactants (i.e., 
N = 0), the reactants’ temperature remains constant at T0, while the combustion product 
temperature reduces to Eq. (4.78) above.  In the case of very high heat transfer, where |N| 
>> |Ξ| and NL >> 1, Eq. (4.119) yields a linear regenerator temperature profile, while Eq. 
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(4.118) predicts a mostly linear reactant temperature profile, with an exponential 
transitional component near x = 0, i.e., 

















00 . (4.120) 
Such a case yields a constant temperature difference between the combustion reactants 
and products throughout most of the regenerator, resulting in a constant heat flux along 
most of the axial length of the regenerator as expressed by Eq. (4.87).  This is the ideal 
situation that recovers nearly all of the “lost” convective thermal energy that enters the 
regenerator by preheating the combustion reactants, though the physical realization of 
this ideal is fairly difficult. 
4.4 Engine Lost Work and Irreversibility 
 While the derived expressions for the energy fluxes in an open cycle traveling 
wave thermoacoustic engine tell us a great deal about the operation of such a device, 
consideration of the second law of thermoacoustics can tell us how the engine can be 
improved.  In particular, the second law quantifies the various irreversibilities in the 
engine, which can be used to determine which loss mechanisms contribute the most to the 
inefficiency of the engine. 
 Several loss mechanisms have been identified in the TAPCE, including losses 
from axial conductive heat transfer, entropy flux due to imperfect thermal contact in the 
regenerator, viscous and thermal relaxation dissipation, and heat transfer across finite 
temperature differences, both in the reactant preheating process, as expressed in Eq. 
(4.87), and due to the mean temperature difference at the regenerator/hot duct interface.  
One valuable means of comparing these losses is to look at the amount of potential work  
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Figure 4.5:  Generalized control volume for the second law thermodynamic analysis 
 
 
that each of these irreversibilities dissipates.  The amount of lost work, lostW& , is linked to 
the entropy generated by the loss mechanism, genS& , through the Gouy-Stodola theorem, 
i.e. [Bejan (1997)]: 
 genlost STW && 0= ,  (4.121) 
where all entropy generation losses are referenced to the ambient temperature, T0.  To 
determine the amount of work lost due to each of the engine’s irreversibilities, we must 
look at the second law of thermodynamics for each component.   
4.4.1 The second law for thermoacoustic systems 
 To assist with the analysis of the engine’s irreversibilities, we will consider a 
generalized section of a thermoacoustic device as shown in Figure 4.5, where total mass 
fluxes enter and leave the control volume, and heat is transferred in or out of the control 
volume at ambient temperature, T0, and at other temperatures Ti.  In addition, only steady 
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state processes will be considered in the following analyses, thus the total entropy in the 
control volume can be considered to be constant. 
 Neglecting transient effects, a statement of the second law of thermodynamics for 
the control volume of Figure 4.5 can be expressed as [Bejan (1997)]: 







&&& ,  (4.122) 
where iQ&  are the individual heat transfers into the control volume at their respective 
temperatures, Ti.  Expanding ( )sm&  into its mean and acoustic components and time 
averaging yields, to second order: 
 ( ) [ ] SsMUssMsm mmm &&&& +=+≈ 1121 ~Reρ , (4.123) 
where the definition of the second order entropy flux, S& , has been applied.  Extracting 






































kAAkQ mssk +−=& .  (4.125) 
By substituting Eq. (4.124) into Eq. (4.121), the work lost due to irreversible processes in 

































00 . (4.126) 
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4.4.2 Lost work from irreversibilities in the TAPCE 
 Applying the appropriate control volumes, Eq. (4.126) above can be used to 
determine the amount of lost work attributed to each component of the TAPCE.  The 
primary loss mechanisms that will be investigated in the TAPCE include the 
irreversibility of the combustion process, heat transfer across finite temperature 
differences at the regenerator/hot duct interface, in the reactant preheating process, and in 
the cold heat exchanger, viscous losses in the reactant inlet pipes and exhaust port, and by 
conduction and entropy flux losses in the regenerator. 
4.4.2.1 Reactant inlet pipes 
 To simplify the analysis of the reactant inlet pipes, it can be assumed that acoustic 
effects are negligible in comparison with the mean flow effects, and that the axial 
conduction through the walls of the preheat pipes are included in the regenerator’s 
conduction losses.  The heat flux from the regenerator varies along the length of the 
preheat pipes according to Eq. (4.87), while the temperature from which this heat is 
transferred, Ti in Eq. (4.126), is the temperature of the wall of the preheat pipe, Tre(x).  
Integrating this entropy flux due to heat transfer along the length of the regenerator and 
noting that the mass flux is constant, Eq. (4.126) for the reactant preheat pipes can be 
written as: 













&& . (4.127) 
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Using this expression and Eqs. (4.87) and (4.89) to describe the heat transfer, Eq. (4.127) 
becomes: 














































γ&& , (4.129) 
where Trx(x) and Tre (x) are represented by Eqs. (4.108) and (4.110), respectively, pm,s is 
the mean reactant supply pressure, and pm is the reference mean pressure in the 
combustion zone.  This equation gives the lost work for two different loss mechanisms.  
The lost work due to the viscous pressure drop in the reactant header and preheat pipes is 
given by the second term in brackets in Eq. (4.129), while the lost work due to the heat 
transfer across a finite temperature difference is given by the sum of the remaining terms. 
4.4.2.2 Combustion zone 
 The irreversibility of the combustion process alone can be determined by looking 
solely at the mean convective entropy fluxes of the preheated combustion reactants and 
the hot combustion products [Bejan (1997)].  Thus, neglecting the acoustic, conductive 
and heat transfer entropy fluxes, and applying Eq. (4.126) to the control volume of the 
combustion zone shown in Figure 4.1 yields: 
 ( )hphprcomblost ssTMW −= 0, && .  (4.130) 
Note that since mass is not allowed to accumulate in the combustion zone, that 
0<= prrx MM &&  in this analysis, as depicted in Figure 4.1, although comblostW ,&  is always 
positive since sh > sph for an exothermal combustion process [Bejan (1997)].  Also, since 
the preheated reactants and hot combustion products have different chemical 
compositions, simplifications such as Eq. (4.128) cannot be applied to this equation. 
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 Finally, as will be seen in Chapter 6, the lost work associated with the 
irreversibility of the combustion process in some cases accounts for nearly half of the 
total lost work in the engine.  Unfortunately this loss mechanism is unavoidable in 
combustion systems, though the modeling results of Chapter 6 show that the lost work 
associated with this process generally decreases for increasing combustion temperatures.  
4.4.2.3 Regenerator/hot duct interface 
 At the interface between the hot side of the regenerator and its adjoining hot duct, 
the gas parcel temperature oscillations create a situation where heat is transferred across a 
finite temperature difference when the gas parcels enter the regenerator, as described in 
Figure 4.2 [Smith and Romm (1992), Bauwens (1998), Kittel (1998)].  The work lost in 
this situation can be determined with Eq. (4.126), where the hot duct can be 
approximately modeled as an isentropic environment with a negligible temperature 
gradient, so that ( ) 0≈+ hmk STQ && .  For a thin control volume surrounding the 
regenerator/hot duct interface in Figure 4.1, it can be assumed that no lateral heat transfer 
exits the control volume and that the pressure across it is constant.  Consequently, Eq. 
(4.126) for the control volume can be written as:  




ssTMW &&&& +−−= 00, . (4.131) 
 For no lateral heat transfer across the control volume, the total energy fluxes 
across the control volume are equal, i.e., hreh HH ,&& = .  Using Eqs. (4.59), (4.69), (4.70) 
and (4.125), one can show that the heat flux at the hot side of the regenerator can be 
expressed as: 
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 ( ) ( )inthprpreintk TTcMSTQ −=+ &&& .  (4.132) 
Applying Eqs. (4.128) and (4.132) to Eq. (4.131), the lost work at the regenerator/hot 
duct interface becomes: 





















TcMW ln10, && . (4.133) 
Note that the sum of the terms in brackets in Eq. (4.133) is negative for Th > Tint, but that 
the lost work is always positive, since prM&  is negative according to the sign convention 
in this analysis. 
 For no temperature difference across the interface (i.e., Th = Tint), Eq. (4.133) 
states that there is no work lost in this location, but note from Eq. (4.71) that we require a 
temperature difference at the interface in order to produce acoustic power.  The operation 
of the TAPCE is therefore dependent on the irreversible heat transfer at the 
regenerator/hot duct interface.  Although this may seem to adversely affect the 
attractiveness of the TAPCE, the alternative is to use a hot heat exchanger, where the heat 
transfer into the engine is dependent on a difference between the heat exchanger’s solid 
temperature and the temperature of the working fluid [Swift (1992)], which similar to the 
reactant preheating heat transfer described in Eq. (4.87).  Since the work lost in each of 
these situations is very similar, the temperature difference that must be tolerated at the 
regenerator/hot duct interface does not significantly affect the viability of the TAPCE.  
4.4.2.4 Regenerator 
 To determine the work lost in the regenerator, Eq. (4.126) can be written for a 
control volume enclosing the regenerator, but excluding the flow of combustion reactants 


































where, as was done for the reactant inlet pipes above, the heat transfer entropy flux per 
unit length is integrated over the length of the regenerator to give the total entropy flux 
due to the reactant preheating process.  Using the definitions of kQ& , S& , and phQ′&  in Eqs. 
(4.125), (4.59) and (4.87), respectively, Eq. (4.134) can be written as: 
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Finally, using Eq. (4.128) and making use of the definitions of Ξ, N, and M in Eqs. (4.77), 









































































































 Several types of irreversibility in the regenerator are explicitly accounted for in 
Eq. (4.136).  The first term in brackets accounts for the convective heat fluxes entering 
and leaving the regenerator at its hot and cold ends, while the second term in brackets 
describes the work lost through viscous dissipation of the mean mass flux passing 
through the regenerator, where pc,m is the mean pressure at the cold side of the 
regenerator.  This viscous term should be very small, as the mean pressure difference 
across the regenerator is a second order term, according to Eq. (4.19), indicating that 
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pm,c/pm ≈ 1.  The acoustic energy terms on the right side of Eq. (4.136) account for the 
viscous and thermal relaxation dissipation of acoustic energy in the regenerator.  If 
dissipation in the regenerator is neglected, then these two terms cancel one another out, as 
an integration of Eq. (4.75) across the length of the regenerator would show.  If 
dissipation is included, then ccinth TETE && < , and the lost work in the regenerator 
increases.  The first term in brackets on the second line of Eq. (4.136) describes the 
change in conduction and imperfect entropy flux losses across the regenerator, where the 
temperature gradients at the cold and hot ends of the regenerator can be determined by 
substituting x = 0 and x = L, respectively, into Eq. (4.111) for the regenerator temperature 
gradient.  The last term in Eq. (4.136) accounts for the irreversible heat transfer from the 
regenerator to the preheating reactants. 
4.4.2.5 Cold heat exchanger 
 At the cold heat exchanger, there is a loss of work due to the transfer of heat 
across the finite temperature difference between Tc and ambient temperature, T0.  To be 
more specific, we assume that the temperature of the cooling fluid circulating through the 
cold heat exchanger is at ambient temperature, while the temperature of the combustion 
products on the thermoacoustic side of the heat exchanger is at the cold heat exchanger’s 
temperature.  If we also assume isentropic conditions in the cold duct to the left of the 
heat exchanger, the lost work expression of Eq. (4.126) can be applied to a control 
volume enclosing the cold heat exchanger and the cold side of the regenerator, yielding: 




W &&&& ++= 0, ,  (4.137) 
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where cQ&  is evaluated at ambient temperature.  Using the definitions of kQ& , S& , and cQ&  
from Eqs. (4.125), (4.59) and (4.83), respectively, the work lost at the cold heat 
exchanger can be rewritten as: 

































W ψ&&& 00, 11 . (4.138) 
4.4.2.6 Combustion product exhaust 
 The combustion products passing through the cold heat exchanger are maintained 
at the temperature Tc in order to prevent the water vapor from condensing out of the gas 
mixture.  These combustion products are exhausted to the atmosphere through the 
exhaust port, which also is a source of lost work since the combustion products still carry 
usable heat at the temperature Tc.  Assuming that acoustic and conduction effects are 
negligible in the area surrounding the exhaust port, the lost work for the combustion 
exhaust process is simply equal to the flow availability of the combustion products 
[Bejan (1997)], i.e.: 
 ( )[ ]000, ssThhMW ccprelost −+−= && ,  (4.139) 
where hc and sc are evaluated at Tc and pm,c.  In this equation, the work lost in the 
combustion process is due to the thermal loss described above, in addition to the viscous 
pressure drop loss of the mean mass flux flowing through the exhaust port. 
4.4.3 Efficiency of the TAPCE 
 Minimizing the entropy generation, and hence lost work, is equivalent to 
maximizing the power output of an engine [Bejan (1997)].  Thus, the combination of the 
above lost work computations for the primary components of the TAPCE can be used to 
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help optimize the geometry and operating conditions of the engine.  To accomplish this, 
the sum of the lost work expressions above can be differentiated with respect to a 
particular geometric parameter or operating condition.  Setting the result equal to zero 
and solving the equation yields an optimal value for the investigated parameter that 
generally minimizes the entropy generation.  Note, however, that the second derivative 
must be taken to determine if the entropy generation is minimized (second derivative 
positive) or maximized (second derivative negative). 
 As an example, in the simple case with no reactant preheating, the sum of the 
work lost in the regenerator and the work lost at the regenerator/hot duct interface can be 
minimized with respect to the regenerator interface temperature, Tint.  This can be shown 
to result in the same optimal interface temperature that yields the maximum acoustic 
power output for the engine, Tint,opt ≈ (ThTc)1/2, as derived by Weiland and Zinn (2004a).  
In a similar fashion, the above lost work expressions can be used to help maximize the 
power output of the engine with respect to a variety of variables, such as the regenerator 
length, L, interface temperature, Tint, preheat pipe diameter, Dph, number of preheat pipes, 
n, etc.  Although this can be done analytically, the forms of some of the expressions 
above suggest that numerical computation may work best for this sort of task. 
 Note, however, that the above expressions do not account for all of the loss 
mechanisms in the TAPCE.  For instance, heat losses to the secondary cold heat 
exchanger and viscous dissipation in the inertance and resonator could represent a non-
trivial fraction of the total losses in the system.  Many of these loss mechanisms are 
accounted for in the model of the following chapter, although the lost work associated 
with each loss is not calculated. 
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 Instead, we can measure the total losses modeled in the TAPCE by calculating the 









=η ,  (4.140) 
where LE&  is the acoustic power output exiting the bottom of the TAPCE and entering the 
resonator, as shown in Figure 4.1, and fuelWmax,&  is the maximum amount of work that can 
be derived from the incoming mass flux of fuel and air.  This last quantity is attained by 
comparing the flow availabilities of the incoming reactants to the outgoing combustion 
products [Bejan (1997)].   
 Assuming that each flow enters and leaves the engine at ambient temperature, T0, 
as depicted in Figure 4.4, the work that can be derived from the reactants is given by:  
 ( )[ ] ∑−−−−= genprrxprrxfuel STssThhMW &&& 00 , (4.141) 
where the last term, in light of Eq. (4.121), is the sum of all of the work lost throughout 
the engine.  The maximum amount of work is attained when this term is zero, i.e.: 
 ( )[ ]prrxprrxfuel ssThhMW −−−= 0max, && . (4.142) 
The combination of Eqs. (4.140) and (4.142) will be the primary means of measuring the 




MODELING THE TAPCE 
 
 
 This chapter describes, in detail, the construction of a computational model of the 
TAPCE design.  This model is used to help assess the efficiency and feasibility of the 
TAPCE, which is further discussed in Chapter 6.   
 Many of the computations in this numerical model are based on the equations 
derived in Chapter 4, which describes the theory of open cycle traveling wave 
thermoacoustic engines with combustion.  The computer code that is based upon the 
model developed in this chapter can be found in Appendix A.   
5.1 Engineering Equation Solver Program 
 The software program chosen for the modeling of the TAPCE is Engineering 
Equation Solver (EES) [F-Chart Software], as it is adept at iteratively solving problems 
with a large number of equations and unknowns.  It is also capable of performing 
integration and differentiation, and can easily handle complex numbers. 
 As is shown below, the acoustic model of the TAPCE can be broken down into 
coupled sets of equations that describe the change in the complex acoustic pressure and 
volumetric velocity across various components of the engine.  By linking the output of 
one component to the input of another, the entire engine can be acoustically modeled 
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using sets of equations describing each component in the engine, which are easily solved 
by EES to give the acoustic pressures and velocities throughout the engine. 
 In addition, EES is well-suited for the study of energy system designs, due to the 
large databases of fluid and solid properties that are built into the program.  These are 
very helpful in allowing one to easily study the effects of varying the temperature, 
pressure, and fluid composition in the engine, and facilitate thermodynamic analyses of 
the engine’s efficiency and losses. 
5.2 Fluid Properties 
 The working fluids used in the TAPCE are generally either air, reactants, or 
combustion products.  As noted in Chapter 3, it is assumed that air is present in all parts 
of the engine except for those components within the inner pipe, though trace amounts of 
combustion reactants or products may find their way into the remainder of the engine 
through the thermal buffer tube.  For the purposes of this feasibility study, it can be 
assumed that the fluid in these parts of the engine is purely air, and that it behaves as an 
ideal gas. 
 Within the inner pipe portion of the engine, the reactants flow through the preheat 
pipes into the combustion zone, where they are converted into combustion products that 
flow through the regenerator and out the exhaust pipe.  The compositions of the 
combustion reactants or products are primarily a function of the type of fuel used and the 
equivalence ratio, Φ, which expresses the ratio of the oxidizer required for complete 
combustion of the fuel to the total amount of oxidizer actually used.  For the TAPCE 
model, we will choose methane (CH4) as the fuel, because it is readily available as the 
primary component in natural gas, and would be used to fuel in the natural gas 
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liquefaction application of the TAPCE, as discussed in Chapter 3.  A chemical equation 
describing the ideal combustion of a lean mixture of methane and air can be written as: 
 ( ) ( ) 2222224 N 7.52O 12OH 2CO 3.76NO2CH +−++→++ ΦΦΦΦ , (5.1) 
where it is assumed that the reaction progresses until the fuel is completely consumed, 
and that there is no dissociation of the combustion products.  
 The total number of moles of combustion reactants or products in Eq. (5.1) is 
equal to Ntot = Φ + 9.52, thus the mole fraction of any particular species, i, in the reactant 










==χ ,  (5.2) 
where Pi is the partial pressure of species i in a mixture with total pressure, Ptot.  The total 
molecular weight of the mixture is [Turns (1996)]: 
 ∑=
i
iimix MWMW χ ,  (5.3) 
where MW is the molecular weight.   
 Since the total number of moles of reactants is equal to that of the combustion 
products in the ideal combustion of methane and air, Eq. (5.3) describes the molecular 
weight of both the reactants and the combustion products, though it should be noted that 
in general, this is not true of all fuels.  As a result, the mean density of both the reactant 










==ρ ,  (5.4) 
where Ru is the universal gas constant. 
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 The ratio of the total mass of a particular species in the mixture to the total mass 







Y χ= .  (5.5) 
 For a given equivalence ratio, the mole and mass fractions of each of the 
reactants’ or products’ species can be computed from Eqs. (5.2) and (5.5), respectively, 
which are then used to determine the fluid properties of the mixture of these components.  
For instance, the mass-specific enthalpies of the reactant and product mixtures can be 
represented, respectively, by [Turns (1996)]: 




rxiirx ThYhThYh ; , (5.6) 
while the mass-specific entropies of the reactant and product mixtures are: 




rxiiirx PTsYsPTsYs ,;, , (5.7) 
where the entropy is evaluated using the partial pressure defined in Eq. (5.2). 
 The change in enthalpy of the reactants or combustion products is often computed 
through the use of the constant pressure specific heat, i.e., dh = cpdT.  In these instances, 
the specific heat is most accurately computed by using Eq. (5.6) for the enthalpy.  For 
example, for the temperature change across the regenerator, the mass-based specific heat 
of the combustion products is determined by: 
 








=, ,  (5.8) 
and likewise for the reactants and other temperature differences.  In other instances, the 
constant pressure specific heat at a particular temperature is needed, as in the 
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computation of δκ in Eq. (2.1).  In this case, the specific heat is computed from [Belcher 











1 χ , (5.9) 
where pc  is the molar constant pressure specific heat.  Equation (5.9) can then be used to 

















==γ ,  (5.10) 
where vc  is the molar constant volume specific heat. 
 Finally, using the mole fractions of the reactants or combustion products, the 
dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity coefficients of the reactant or product 
mixtures can be computed from [Belcher et. al. (1999)]: 
 ( ) ( )∑=
i
ii TT µχµ ,  (5.11) 
 ( ) ( )∑=
i
ii TkTk χ .  (5.12) 
5.3 Lumped Parameter Acoustic Models 
 As noted above, since the components of the TAPCE driver are all much smaller 
than an acoustic wavelength, they can be modeled acoustically as lumped parameter 
elements, such as resistances, inertances and compliances.  By linking all of the lumped 
parameter components together, the acoustic pressures and volumetric velocities can be 
estimated at important points in the engine, thereby offering a very simple means of 
analyzing the feasibility of a thermoacoustic device.  
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5.3.1 General component models 
 The lumped parameter models for components in thermoacoustic devices have 
been derived by Backhaus and Swift (2000) and Swift (2002).  These derivations are 
repeated below, as they are essential for understanding how the TAPCE is modeled. 
5.3.1.1 Inertance and viscous resistance components 
 To begin, the momentum equation, Eq. (4.22), can be integrated over the length of 
a thermoacoustic component, ∆x, to yield: 
 









=∆ .  (5.13) 
This is the equation that is used to model the inertance components in the TAPCE 
lumped parameter model.  The physical meaning of this equation can be ascertained by 
separating real and imaginary components of the thermoviscous function fν, i.e. 
 ( ) 111 URLiZUp νω +−=−=∆ ,  (5.14) 



























= .  (5.16) 
 In open ducts, thermoviscous functions can be accurately represented by their 












= .  (5.17) 
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Noting that rh >> δν in an open duct, fν approaches zero according to Eq. (5.17), and the 







≈ .  (5.18) 
5.3.1.2 Compliance and thermal relaxation components 
 As was done above with the momentum equation, integrating the continuity 
equation, Eq. (4.34), over the length of an engine component yields: 





















γω κ , (5.19) 
where gT and gq are defined by Eqs. (4.39) and (4.40), respectively. 
 In an open duct without pulse combustion or a mean temperature gradient, gT and 
gq are approximately zero, and the change in acoustic velocity across the component is 
expressed by the first term on the right side of Eq. (5.19), i.e.,  







γω κ −−∆−=∆ .  (5.20) 
This is the expression used in the modeling of the lumped parameter compliance 
elements in the TAPCE, and includes damping effects due to thermal relaxation of the 
acoustic temperature oscillations.  This can be more readily seen by separating the real 














ω ,  (5.21) 
where the compliance, C, and thermal relaxation resistance, 1/Rκ, are given by: 
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Im11 .  (5.23) 
If it is further assumed that  rh >> δν,κ in the open duct geometry, then fκ → 0, according 
to Eq. (5.17), and the thermal relaxation term in Eq. (5.21) becomes much smaller than 









= .  (5.24) 
5.3.2 Regenerator model 
 Although most components in a traveling wave thermoacoustic engine can be 
modeled as open ducts, this is not true of the regenerator, where rh,re << δν,κ, Re[fν, fκ] → 
1, and Im[fν, fκ] → 0.  Also, since the thermal processes occurring in the regenerator are 
much more complex than those in an ordinary engine component, both the acoustic 
pressure and acoustic velocity vary throughout the regenerator.  Consequently, it is not as 
easy to analytically integrate the thermoacoustic continuity and momentum equations 
across the regenerator to relate its input pressure and velocity to its output pressure and 
velocity.  As a result, the TAPCE model includes a simultaneous integration of the 
thermoacoustic continuity and momentum equations across the regenerator.  Since the 
EES program cannot perform integrations of complex numbers, these two equations are 
broken into their real and imaginary parts, and all four equations are integrated 
simultaneously across the regenerator. 
 To further complicate matters, the differential continuity and momentum 
equations derived above, Eqs. (4.34) and (4.22), respectively, are not easily employed for 
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these integrations since accurate thermoviscous functions fν and fκ do not exist for the 
irregular geometry of the stacked screen regenerator.  To work around this problem, 
Swift and Ward (1996) derived a set of thermoacoustic conservation equations that use 
curve fits to experimentally determined friction factors and heat transfer coefficients for 
stacked screen regenerators.  Some of these equations have already been used above in 
the determination of the parameter ψss in Eq. (4.63) for stacked screen regenerators. 
 The thermoacoustic continuity equation of Swift and Ward (1996) is fairly 
complex and accounts for many different phenomena, though it can be reduced to a 
relatively compact expression by making a few reasonable assumptions about the 
environment within the regenerator.  Specifically, if we assume ideal gas behavior, 
traveling wave acoustic phasing in the regenerator, a very large regenerator solid heat 
capacity compared to the gas, and that terms of order (rh,re/δκ)2 can be neglected, then it 
can be shown that the thermoacoustic continuity equation for a stacked screen regenerator 
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and Areφ is the cross-sectional area of the gas in the regenerator.  These equations are also 
used by Backhaus and Swift (2000) to evaluate the volumetric velocity change across the 
regenerator of the TASHE, and they are not very sensitive to the details of the regenerator 
geometry, since they can simply be derived by assuming that fν = 1 and fκ = 1 in Eqs. 
(4.34) and (5.22). 
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 The thermoacoustic momentum equation for a stacked screen regenerator, as 
determined by Swift and Ward (1996), can be expressed as: 


























,  (5.27) 
where µm is the local mean viscosity coefficient in the regenerator.  The terms in brackets 
in Eq. (5.27) are Swift and Ward’s curve fits to the experimental friction factors for 
stacked screen regenerators, as compiled by Kays and London (1984).  The curve fit 
coefficients c1 and c2 are given by: 
 ( ) 21 254435451268 φφφ +−=c ,  (5.28) 
 ( ) 22 6.87.1082.2 φφφ −+−=c .  (5.29) 
 Swift and Ward note that in most regenerators, the first term on the right side of 
Eq. (5.27), which accounts for the inertance of the regenerator, is usually less than 1% of 
the second term, which describes the viscous losses.  Neglecting this term in Eq. (5.27), 
and substituting Eq. (4.65) for the acoustic Reynolds number, Re1, yields: 
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 Note that the coefficient of the second term on the right side of Eq. (5.30) is 
approximately independent of the temperature, since conservation of first order mass flux 
implies that 1m&  is approximately constant throughout the regenerator.  The coefficient of 
the first term, on the other hand, is a function of temperature through the mean local 
viscosity coefficient, µm, which can be assumed to follow a power-law temperature 
dependence of the form [Backhaus and Swift (2000), Swift (2002)]: 
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where the power law exponent typically falls in the range 0.65 < bµ < 0.85 for most 
common gases [Swift (2002)], and in the range 0.70 < bµ < 0.75 for combustion products.  
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where Rc1 would be the resistance of the regenerator if only the first friction factor curve 
fit coefficient, c1, were used, and the entire regenerator was assumed to be at the ambient 
temperature, T0.  For the purposes of the lumped parameter modeling, it is useful to 























,  (5.35) 
where Eq. (4.110) can be used for Tre(x).   
 Equations (5.25) and (5.32) are the thermoacoustic continuity and momentum 
equations that are simultaneously integrated across the regenerator in the numerical 




Figure 5.1:  Detailed lumped parameter model used for the TASHE (reprinted with 
permission from [Backhaus and Swift (2000)]) 
 
 
profile, these integrations relate the cold side acoustic pressure and velocity to the 
pressure and velocity on the hot side of the regenerator. 
5.3.3 Validation of the lumped parameter modeling method 
 Having developed lumped parameter acoustic models for the various components 
of a thermoacoustic engine, the degree of accuracy that these models can attain in 
capturing the true acoustic character of a thermoacoustic engine should be examined.  
Backhaus and Swift (2000) used various forms of the above equations to build two 
different models of the TASHE.  The first model is a basic lumped parameter model, as 
shown in Figure 5.1.  The lumped parameter components in this model are computed 
from the lumped parameter equations above, while the regenerator is assumed to have a 
linear temperature gradient, allowing simplified forms of Eqs. (5.25) and (5.32) above to 
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be integrated analytically.  This model does a good job of describing the physics and 
operating principles of the TASHE, and provides good estimates of the acoustic pressures 
and velocities in the engine, though the accuracy of the basic lumped parameter model 
was not sufficient for comparing the models results with experimental data [Backhaus 
and Swift (2000)]. 
 Therefore, a second model of the TASHE was built using the DeltaE program, 
which integrates the differential thermoacoustic continuity, momentum and energy 
equations throughout the entire device [Ward and Swift (1994)].  The DeltaE program is 
also able to incorporate many loss mechanisms present in the TASHE, and provides 
excellent agreement with experimental results [Backhaus and Swift (2000)].   
 The DeltaE inputs and outputs used for a particular operating point of the TASHE 
are available in the literature [Swift (2002)].  Using this data and the geometric 
dimensions of the resonator of the TASHE [Backhaus and Swift (2000)], a more detailed 
lumped parameter model of the TASHE was created, as shown in Figure 5.2.  This model 
contains several components that are not a part of the basic model of Figure 5.1, 
including a detailed model of the resonator, the inertance of the thermal buffer tube, the 
compliance of the space between the jet pump and the regenerator, and the compliance of 
the feedback inertance.  In addition, each of the inertance and compliance components of 
this model are calculated with Eqs. (5.13) and (5.19), respectively, to account for the 
viscous resistances of the inertance elements and thermal relaxation resistances of the 
compliances in the model, though they are not explicitly shown in Figure 5.2. 
 The regenerator in this detailed lumped parameter model is assumed to have a 




































streaming mass flux is suppressed with the jet pump.  Using this linear temperature 
profile, the spatial distribution of the acoustic pressure and volumetric velocity in the 
regenerator are determined by simultaneously integrating Eqs. (5.32) and (5.25) across 
the regenerator.  The resistance of the jet pump, Rjp, is determined from the appropriate 
equation cited by Backhaus and Swift (2000), and the acoustic load resistance, RL, is 
simply adjusted to yield the desired temperature difference across the regenerator, which 
is it’s primary function in the experimental TASHE setup.  
 The results of the detailed lumped parameter model match the DeltaE program 
outputs fairly well, and provide a good estimate of the true acoustic nature of the engine.  
The lumped parameter model of Figure 5.2 approximates the acoustic pressure outputs of 
TASHE’s DeltaE model [Swift (2002)] within less than 2% error in magnitude, and to 
less than 2˚ in phase.  Similarly, the acoustic volumetric velocities are approximated to 
within 7% or less in magnitude, and to about 5˚ in phase.  The primary reason for these 
errors is that many of the smaller loss mechanisms that are included in the DeltaE model 
are not accounted for in the lumped parameter model, such as turbulence and viscous 
losses at heat exchangers, flow straighteners, pipe bends, and pipe junctions. 
 The detailed model also simulates the basic operation of the TASHE fairly well.  
For instance, increasing the resistance of the acoustic load has the effect of decreasing the 
temperature ratio across the regenerator of the TASHE, which is how the hot regenerator 
temperature is actually controlled in the TASHE.  Also, increasing the heat input to the 
model increases its acoustic pressure amplitude, which also mimics the operation of the 
experimental TASHE device [Backhaus and Swift (2000)]. 
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 Having shown that the detailed lumped parameter model captures the acoustic 
character of the TASHE with a reasonable degree of accuracy, and that it can also mimic 
the engine’s control mechanisms, we can begin to develop a detailed lumped parameter 
model of the TAPCE with a reasonable degree of confidence in the validity of this 
modeling strategy. 
5.3.4 Determination of the TAPCE base geometry 
 For a simple feasibility analysis, it is sufficient to initially model the geometry of 
the TAPCE after that of the highly successful TASHE device [Backhaus and Swift 
(2000)].  This will serve as a good starting point for the base TAPCE geometry, which 
can then be optimized to better suit the particular strengths of the TAPCE design.  As a 
result, the lumped parameter diagram of the TAPCE, as shown in Figure 5.3, is very 
similar to that of the TASHE in Figure 5.2.  To use such a model, however, the basic 
geometry of the engine first needs to be determined.  Then, Eqs. (5.13) and (5.19) can be 
applied to describe the various engine components in terms of their inertances and 
compliances as shown in the diagram, and Eqs. (5.25) and (5.32) can be used to describe 
the regenerator. 
 The toroidal geometry of the TASHE, as shown in Figure 2.4, is what allows the 
engine to attain such high thermal efficiencies, as it creates traveling wave acoustic 
phasing across the regenerator, and increases the acoustic impedance there to reduce the 
viscous dissipation in the regenerator [Backhaus and Swift (2000)].  A modified version 
of this geometry, as shown in the TAPCE design of Figure 3.2, uses two concentric pipes 


































geometry must conserve the acoustical character of the TASHE, however, as its geometry 
dictates the acoustical magnitudes and phasing that allow the engine to operate so well.   
 In the TASHE, the relationships between the “mechanical” impedances of the 
lumped parameter elements determine the acoustical impedances in the engine.  By 
equating the relative magnitudes of the lumped parameter impedances in the TAPCE to 
those in the TASHE, the acoustic character of the successful TASHE can be duplicated in 
the initial geometry of the TAPCE device.  To accomplish this, ratios of various lumped 
parameter impedances in the TASHE will be used to determine the geometry of the 
TAPCE device.  The details of this procedure are briefly outlined below. 
 The basic geometry of the TAPCE that will be considered in the computational 
model is shown in Figure 5.4.  The main components of the driver can be identified as the 
compliance on the top, the inertance in the annulus between the concentric pipes, and the 
combustion zone, regenerator and cold duct in the inner pipe.  All variables that describe 
these regions will bear the subscripts c, l, cz, re, and cd, respectively.  For the purposes of 
this basic model, everything below the regenerator in the inner pipe of Figure 5.3 is 
assumed to represent a single component, the combustion zone.  This includes the 
combustion zone, the thermal buffer tube, the flow straightener, and the cold heat 
exchanger, as depicted in Figure 3.2.  The resonator, situated below the TAPCE driver, is 
composed of a compliance and an inertance with a side branch for an acoustic load, 
similar to that of the TASHE.  The variables that describe these components are labeled 
with subscripts Cr and Lr, respectively.  The geometric factors that need to be determined 
in the basic TAPCE model are the diameters and lengths of all of the pipes, as well as the 
length, porosity and “pore size” of the regenerator.   
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Figure 5.4:  Schematic of the TAPCE Model Geometry 
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5.3.4.1 Choice of acoustic wavelength and engine diameter 
 Before proceeding, two basic choices need to be made concerning the overall 
scaling of the engine.  First, the expected acoustic power output of the engine should be 
determined, which depends on the chosen application.  Since acoustic power output is not 
really of primary importance in the development of an experimental device, the diameter 
of the outer shell of the engine is simply chosen to correspond to a readily available pipe 
diameter, somewhat arbitrarily chosen as 5” (0.128 m), in this case.  Note that increasing 
the diameter of the TAPCE device would increase its acoustic power output and 
efficiency, as the acoustic power scales with the cross-sectional area, and viscous losses 
primarily scale with the diameter.   
 For an experimental device, the overall dimensions of the engine are a larger 
concern than its power output.  The total height of the engine scales with the acoustic 
wavelength, λ, which is determined though the speed of sound of the working fluid, a, 
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 The working fluid in the TAPCE is assumed to be primarily air at a temperature 
of 325 K, which is slightly elevated in anticipation of frictional heating and heat losses 
from the combustion zone that increase the overall temperature of the working fluid in 
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the device.  Choosing an operating frequency of about 84 Hz (the same as that of the 
TASHE) results in an acoustic wavelength of λ = 4.3 meters.  This yields an experimental 
setup that is 6-7 feet tall, which is appropriate for experimentation, if the device is 
roughly approximated as a half-wavelength resonator as shown in Figure 3.1. 
5.3.4.2 Solution of basic engine dimensions 
 Most of the basic dimensions of the engine can be determined by solely 
examining the inertances and compliances of the various components, as approximated 
by Eqs. (5.18) and (5.24), respectively.  The acoustic impedances of these components 
can be written as: 








, = .  (5.39) 
 The ratio of a component’s inertance to compliance impedances can be used to 
determine the length of the component’s pipe.  For instance, the length of the inner pipe, 
xl, is determined by looking at the ratio of the impedances of the inertance and 
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where Eqs. (5.18) and (5.24) have been used for the inertance and compliance of the 
















l ,  (5.41) 
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Table 5.1:  TAPCE dimensions used in the detailed lumped parameter base model 
where this ratio is simply a function of the ratio of the pipe length to the acoustic 
wavelength.  Given the value of this impedance ratio in the TASHE, 0.07943, we can 
then compute the inner pipe length since we have already determined the acoustic 
wavelength.  Equation (5.41) can be used to determine many of the pipe lengths we seek 
for the basic TAPCE geometry, which can be found in Table 5.1.   
 Using these pipe lengths and the chosen diameter of the outer shell of the TAPCE 
driver, looking at ratios of compliances of various components can be used to determine 
their respective diameters.  For example, the ratio of the compliance impedances of the 
inertance and the combustion zone can be used to determine the diameter of the inner 




























=== , (5.42) 
where we have accounted for the thickness of the inner pipe, twall, and its surrounding 
insulation, tins.   
 Another way to look at Eq. (5.42) is as a means for determining the insulation 
thickness surrounding the inner pipe in the TAPCE.  This allows us to choose both the 
outer pipe diameter and the inner pipe diameter based on standard pipe sizes, and to make 
up the difference in Eq. (5.42) by altering the insulation thickness.  It should be noted, 
however, that the thickness of the insulation will affect the radial heat losses out of the 
combustion zone, which are not modeled in this study.  Choosing the inside diameters of 
the inner and outer pipes to be Dre = 0.0762 m (3 inches) and Dc = 0.128 m (5 inches), 
respectively, choosing an inner pipe wall thickness of twall = 0.5 mm, and determining the 
combustion zone and inner pipe lengths from Eq. (5.41), tins can be found from Eq. (5.42) 
and knowledge of the corresponding impedance ratio in the TASHE.  
 Finally, noting that the inertance of the resonator’s compliance is negligible, only 
the volume of this compliance is of importance.  As a result, the pipe diameter of this 
component was arbitrarily chosen to equal to DCr = 0.203 meters (about 8 inches), and its 
length chosen to yield the desired volume. 
 These special cases aside, the ratios of the lengths and areas found in Eq. (5.42) 
can be used to determine the diameters of the other pipes in the engine, which are listed 
in Table 5.1.  It should be noted that by using the impedance ratios of the TASHE, the 
only parameters needed to determine the pipe lengths and diameters in the TAPCE thus 
far are the acoustic wavelength, λ, and the outer pipe diameter, Dc.  The remaining 
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parameters to be found are the regenerator’s length, xre, hydraulic radius, rh,re, and 
porosity, φ.   
5.3.4.3 Determination of the regenerator base geometry 
 The purpose of the regenerator is to attain a high degree of gas-solid thermal 
contact, which will occur if the ratio of the regenerator hydraulic radius to the thermal 
penetration depth, rh,re/δκ, is much less than unity.  Thus, changes in the device’s working 
fluid, mean pressure, mean temperature, or operating frequency may necessitate a change 
in the regenerator’s hydraulic radius because they change the thermal penetration depth.   
 As the temperature in the regenerator increases, the thermal penetration depth also 
increases, thus, for a constant regenerator hydraulic radius, the solid gas thermal contact 
improves (i.e., rh,re/δκ decreases) for increasing temperature within the regenerator.  The 
area of concern, then, is at the cold end of the regenerator, where low temperatures yield 
small thermal penetration depths, and the ratio rh,re/δκ is the largest.  Many 
thermoacoustic effects are a function of this ratio squared, and are generally considered 
low order effects in the regenerator.  In order to ensure that this is the case, we’d like to 
make sure that (rh,re/δκ)2 ≤ 0.10.  Consequently, knowing the mean pressure, operating 
frequency, working fluid, and ambient temperature, we’ll set:  
 crehr ,, 316.0 κδ= ,  (5.43) 
where δκ,c is the thermal penetration depth at the cold side of the regenerator.  By 
comparison, the stacked screen regenerator in the TASHE has rh,re/δκ,c = 42µm/140µm = 
0.30 [Backhaus and Swift (2000)], while the parallel plate TASHE regenerator has 
rh,re/δκ,c = 52µm/140µm = 0.37 [Backhaus and Swift (2001)]. 
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 Next, we’d like to set the total regenerator resistance.  In order to achieve the high 
thermal efficiencies of engines like the TASHE, the acoustically compact network is 
designed to have the acoustic impedance of the inertance be much smaller than the 
acoustic impedance of the regenerator’s resistance.  Ideally, we’d like to match the 
impedance ratio ωLl/Rre of the TASHE and the TAPCE, but unfortunately, determining 
Rre from Eq. (5.35) is a fairly complicated procedure.   
 As we’re only looking for a starting point around which to build the TAPCE 
design, we will look at the regenerator resistance for the first curve fit coefficient, Rc1, 
instead of the total regenerator resistance, Rre.  The impedance ratio between the 
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where use has been made of Eqs. (5.18) and (5.33).  Substituting Eqs. (2.1) and (5.43) 
into this expression yields: 
 



































= , (5.45) 
where σ0 = µ0cp/k0, is the Prandtl number of the combustion gas from Eq. (2.3), evaluated 
at the regenerator’s cold end temperature, Tc.  Note that since the density and frequency 
dependencies have vanished, this ratio is only a function of the Prandtl number, which is 
generally known, and the geometries of the regenerator and the inertance. 
 Knowing the value of the impedance ratio in Eq. (5.45) from the detailed lumped 
parameter model of the TASHE would allow us to calculate either the porosity of the 
regenerator, φ, or its length, xre, if the other parameter is known.  The value of this 
impedance ratio in the TASHE is 0.2895, although using this number in Eq. (5.45) would 
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lead to some error in the determination of the regenerator length.  Since the compliance 
of the jetting space, Cjs in Figure 5.2, is very small, then the resistances of the 
regenerator, Rre¸ and the jet pump, Rjp, are essentially arranged in series.  This means that 
the impedance of the inertance must be scaled with the sum of these two resistances, 
which are nearly equal according to the detailed lumped parameter model of the TASHE.   
 In the TAPCE, the jet pump is replaced by an acoustically transparent barrier, 
which can be a vibrating membrane, a rubber balloon, or a similar component as 
discussed in Chapter 3.  Since the resistance of this acoustically transparent barrier should 
be very small in comparison to that of the jet pump, which relies on turbulent dissipation 
of jets to achieve the desired mean pressure difference [Backhaus and Swift (2003)], then 
the resistance of the acoustically transparent barrier can be neglected in the TAPCE 
model.  Thus, as a result of the nearly equal resistances of the TASHE regenerator and jet 
pump, it is more appropriate to use half of the above mentioned TASHE impedance ratio, 
(i.e., 0.1448) in the determination of the TAPCE regenerator dimensions in Eq. (5.45). 
 Knowing this impedance ratio, the easiest parameter to specify in Eq. (5.45) 
would be the regenerator’s porosity, φ, which we’ll arbitrarily choose to be that of the 
TASHE, i.e., φ = 0.72.  This value can of course be changed later when the geometry of 
the TAPCE is optimized, though for now it allows us to calculate an appropriate 
regenerator length, which appears in Table 5.1. 
 Finally, note that for a stacked-screen regenerator, the porosity and hydraulic 
radius of the regenerator determine the diameter of the wire in the screens, Dwire, by the 
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Given these numbers, a regenerator with the appropriate porosity and hydraulic radius 
can be built, though some tinkering with the numbers may have to occur to obtain readily 
available wire mesh screens with the proper wire diameter and spacing. 
5.4 Thermal and Mass Flux Modeling 
 Having determined a basic geometry for the TAPCE design, the acoustics of the 
TAPCE can then be modeled with the detailed lumped parameter model of Figure 5.3.  
This requires that some of the energy flux and mean mass flux effects be considered, 
however, as these effects determine the temperature profile across the regenerator, the 
temperature at the hot side regenerator interface, and the acoustic energy losses through 
the inlet and exhaust ports.  The modeling of these effects is discussed below. 
5.4.1 Reactant inlet pipes 
 The reactants’ inlet is composed of two primary components as shown in Figure 
3.2, the inlet header that brings the reactants from a plenum into the engine, and the 
reactants’ inlet pipes, which branch off of the header, pass through the regenerator, and 
inject the preheated reactants into the combustion zone.  As shown in Figure 3.3, we will 
consider an arrangement of 7 reactant inlet pipes that branch off of the header.  The initial 
choices for the reactant inlet header and reactant inlet pipe dimensions are shown in 
Table 5.1.   
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 Since the amount of acoustic energy that escapes the engine through these ports is 
roughly proportional to the cross-sectional area of the pipes, small pipe diameters are 
desired for these components.  In addition, as we will see in the following chapter, 
reducing the diameter improves the preheating of the reactants, although at the cost of 
increasing the viscous flow losses through these pipes.   
 Since the lengths of the inlet pipes and header are much larger than their 
diameters, these pipes can be acoustically modeled as inertances, as shown in Figure 5.3.  
Thus, the acoustic impedances of the inlet pipes are given by Eq. (5.13), while the 
acoustic impedance of the reactant header also includes a radiation impedance at the 



















,  (5.48) 
where ρrx,0 and arx,0 are the reactant density and speed of sound at ambient temperature, 
respectively.  To acoustically model these pipes, the fluid in the reactant header is 
assumed to be air at ambient temperature and average mean reactant header pressure, 
discussed below, while the inlet pipes’ fluid is assumed to be air at the average 
temperature (T0 + Tph)/2, and at the average mean pressure in the inlet pipes. 
 Since the diameters of the reactants’ preheat pipes may be very small, we will 
compute the mean pressure drop across these pipes to permit determination of the work 
lost due to viscous forces in these pipes by Eq. (4.129).  Thus, the mean pressure drop in 
























where F is the friction factor, mu  is the spatial average of the mean velocity in the pipe, 
and the total mean mass flux, M& , is distributed equally through n individual pipes of 
diameter Di and area Ai.  This equation can be used to determine the difference between 
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 Since the flow of combustion reactants through the inlet pipe system is assumed 








== ,  (5.52) 
assuming that the inner surfaces of the reactant header and inlet pipes are smooth and that 
Rei,rx ≤ 105, the Blasius correlation for turbulent flow can be used to determine the 
friction factor for each component, i.e. [Fox and McDonald (1992)]: 




F = .  (5.53) 
Equations (5.50) - (5.53) are used to determine the required reactant supply pressure, pm,s, 
for a given reactant pipe configuration and mean engine pressure, pm. 
5.4.2 Reactant preheating 
 The reactant preheating heat transfer is fairly well described by Eqs. (4.85) - 
(4.89) above, although a Nusselt number correlation still needs to be chosen in order to 
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determine the coefficient N in Eq. (4.89).  One common correlation for turbulent, fully 
developed gaseous flow in a pipe is given by [Kays and Crawford (1993)]: 
 2154022.0 σReNu ≈ ,  (5.54) 
which is valid for 0.5 < σ < 1.0 and 104 < Re < 105, though this correlation must be 
modified somewhat to account for the possible presence of acoustic oscillations in the 
reactant preheat pipes of the TAPCE.   
 It is well documented that convective heat transfer rates increase, sometimes 
dramatically, in the presence of acoustic oscillations (see, e.g., Gopinath and Harder 
(2000)).  One approach that has been used to approximate the effects of acoustic 
oscillations on the rate of convective heat transfer is to use a “Time Average Steady Flow 
Equivalent” (TASFE) mass flux in the computation of the Reynolds number in Eq. (5.52) 
[Mozurkewich (2001)].  While this method helps account for the increased convective 
heat transfer due to the presence of acoustic oscillations in the preheat pipes, it is over-
simplified in that it does not account for the boundary layer disruptions that are generated 
by acoustic flow reversal.   
 To help determine the effect of the acoustic mass flux on the TASFE mass flux, 
we will define the total mass flux as [Weiland and Zinn (2003a)]: 
 ( )θω −+= tmMmtot sin1&&& ,  (5.55) 
where θ is an arbitrary phase shift that will be determined below.  The expression relating 
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 In the case where M&  ≥ 1m&  and M&  > 0, note that totm&  ≥ 0 for all times t in Eq. 
(5.55), indicating that there is no flow reversal due to acoustic gas motions.  In this case, 
Eq. (5.56) can be expressed as: 
















indicating that the TASFE mass flux and the mean mass flux are equivalent if no acoustic 
flow reversal is present. 
 In the instances where flow reversal occurs (i.e., M&  < 1m& ), the phase shift θ can 














θ .  (5.58) 
Note that the total mass flux is zero at two different times during the acoustic cycle, once 
during each change in the direction of the fluid flow.  Using Eqs. (5.55) and (5.58), and 
noting that the sine function has odd symmetry, the time at which the mass flux is zero 
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Substituting Eqs. (5.59) and (5.60) into Eq. (5.56) for the time average steady flow 
equivalent mass flux yields: 
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Figure 5.5:  The dimensionless “Time Average Steady Flow Equivalent” mass flux 
versus the dimensionless acoustic mass flux. 
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By performing the suggested integrations and applying Eq. (5.58), the TASFE mass flux 
for the flow reversal case can be rearranged to produce a fairly simple expression.  
Combining this result with Eq. (5.56) yields: 
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A basic plot of this function is shown in Figure 5.5, where it should be noted that tasfeM&  
is always greater than M& , and the effects of acoustic flow reversal can have a significant 
impact on the time averaged steady flow equivalent mass flux, tasfeM& .   



















 To approximate the effects of acoustic oscillations on the convective heat transfer 
to the reactant preheat pipes in the TAPCE model, Eq. (5.62) is used in place of M&  in the 
computation of the Reynolds number in Eq. (5.52), which is in turn used in the Nusselt 
number correlation of Eq. (5.54). 
5.4.3 Combustion 
 Once the premixed combustion reactants are preheated in passing through the 
regenerator, they are injected from the preheat pipes into the combustion zone.  Within 
the combustion zone, they react to produce hot combustion products.  The combustion 
process can be separated into mean and oscillating components that act independently of 
one another.  Each of these components is discussed in further detail below. 
 The details of the mean combustion process are assumed to be independent of the 
geometry of the combustion zone, and are unimportant for the purposes of the lumped 
parameter model of the TAPCE.  In its simplest form, the combustion process can simply 
be modeled as a change in temperature from that of the reactants at Tph to that of the 
combustion products, Th.  If it is assumed that the combustion reaction goes to 
completion, that there is no dissociation of the combustion products, and that no heat is 
transferred out of the combustion zone, except by convection of the reactants and 
products, then the problem of determining Th is similar to finding the adiabatic flame 
temperature of a combustion process [Turns (1996)].  This is simply determined with the 
EES program by setting: 
 ( ) ( )hprphrx ThTh = ,  (5.63) 
where hrx and hpr are determined for their respective temperatures and compositions by 
Eq. (5.6).  For a given fuel type, knowledge of any two of the quantities: Tph, Th, and Φ, 
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allows the EES program to calculate the third quantity by simple iteration of Eqs. (5.6) 
and (5.63). 
 To reconcile Eq. (5.63) with the expression for the change in mean energy flux 
across the combustion zone in Eq. (4.53), it should be noted that EES uses absolute 
enthalpies for all of the chemical species, which are referenced to a common 
thermodynamic state at Tref = 298 K and P = 1 atm.  In this regard, they also contain 
information on the enthalpy of formation of each chemical species, where, for ideal 
gases, the species absolute enthalpy in EES can be represented as [Turns (1996)]: 
 ( ) ( )refipifi TTchTh −+= ,,o .  (5.64) 
Substituting this expression and Eq. (5.6) into Eq. (5.63) yields: 






oo , (5.65) 
which can be rearranged to yield: 





hhYhYTTcTTc oo ,,,, , (5.66) 
where ∆hc is the enthalpy of combustion, or the heat associated with the chemical energy 
stored in the fuel.  The terms on the left side of this equation are generally referred to as 
the sensible enthalpy, which describe the thermal energy change due to the change in 
temperature [Turns (1996)].  Multiplied by the mass flux of reactants and products, M&  < 
0, Eq. (5.66) can be written as: 
 msphsh QhMhM &&& −=− ,, ,  (5.67) 
where the subscript s denotes the sensible enthalpy, which is the enthalpy appearing in 
Eqs. (4.47) - (4.51) above, and the mean heat of combustion is shown to be cm hMQ ∆−= &&  
[Turns (1996)]. 
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 The change in acoustic energy across the combustion zone in the TAPCE is 
modeled with Eq. (4.52), where we still require an expression that describes the 
oscillating heat release, 1Q& .  Recall from Chapter 3 that one possible mode of pulse 
combustion control is to externally modulate the inlet flow of preheated reactants into the 
combustion chamber.  Since the oscillating mass flux from the preheat pipes is controlled 
by the acoustic pressure according to the lumped parameter inertance model of these 
pipes, an appropriate model for the oscillating heat release would be: 















1 ,  (5.68) 
where α is the amplitude factor, 0 ≤ α ≤1, and mQ&  is the maximum magnitude of the 
oscillating heat release, which is equal to the mean heat release as discussed in Chapter 4.  
Also, the phase shift between the oscillating pressure and oscillating heat release, θpq, is 
governed by the dynamics of the combustion process and the reactant supply system, and 
will most likely need to be determined experimentally.   
 In the TAPCE model, the effect of the oscillating heat release on the acoustics of 
the model is best described by integrating Eq. (4.34) across the length of the combustion 










=− ,  (5.69) 
which shows that the oscillating heat release acts as a source of volumetric velocity 
[McManus et. al. (1993)]. 
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5.4.4 Regenerator interface 
 The hot combustion products, at temperature Th, are convected from the 
combustion zone, through the hot duct, to the hot side of the regenerator.  At the 
regenerator/hot duct interface, the joining conditions between the approximately 
isentropic hot duct environment and the approximately isothermal regenerator cause a 
temperature drop from Th to Tint, as discussed in the energy flux analysis of the previous 
chapter and in the detailed analysis of Weiland and Zinn (2003a).   
 Following the analysis above, the interface energy balance in the TAPCE lumped 
parameter model is described by Eq. (4.71), rewritten here with the help of Eq. (4.3) as: 






~Re& . (5.70) 
 As mentioned above, the temperature difference across the regenerator is typically 
determined by adjusting the acoustic load resistance, RL, which effectively sets the 
regenerator’s hot side volumetric velocity, U1,h, according to Eq. (5.25).  In the case 
where these parameters are fixed and the conductive and imperfect entropy flux losses 
are known, then increasing the mean mass flux, M& , would increase the acoustic pressure 
on the hot side of the regenerator, p1,h.  From this point of view, Eq. (5.70) then describes 
the mechanism for controlling the acoustic pressure in the TAPCE, a point of view that is 
verified in the demonstrations of following chapter.  This control mechanism is 
analogous to the situation in the TASHE, where the input heating power of the hot heat 
exchanger determines the acoustic pressure magnitude in the engine [Backhaus and Swift 
(2000)]. 
 Finally, in order to evaluate the last term of Eq. (5.70), we need to determine the 
parameter ψ and the thermal conductivity coefficients, k and ks.  The imperfect thermal 
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contact entropy flux coefficient, ψ, is computed using the stacked screen regenerator 
correlation of Eq. (4.63) and its supporting equations, all evaluated at the mean 
temperature of the regenerator.  Since axial thermal conduction through the gas in the 
regenerator is much smaller than the conduction through the solid, the gaseous thermal 
conductivity, k, is neglected in Eq. (5.70).  The solid axial conduction is composed of two 
terms, however, the contribution of the stacked screen regenerator, and the contribution 
of the pipe wall surrounding the regenerator.  Any axial conduction through the insulation 
surrounding the inner pipe wall and through the walls of the reactant preheat pipes is 
neglected in this analysis, though slightly larger values of the inner pipe wall thickness, 
twall, can be chosen to help account for these losses. 
 It is assumed that the wire mesh screens of the regenerator are made of 304-
stainless steel (as in the TASHE), having a temperature-dependent thermal conductivity 
of the form [Backhaus and Swift (2000)]: 
 ( )[ ] CmWCTkss °°+= 68.0112.02.13 . (5.71) 
In addition, the intermittent contact between the stacked wire mesh screens in the 
regenerator serves to reduce the axial conduction down the regenerator by a factor of 
about εk = 0.1 [Swift (2002), Lewis et. al. (1998)]. 
 Similarly, we will assume that the wall of the inner pipe is made of Inconel 625, 
with a temperature-dependent thermal conductivity which can be curve fit to [Backhaus 
and Swift (2000)]: 
 ( ) CmWCTkwall °°+= 015.07.9 . (5.72) 
Inconel 625 is used in the wall surrounding the regenerator in the TASHE, primarily 
because of its high tensile strength at high temperatures, but also because its thermal 
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conductivity is about 3 times lower than that of stainless steel [Backhaus and Swift 
(2000)].  As discussed above, this was an important design consideration in the TASHE, 
as the wall surrounding the regenerator had to be about 4 mm thick in order to safely 
contain the 30 atmospheres of mean pressure in the TASHE.  Due to the concentric pipe 
design of the TAPCE, the burden of containing the elevated mean pressure in the engine 
is shifted from the regenerator pipe wall to the outer shell, thus allowing a very thin inner 
pipe wall and thus lower axial conduction losses through this pipe.  For purposes of 
comparison to the TASHE, the inner pipe wall is still assumed to be composed of Inconel 
625, though the pipe wall thickness, twall, is assumed to be much smaller, e.g., twall ≈ 0.50 
mm. 
 Accounting for all of these effects and the porosity of the regenerator, the thermal 


















kA +−≈ φε 1 , (5.73) 
where kss and kwall are given by Eqs. (5.71) and (5.72), respectively. 
5.4.5 Second order regenerator pressure difference 
 Recall from the previous chapter that the mean pressure difference across the 
regenerator is due to a combination of viscous and acoustic streaming effects, and can be 
written as [Waxler (2001)]: 





αµ ,  (5.74) 
where the first term on the right is due strictly to the viscous mean flow through the 
regenerator, and the second term is due to acoustic streaming effects.  According to the 
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derivations of Waxler (2001), for a regenerator in which (rh,re/δκ)2 << 1, this second 
pressure difference term is given by: 
 


















−≈∆ =& . (5.75) 
 The first term on the right side of Eq. (5.74) can be expressed using a version of 
























−=−=∆ , (5.76) 










ρ &,, 44 == ,  (5.77) 
and the friction factor, F, can be approximated with Swift and Ward’s (1996) curve fits to 
the data of Kays and London (1984): 
 ( ) ( )φφ 21 cRe
cF
re
+= ,  (5.78) 
where c1(φ) and c1(φ) are given by Eqs. (5.28) and (5.29), respectively.   
 Combined, the total mean pressure difference from the hot side of the regenerator, 
at mean pressure, pm, to the cold side of the regenerator, at mean pressure pm,c, can be 
determined from: 





























Since prM&  is negative according to our sign convention, note that both terms on the right 
side of Eq. (5.79) are positive, so that pm > pm,c. 
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5.4.6 Exhaust port 
 Once through the regenerator and the cold heat exchanger, the mean mass flux of 
cold combustion products flows out the exhaust pipe and into the environment.  As in the 
reactant inlet pipes, the amount of acoustic energy escaping the TAPCE through this 
exhaust pipe is proportional to its area, thus the exhaust pipe diameter should be very 
small, e.g., De = 1.0 mm.  Since the length of this pipe will be much larger than its 
diameter (see Table 5.1), it can be modeled acoustically as a lumped parameter inertance 
element as shown in Figure 5.3, with an added radiation impedance for a flanged exhaust 



















,  (5.80) 
where ρpr,0 and apr,0 are the combustion products’ density and speed of sound at ambient 
temperature, respectively.   
 As with the reactants’ inlet pipe system, the mean pressure difference across the 
exhaust pipe, between the cold side of the regenerator, pm,c, and the environment, pm,e, 























,  (5.81) 
where the friction factor can be found by using Eqs. (5.52) and (5.53) for cold 




TAPCE PERFORMANCE AND OPTIMIZATION 
 
 
 Using the theory of Chapter 4 and the TAPCE model developed in Chapter 5, the 
performance characteristics of the engine are finally analyzed in this chapter.  Recall 
from Chapter 5 that the base geometry of the TAPCE device was determined by 
duplicating various ratios of lumped parameter impedances in the TASHE, so that the 
resulting engine should reasonably approximate the acoustical character of the TASHE 
with the appropriate changes in working fluid, operating conditions, and concentric pipe 
geometry.  The performance and operating characteristics of this base geometry will be 
analyzed in the following section.   
 Since many fundamental thermal and thermoacoustic processes are different in 
the TAPCE and the TASHE, this base configuration can be altered to better suit the 
strengths of the TAPCE design.  Following the analysis of the base configuration 
performance, the theory and modeling of the previous chapters are used to guide an 
optimization of some of the geometric and operating parameters in the TAPCE design.  
This is followed by a parametric study of the pulse combustion performance, an analysis 
of the various loss mechanisms in the engine, and a comparison with existing 
thermoacoustic engine technologies. 
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6.1 TAPCE Base Configuration Performance 
 The geometry considered in the base TAPCE configuration is described in Table 
5.1, though a few operating conditions still need to be chosen.  First, the methane/air 
equivalence ratio is somewhat arbitrarily chosen to be Φ = 0.5, while the cold heat 
exchanger temperature is set to Tc = 325 K, the same as that in the TASHE, and the 
ambient temperature is assumed to be T0 = 300 K.  
 To avoid condensation of the water vapor in the combustion products, the 
maximum allowable pressure in the engine is determined by Eq. (3.3), which relates the 
partial pressure of the water vapor in the combustion products to the saturation pressure 
of water at the cold heat exchanger temperature.  Since the maximum allowable pressure 
must include the acoustic pressure variations, a dimensionless pressure ratio of |p1|/pm = 
0.10 is assumed in order to determine the mean pressure in the engine (i.e. pmax = pm + |p1| 
= 1.10pm), which turns out to be pm = 123.2 kPa.  This choice of the acoustic pressure 
ratio also allows the EES program to solve for the mean mass flux that is consistent with 
this acoustic pressure ratio. 
 Also, we’ll choose to set the temperature of the hot side regenerator interface to 
be approximately that of the TASHE, i.e. Tint = 841.7 K, which is accomplished by 
allowing the EES program to solve for the value of the acoustic load resistance that 
results in this interface temperature.  Finally, the magnitude of the heat release 
oscillations is set to zero so that the effect of the pulse combustion process on the overall 
engine performance can be investigated independently at a later point in the chapter. 
 Using these operating parameters, the geometry of Table 5.1 is used to compute 
the various lumped parameter impedances for the network of Figure 5.3.  Using the 
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appropriate component model equations and flow balances discussed in Chapter 5, as 
well as other informational equations used in the engine analysis, the TAPCE model is 
then comprised of a set of 265 complex equations with 265 complex unknowns, without 
including several functions defined to handle the integrations, temperature profile 
solutions and reactant and combustion product gas properties.  The EES program 
separates this system into its real and imaginary components, and iteratively solves the 
system of 530 equations and unknowns.  The detailed computer code of the main 
program, subprograms, and resulting solution is presented in Appendix A. 
 Specifying the geometry of the TAPCE allows the EES program to calculate the 
operating frequency of the engine by matching the impedances between the driver and 
resonator sections of the engine.  The operating frequency of the engine is about f = 83.3 
Hz, which corresponds to a wavelength of λ = 4.34 meters, a little over 3 times the total 
length of the full engine at xtot = 1.36 meters.   
 According to the model results, the reactants flow into the engine from a reservoir 
at a mean supply pressure of pm,s = 149.7 kPa and the assumed temperature of T0 = 300 
K.  In flowing through the regenerator, the reactants are preheated to a temperature Tph = 
642 K, at which point they enter the combustion zone at the mean pressure of pm = 123.2 
kPa and burn to produce hot combustion products at a temperature Th = 1759 K.  The 
total energy balance at the regenerator/open duct interface yields a regenerator interface 
temperature of Tint = 842 K, roughly the same as that of the TASHE.  The temperature 
profiles of the reactants and combustion products as they flow through the regenerator are 
shown in Figure 6.1.  These profiles were computed using Eqs. (4.108) and (4.110) 
above, with the calculated parameter values M = -0.9078, N = 55.77, and Ξ = -19.96.   
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Figure 6.1:  Reactant and regenerator temperature profiles for the base TAPCE 
configuration. 
 






















 As the combustion products flow through the regenerator, they are cooled to the 
temperature of the cold heat exchanger, Tc = 325 K, and undergo a small change in mean 
pressure, to pm,c = 123.1 kPa.  These combustion products are then exhausted to a 
reservoir at ambient temperature and a mean pressure of pm,e = 104.6 kPa.  If it is desired 
that the combustion products exhaust to the ambient pressure, then a resistance valve can 
be added to the exhaust port in order to maintain control of the mean mass flux flowing 
through the engine.  As it is, the mean mass flux flowing through the engine is very 
small, about M&  = 9.1 × 10-5 kg/s, which corresponds to a ratio of 1mM &&  = 0.0177 in the 
engine, and a ratio of rxmM ,1&&  = 0.706 in the reactant preheat pipes. 
 In general, the phases of the acoustic pressures and velocities in the TAPCE 
match those of the TASHE very well, though it should be noted that the reference phasor 
in the TAPCE is chosen to be the acoustic pressure at the hot side of the regenerator, p1,h 
(i.e., the phase of p1,h is set to zero), whereas the reference phasor for the TASHE is the 
cold side acoustic pressure, although the two generally vary in phase by less than 2˚.  
Most importantly, note that the phase of the cold side volumetric velocity, U1,c, is about 
26˚, while that of the hot side, U1,h, is roughly -31˚.  Since the phase of the acoustic 
pressure is roughly zero, this shows that traveling wave acoustic phasing does indeed 
exist within the regenerator.  The volumetric velocity phase shift across the regenerator is 
due to the compliance of the regenerator [Backhaus and Swift (2000)], and can be 
controlled to some extent by changing the porosity or length of the regenerator. 
 The acoustic energy entering the cold side of the regenerator, cE&  = 21.7 W, is 
amplified to hE&  = 47.9 W across the regenerator, while the acoustic  energy flowing into 
the resonator junction is LE&  = 21.5 W.  All analyses will focus on the acoustic energy 
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output at this location, since it is representative of the true output of the driving section of 
the TAPCE, and the physical configuration that exists below the driving section is 
dependent on the particular application of the engine.  The heat addition by combustion is 
approximately mQ&  = 129.2 W, while the total reactant preheating heat transfer is phQ&  = 
31.9 W, and the heat rejection at the cold heat exchanger is cQ&  = 102.5 W. 
 The total acoustic energy available from the fuel energy is fuelWmax,&  = 133 W 
according to Eq. (4.142), yielding a second law efficiency of ηII = 16.2% from Eq. 
(4.140).  This is a fairly low efficiency, especially when compared to the 42% second law 
efficiency of the TASHE [Backhaus and Swift (2000)].  Note, however, that the 
efficiency reported for the TASHE is for the conversion of electrical energy to acoustic 
energy, which is different from the situation studied in this work.  A more detailed 
comparison of the efficiency of the TAPCE engine with other comparable technologies 
such as the TASHE will be presented at the end of the chapter. 
 The sources of irreversibility in the engine are computed with their lost work 
equations of Chapter 5, as shown in Table 6.1, and are dominated by the irreversibilities 
in the regenerator, followed closely by the irreversibility of the combustion process.  
These sources of lost work can be reduced by optimizing the geometry and operating 
conditions of the TAPCE, which will help increase its second law efficiency.   
6.1.1 Acoustic load vs. regenerator temperature difference 
 Built into the lumped parameter TAPCE model are several mechanisms that 
illustrate how the actual TAPCE engine might be controlled.  For instance, adjusting the 
resistance of the acoustic load, RL, has the effect of changing the temperature at the hot  
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Table 6.1:  Work lost in the TAPCE base configuration 
side of the regenerator, Tint, as illustrated in Figure 6.2.  Here, we see that as the 
resistance of the acoustic load is decreased, the temperature at the hot side of the 
regenerator increases. 
 This is the same mechanism used to control the hot temperature in the TASHE, 
where the acoustic load is an orifice with a needle valve, whose resistance is adjusted by 
turning the valve’s knob [Backhaus and Swift (2000)].  Opening the valve decreases the 
resistance to allow a larger acoustic velocity flow through the orifice.  This increases the 
viscous dissipation in the valve, thus converting acoustic energy to heat [Fusco et. al. 
(1992)].  With an increase in acoustic power consumed at the acoustic load, the acoustic 
gain across the regenerator must increase, which is realized as an increase in the hot side 
regenerator temperature, as seen in Figure 6.2. 
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Figure 6.2:  Adjustment of regenerator hot side temperature with acoustic load resistance 
for the TAPCE base configuration. 
 

































 Finally, note that the efficiency of the engine has a maximum for some particular 
value of Tint, which is best explained in the case where there is no reactant preheating.  In 
this instance, if the temperature difference across the interface is very small (i.e. Tint ≈ 
Th), then the acoustic energy flux leaving the hot side of the regenerator, hE& , is 
approximately zero according to Eq. (4.71), but if there is a very small temperature 
difference across the regenerator (i.e. Tint ≈ Tc), then the acoustic energy gain across the 
regenerator is approximately zero according to Eq. (4.74).  Hence, a maximum acoustic 
power output must exist for some regenerator interface temperature between Th and Tc.  
In the case of no reactant preheating, this optimal temperature can be shown to be slightly 
less than Tint,opt = (ThTc)1/2 [Weiland and Zinn (2004a)].   
 For the interface temperature variations shown in Figure 6.2, the corresponding 
second law efficiencies are plotted in Figure 6.3, where we note that a maximum second 
law efficiency of ηII = 16.4% occurs at about Tint = 765 K.  Unfortunately, since the hot 
combustion temperature is an unknown in the TAPCE (and is partially determined by Tint 
through the preheat temperature, Tph), an expression for an approximate value of the 
optimal value of Tint cannot be obtained.  As a result, the optimum Tint for each model 
configuration must be found numerically using the EES program.  
6.1.2 Mean flow vs. acoustic pressure 
 As noted above, the TASHE used the hot heat exchanger input power to control 
the acoustic pressure magnitude.  An analogous situation exists in the TAPCE, where the 
acoustic pressure is regulated through the total heat input to the engine, which is most 
easily controlled by adjusting the mean mass flux flowing through the engine.  In 
practice, this mean mass flux is ultimately determined by the difference between the 
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Figure 6.3:  Optimal regenerator hot side temperature for the TAPCE base configuration. 
 
























mean pressures at the reactant supply reservoir and the exhaust, though these can be 
easily adjusted by adding valves to the inlet and exhaust piping.   
 As an example, Figure 6.4 shows the nearly linear dependence of the square of the 
dimensionless acoustic pressure magnitude at the cold end of the regenerator, (|p1,c|/pm)2, 
which scales with the acoustic power, upon of the mean mass flux entering the reactant 
inlet header, M& .  This relationship agrees with the predicted linear relationship between 
(|p1,c|/pm)2 and the heat input from the hot heat exchanger in the TASHE [Backhaus and 
Swift (2000)].  Figure 6.4 also shows that the acoustic pressure magnitude is zero for a 
non-zero mean mass flux.  This is analogous to the situation in other thermoacoustic 
engines, where a heat input threshold must be reached before acoustic oscillations 
spontaneously appear in the engine.  At this threshold, the heat input essentially 
overcomes the thermal losses in the system, and any additional heat input is then used to 
generate acoustic energy.  The same is true in the TAPCE, where a threshold mean mass 
flux (i.e., heat input) must be provided before the engine’s thermal losses are overcome 
and acoustic oscillations appear. 
 The ability to change the acoustic pressure ratio in the engine affects its acoustic 
power output and efficiency as shown in Figure 6.5.  As discussed above, this figure 
shows that the acoustic power output is proportional to the square of the acoustic pressure 
ratio, thus increasing the acoustic pressure ratio from 10% (i.e., |p1,c|/pm = 0.1) to 20% 
roughly quadruples the acoustic power output of the engine.  Note, however, that the 
TAPCE model is only valid for acoustic pressure amplitudes up to about 10% of the 
mean pressure, as nonlinear loss mechanisms not included in the model begin to 
significantly affect the engine’s performance for higher acoustic pressure amplitudes.  As  
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Figure 6.4:  Adjustment of the acoustic pressure amplitude with the mean mass flux in the 
TAPCE base configuration. 
 
















Figure 6.5:  Efficiency and acoustic power output versus acoustic pressure ratio for the 
TAPCE base configuration. 
 










































a result, the dashed lines shown in Figure 6.5 are not quantitatively accurate, but may 
qualitatively show the general trends that result at higher acoustic pressure amplitudes. 
 Although the acoustic power output can always be increased by increasing the 
acoustic pressure amplitude, the efficiency of the engine may be adversely affected.  As 
shown in Figure 6.5, the second law efficiency of the device begins to decrease for 
acoustic pressure amplitudes greater than 20%, since increasing mean flow rates reduce 
the reactant preheating efficiency and cause increased viscous losses in the inlet and 
exhaust pipes.  In a practical device, nonlinear loss mechanisms will cause the maximum 
efficiency to shift towards lower acoustic pressure magnitudes.  For example, the TASHE 
device achieves its highest thermal efficiency of 30% for an acoustic pressure amplitude 
of 6% and an acoustic power output of 710 W, while its most powerful operating point 
yields 890 W of acoustic power output and a thermal efficiency of 22% using an acoustic 
pressure ratio of 10% [Backhaus and Swift (2000)]. 
6.1.3 Equivalence ratio, cold heat exchanger temperature and mean pressure 
 As discussed in Chapter 3, we need to avoid condensation of the water vapor out 
of the cold combustion products, which could clog the pores in the regenerator.  This 
requirement limits the mean pressure in the device to some maximum total pressure, 
which is a function of the equivalence ratio, Φ, and the cold heat exchanger temperature, 
Tc, as shown in Eq. (3.3).  Furthermore, Figure 3.4 indicates that the maximum non-
condensing mean pressure in the engine can be increased by either increasing Tc, or by 
decreasing Φ.   
 A few other operating conditions that may limit or affect the engine’s 
performance must also be considered.  For instance, a lower limit for the mean pressure 
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in the TAPCE can be determined by requiring that the mean exhaust pressure, pm,e, be no 
lower than the ambient pressure, p0.  In this case, the primary factors influencing the 
minimum mean pressure in the engine are the geometry of the exhaust port and the mean 
mass flux and density of the gas passing through it, as described in Eq. (5.81).  In 
addition, the lean flammability limit of the preheated reactant mixture must be 
considered, as it needs to be above that described in Eq. (3.4).  This limit is primarily 
determined by the preheat temperature, Tph, which is a function of many parameters, 
including Tc, M& , pm, and the geometry of the regenerator and the reactant preheat pipes. 
 Using these limits, the range of allowable values of Tc and Φ is shown in Figure 
6.6.  To generate these limits, the acoustic pressure magnitude was maintained at |p1,c|/pm 
= 0.10, and the regenerator temperature ratio was held at τ = Tint/Tc = 2.59 to keep the 
acoustic energy gain across the regenerator constant, while the mean mass flux and 
acoustic load resistance were allowed to vary.  Note that these limits can be changed 
somewhat by altering the geometry of the engine, though for the base TAPCE 
configuration, they show that the engine should generally be operated at Φ ≥ 0.4, and Tc ≥ 
325 – 335 K.  Practical considerations also limit the TAPCE to Φ < 1 to avoid fuel waste, 
and to some upper mean pressure limit at which safety and hardware complications must 
also be considered. 
 Keeping these limits in mind, the dependence of the second law efficiency and 
maximum mean pressure upon Tc is shown in Figure 6.7 for several values of Φ.  The 
mean pressure, plotted using the right-hand axis, increases for increasing Tc and 
decreasing Φ, as mentioned above, and has a substantial effect on the second law 
efficiency of the engine, which is plotted using the left-hand axis in Figure 6.7.  For  
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Figure 6.6:  Allowable cold heat exchanger temperatures and equivalence ratios for the 
base TAPCE configuration. 
 















































Figure 6.7:  Second law efficiency and mean engine pressure versus cold heat exchanger 
temperature for several equivalence ratios in the base TAPCE configuration. 
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instance, for an equivalence ratio of Φ = 0.5, the second law efficiency increases nearly 
10% by changing Tc from 325 K to 350 K.  There are several reasons for this increase in 
efficiency, though the increase in mean pressure is the primary cause, since it increases 
the acoustic power density in the engine while the thermal losses (primarily conduction) 
remain essentially constant.  Note that increasing the mean pressure in the engine comes 
with additional complications not considered in the model, however, such as the power 
requirements for additional compression of the reactant supply and increasing the 
thickness of the outer shell of the device to conform to pressure vessel safety 
specifications. 
 Although the efficiency of the engine can be increased by decreasing the 
equivalence ratio or increasing the cold heat exchanger temperature in order to increase 
the non-condensing mean pressure, Figure 6.8 shows that these trends do not apply if the 
mean pressure is held constant.  For a mean pressure of pm = 123 kPa, Figure 6.8 
indicates that higher efficiencies are possible for higher equivalence ratios, which is 
primarily due to the increased combustion temperatures that are possible for these 
equivalence ratios.  In addition, lower cold heat exchanger temperatures result in higher 
efficiencies, as this increases the temperature difference across the regenerator, and 
results in lower thermal energy losses at the cold heat exchanger and exhaust. 
6.2 Optimization of the TAPCE 
 In addition to increasing the mean pressure in the engine, there are several other 
ways in which the efficiency of the engine can be improved.  Recall that the initial 
geometry of the TAPCE was obtained by requiring that the impedance ratios of various 
lumped parameter elements in the TASHE and TAPCE equal one another, thus 
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Figure 6.8:  Second law efficiency versus cold heat exchanger temperature and 
equivalence ratio for a constant mean pressure of pm = 123 kPa in the TAPCE base 
configuration. 
 


























duplicating the acoustical characteristics of the highly successful TASHE in the TAPCE 
design.  This has been achieved in the base TAPCE configuration, where ratios of the 
various acoustic pressures and velocities at several points in the engine agree reasonably 
well with the respective ratios in the TASHE, both in magnitude and phase. 
 The thermal processes occurring in the TAPCE are much different than those in 
the TASHE, however, and few attempts have been made up to this point to take 
advantage of these differences.  For example, the regenerator’s hot temperature, Tint, was 
shown in Figure 6.3 to have an optimal value at which the second law efficiency of the 
engine was maximized.  Many more optimizations that trade off various losses in order to 
improve the efficiency of the overall engine are possible in the TAPCE design, though 
only a few of these will be explored in depth in this work.  
6.2.1 Identification of optimization parameters 
 A good place to begin the optimization process is with Table 6.1, as it delineates 
which loss mechanisms are responsible for most of the lost work in the engine.  
According to this table, the two components that account for most of the lost work in the 
engine are the regenerator and the combustion process, which consume 32.1% and 26.7% 
of the available energy in the fuel, respectively.  Unfortunately, not much can be done 
about the combustion process irreversibilities, although these losses can be reduced 
somewhat by increasing the combustion temperature, Th.   
 Therefore, one of the optimization goals will be to increase the reactant preheat 
temperature, Tph, which both increases the combustion temperature and helps reduce the 
regenerator losses, as will be seen below.  Note from Eq. (4.109) that Tph is a strong 
function of the heat transfer parameter N, and will increase if N is increased, as will be 
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discussed below.  Also note that Tph will increase as the regenerator length increases, 
since the preheating heat transfer will then occur over a longer length in the reactant inlet 
pipes.  This effect is described by Eq. (4.120) that approximates Trx(x) for M = -1, Tc = 
T0, |N| >> |Ξ| and NL >> 1, where it is shown that the temperature Tph = Trx(L) increases 
for increasing L. 
 Since it accounts for most of the lost work in the engine, the regenerator should be 
the focus of the optimization efforts.  In Table 6.1, the work lost in the regenerator is 
broken down into several constituent components.  The dominant component is the 
conduction and entropy flux loss component, which is the first part of the third term on 


















































where Eq. (4.77) has been applied in the last equality, and the contribution of the thermal 
conductivity through the gas, k, has been neglected in comparison with the thermal 
conductivity through the solid components, ks.   
 With the exception of the ambient temperature, T0, all of the terms in Eq. (6.1) 
can be manipulated in an attempt to reduce the work losses due to this mechanism.  For 
instance, the area of the solid includes the regenerator screens, the wall of the pipe 
surrounding the regenerator and the walls of the reactant preheat pipes passing through 
the regenerator.  Thus, the thickness of the inner pipe wall could be reduced to decrease 
the conduction losses through this component, but note that the lumped parameter model 
does not explicitly account for the axial conduction along the walls of the reactant preheat 
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pipes and through the insulation surrounding the inner pipe.  Instead, these effects are 
lumped into the inner pipe wall conduction term by using a wall thickness, twall = 0.5 mm, 
that is thicker than what is actually required in the engine.   
 Since the wall thickness is already fairly small and accounts for other conduction 
effects in the engine, it will not be altered in the optimization process, although the 
conducting area of the solid in the regenerator can be decreased by increasing the 
porosity of the regenerator, φ, since As = Are(1-φ).  Increasing the porosity also reduces 

























= ,  (6.2) 
where b(φ) is given by Eq. (4.66).  The ratio of the hydraulic radius to the thermal 
penetration depth has been set by Eq. (5.43) to be rh,re/δκ = 0.316, though other values of 
this parameter could be considered.  The other parameters affecting ψ are primarily 
determined by the gas properties (σ, ρm, and cp), which are not easily manipulated, and 
the acoustic velocity in the regenerator (gc, gν, and U1), which could be reduced to further 
decrease the work lost by the imperfect thermal contact entropy flux loss. 
 In addition to altering these terms, the work lost by conduction and imperfect 
entropy flux in Eq. (6.1) can be reduced by increasing Tc, reducing Tint, or increasing the 
length of the regenerator, L, which reduces both the hot and cold temperature gradients.  
Also recall from Chapter 4 that the addition of a mean mass flux creates a non-linear 
temperature profile in the regenerator that results in a larger temperature gradient at the 
cold end than at the hot end, thus increasing this factor in Eq. (6.1).  However, as 
discussed in the analysis of the case where M = -1, excellent heat transfer from the 
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regenerator to the reactants occurs if N is large, which results in an approximately linear 
regenerator temperature profile.   
 Using the Nusselt number correlation from Eq. (5.54), and the definitions of the 
Reynolds number and the Prandtl number from Eqs. (4.142) and (2.3), respectively, Eq. 
















































where the mean mass flux, M& , had been distinguished from the time average steady flow 
equivalent mass flux, tasfeM&  from Eq. (5.62), which is used in the Nusselt number 
correlation.  In this form, it is evident that N is primarily increased by reducing the 
diameter of the individual reactant preheat pipes, Dph, decreasing the mean mass flux, 
M& , and, to a lesser extent, by increasing the number of preheat pipes, n.  Notice that 
decreasing Dph will decrease the work lost in the regenerator, but will also increase the 
work lost due to the viscous pressure drop in the reactant preheat pipes, as expressed in 
Eqs. (4.129), (5.50) and (5.51), suggesting that an optimal preheat pipe diameter likely 
exists.  As shown in Table 6.1, this viscous loss is currently fairly small, thus the preheat 
pipe diameters could be reduced below their current value of Dph = 0.5 millimeters before 
an optimum is reached.  Practical constraints will limit how small these pipes should be 
made, however, since this has a large effect on the reactant supply pressure, and thus, the 
power and size requirements of the compressor, which are not accounted for in this study.  
 The flow availability component of the regenerator loss in Table 6.1 is described 
by the first term on the right side of Eq. (4.136): 
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γ , (6.4) 
where the pressure term is very small compared to the temperature term.  Note that this 
term is negative in Table 6.1, thus reducing the total work lost in the regenerator.  To 
further reduce the regenerator’s irreversibilities, the regenerator flow availability 
component could be increased by increasing Tint, which also generally decreases the lost 
work at the regenerator open duct interface, as expressed in Eq. (4.133).  Balancing these 
two mechanisms against the loss mechanism of Eq. (6.1) results in an optimal regenerator 
interface temperature, as shown in Figure 6.3.  
 The other two terms of interest that comprise the regenerator lost work in Table 
6.1 are the viscous acoustic loss and heat transfer components.  The viscous loss 
component is described by the second term on the right side of Eq. (4.136), and is fairly 
small in comparison to the other terms.  The preheating heat transfer component is 
slightly larger, and is a function of the finite temperature difference between the 
regenerator and the reactants, as described by the last term in Eq. (4.136).  This 
component can be reduced by minimizing the difference between Tre and Trx, which is 
essentially accomplished by increasing the heat transfer parameter, N, and/or increasing 
the length of the regenerator, L.  Also note that this heat transfer component is coupled to 
the heat transfer component in the reactant preheating losses, which is the last term in Eq. 
(4.129).  As shown in Table 6.1, this reactant preheating component is negative, and 
balances the flow availability component of the reactant preheating losses, which is the 
first term in Eq. (4.129).  
 The work lost at the cold heat exchanger and the exhaust port are both fairly small 
according to Table 6.1, and primarily increase with increasing Tc, as shown in Eqs. 
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(4.138) and (4.139).  The last entry in Table 6.1 is a lump sum of all of the other loss 
mechanisms modeled in the TAPCE, and is simply the difference between the available 
work from the fuel and the sum of the acoustic power output and lost work terms in Table 
6.1.  These other losses include viscous and thermal relaxation losses to the solid surfaces 
throughout the TAPCE driver section, and acoustic losses out of the inlet and exhaust 
ports, which are each about 0.4 W in the base TAPCE configuration. 
 Finally, the acoustic power output, which is primarily adjusted through the 
volumetric acoustic velocity, U1, must not to be overlooked in Table 6.1.  The 
acoustically compact network is designed to reduce the volumetric velocity in the 
regenerator by making the acoustic impedance of the inertance much lower than that of 
the regenerator.  As a result, the resistance of the regenerator and the geometry of the 
inertance can be adjusted to alter the fraction of U1 that passes through the regenerator, 
which linearly scales with the acoustic power flowing through the regenerator.  There is 
interest in reducing the acoustic velocity in the regenerator, however, as acoustic viscous 
losses and imperfect entropy flux losses are both functions of |U1|2, according to Eqs. 
(4.75) and (6.2), respectively.  Since very small acoustic velocities result in little or no 
acoustic power output, an optimum volumetric velocity must exist that maximizes the 
acoustic power output for the engine.   
 Given the modeled TAPCE geometry shown in Figure 5.4, there are several  
convenient parameters that can be used to alter the acoustic velocity in the regenerator.  
One such parameter is the thickness of the insulation surrounding the inner pipe, tins, 
which effectively changes the impedance of the inertance by changing its cross-sectional 
area.  In addition, the volume of the main compliance affects the total volumetric velocity 
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passing through the combination of the inertance and regenerator branches, thus changing 
the length of the compliance, xc, can also be used to alter the acoustic velocity in the 
regenerator.  Furthermore, since the magnitude and phase of the acoustic velocity 
changes appreciably across the length of the combustion zone, xcz, depicted in Figure 5.4, 
changing this parameter will also alter the magnitude and phase of the acoustic velocity 
in the regenerator.  Finally, the regenerator’s acoustic velocity can also be easily 
controlled by altering its length or hydraulic radius, thus changing viscous resistance of 
the regenerator. 
 To summarize, the above analysis indicates that several key parameters are likely 
to influence the second law efficiency of the TAPCE:  the regenerator interface 
temperature, Tint, the length of the regenerator, L, the porosity of the regenerator, φ, the 
thickness of the inner pipe insulation, tins, the length of the compliance, xc, the length of 
the combustion zone, xcz, and the regenerator’s hydraulic radius, rh,re,.  These seven 
parameters will be used to optimize the geometry and operating conditions of the TAPCE 
in the following section.  Other parameters mentioned above that are either already 
optimized or are limited by practical constraints include the preheat pipe diameter, Dph, 
the number of preheat pipes, n, the thickness of the inner pipe wall, twall, and the gas 
properties.   
6.2.2 Optimization process 
 First, note that the issue of the cold combustion product condensation is not 
considered during the optimization of the TAPCE geometry.  To obtain some basis for 
comparison, the base TAPCE configuration settings of Tc = 325 K, Φ = 0.5, and pm = 
123.2 kPa are used, which should also yield exhaust pressures that are close to 
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atmospheric pressure in the cases studied.  In addition, the acoustic pressure ratio is set to 
|p1,c|/pm = 0.10, while allowing the mean mass flux, M& , and the acoustic load resistance, 
RL, to vary according to the needs of the optimization process. 
 The steps taken in optimizing the engine are shown in tabular form in Table 6.2, 
where wrx, wcomb, wint, wre, wchx, we¸and wother are the fractions of the available fuel work 
that are lost in the reactant inlet, combustion process, regenerator/open duct interface, 
regenerator, cold heat exchanger, exhaust, and other components, respectively, giving 
some indication of the effect of each of the parameter changes on the loss processes in the 
engine.  The first row of data in this table corresponds to the base TAPCE configuration, 
while the last row is the optimized TAPCE configuration, for which a maximum second 
law efficiency of ηII = 19.7% is obtained.   
 In each step, one of the optimization parameters was varied until the second law 
efficiency reached a maximum, with one notable exception.  Increasing the ratio of the 
regenerator’s hydraulic radius to the cold side thermal penetration depth, rh,re/δκ,c, resulted 
in significant increases in the efficiency of the engine, as seen in Table 6.2, though the 
maximum efficiency was obtained for an unreasonably large value of rh,re/δκ,c.  This ratio 
essentially describes the degree of solid/gas thermal contact in the regenerator, with 
larger values indicating decreased thermal contact.  Initially, this parameter was chosen in 
Eq. (5.43) to satisfy (rh,re/δκ,c)2 = 0.1 to ensure that the square of this ratio is a small 
number, since terms of this order are frequently neglected in traveling wave 
thermoacoustics.  Therefore, large values of rh,re/δκ,c begin to push the limits of the 
assumptions made in important model equations such as Eq. (5.25) for dU1/dx across the 
regenerator.  As a result, a limit of rh,re/δκ,c = 0.376 was placed on this ratio, in part  
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because other successful regenerators have been designed with similar values of rh,re/δκ,c 
[Backhaus and Swift (2001)].   
 In addition to rh,re, the parameter with the most influence on the efficiency of the 
engine is the regenerator length, as seen in Table 6.2.  In changing the length of the 
regenerator or the combustion zone, the length of the inner pipe (i.e., the inertance) is 
held constant, while the length of the cold duct is allowed to vary.  As the compliance of 
the cold duct has little influence on the acoustic character of the engine, the only concern, 
then, is that the cold duct is still long enough to house the cold heat exchanger and 
reactant inlet header, while still allowing enough room for the movement of the 
acoustically transparent barrier.  Using the optimized dimensions in Table 6.2, the final 
cold duct length of 7.3 cm is more than adequate to house these components. 
 The data in Table 6.2 also indicates that changing the thickness of the insulation, 
tins, the length of the combustion zone, xcz, or the length of the compliance, xc, do not 
have a very large effect on the efficiency of the engine, probably because the initial 
values determined for the base configuration are already close to their optimal values, 
having been determined from the impedance ratios of the well-designed TASHE.  The 
porosity of the regenerator, φ, does not have an appreciable influence on the engine 
efficiency either, though this can be used to our advantage in the construction of the 
TAPCE device.  This allows us some flexibility in choosing commonly available wire 
mesh screens, where the hydraulic radius and porosity are approximately related to the 




Table 6.3:  Work lost in the optimized TAPCE configuration 
6.2.3 Optimized TAPCE performance 
 The performance and loss mechanisms of the optimized TAPCE configuration are 
broken down into their various components in Table 6.3, where the last column gives the 
change in the fraction of work lost or gained by each loss mechanism between the base 
configuration and the optimized configuration.   
 In the optimizing the TAPCE configuration under constant acoustic pressure 
magnitude conditions, the mean mass flux is reduced from 0m&  = 0.091 g/s to 0m&  = 0.087 
g/s, which effectively reduces the maximum work available from the input fuel stream 
from fuelWmax,&  = 133.0 W to fuelWmax,&  = 127.6 W.  The acoustic power output increases, 
however, from LE&  = 21.5 W to LE&  = 25.1 W, thus increasing the second law efficiency 
from 16.2% to 19.7%.  This increase in acoustic power is primarily a result of reducing 
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the regenerator’s hydraulic radius, which has the effect of reducing the viscous resistance 
of the regenerator.  As a result, the acoustic impedance of the regenerator is lowered in 
comparison to the impedance of the parallel inertance, thus allowing larger acoustic 
velocities, and hence larger acoustic power, to flow through the regenerator.  This is 
countered by increased viscous acoustic losses in the regenerator due to the increased 
velocities, which increase by about 1% between the base and optimized configurations, as 
shown in Table 6.3. 
 Contributing to this 1% increase in the regenerator’s viscous losses is the 
lengthening of the regenerator from 4 cm to 5 cm.  This length change also has the effect 
of increasing the total surface area for reactant preheating in the inlet pipes, which 
increases the fraction of the work lost due to heat transfer across the regenerator/reactant 
temperature difference by 1.5%, according to Table 6.3.  The primary benefit of 
lengthening the regenerator is to decrease its overall temperature gradient.  The reactant 
and regenerator temperature profiles for both the base and optimized configurations are 
shown in Figure 6.9, where the reduction in the temperature gradients at either end of the 
regenerator is readily apparent.  As indicated in Eq. (6.1), this leads to a reduction in the 
fraction of available work consumed by conduction and entropy flux losses in the 
regenerator, from 40.2% for the base configuration to 35.1% in the optimized 
configuration.  In spite of this, Table 6.3 shows that this mode of irreversibility still 
accounts for the majority of lost work in the optimized TAPCE engine. 
 Finally, note from Figure 6.9 that the optimized engine configuration results in a 
higher reactant preheat temperature, Tph = 677 K, compared to the base case, where Tph = 
642 K.  This is due in part to the increased length of the regenerator, but can also be  
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Figure 6.9:  Temperature profile comparison for the base and optimized TAPCE 
configurations. 
 

























attributed to an increase value of the heat transfer parameter from N = 55.8 to N = 57.1, 
which results from a decrease in the mean mass flux, M& , as described by Eq. (6.3).  The 
increased reactant preheat temperature results in a higher combustion temperature of Th = 
1788 K, though the resulting decrease in the fraction of available work consumed in the 
combustion process is only about 0.7% according to Table 6.3.   
 Overall, the results of the optimization process are not as good as we might have 
hoped, resulting in a second law efficiency of only 19.7% and a thermal efficiency, as 
defined by Eq. (4.2), of ηth = 20.2%.  The thermal conduction and entropy flux losses are 
the primary contributor to this inefficiency, and still consume about 35% of the available 
work from the fuel in the optimized engine design.  To illustrate this point, note that if the 
thermal conduction losses were reduced by half, the second law efficiency of the 
optimized TAPCE configuration becomes 24.3%, and could be further increased by 
additional optimization of the regenerator length and the regenerator interface 
temperature.  Equivalently, the effects of the conduction heat losses can be reduced by 
increasing the mean pressure and acoustic power density of the engine.   
 As discussed above, the maximum mean pressure in the engine is limited to 
pressures at which the water vapor does not condense out of the cold combustion 
products, and is a function of the fuel type, equivalence ratio and cold heat exchanger 
temperature in the engine.  Performing an analysis similar to that performed above for the 
base TAPCE configuration, Figure 6.10 shows the second law efficiency and maximum 
mean pressure of the optimized TAPCE configuration as a function of the cold heat 
exchanger temperature, Tc, and the equivalence ratio, Φ.  Although the mean pressures in 
this case are approximately the same as those in Figure 6.7 for the base configuration, the  
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Figure 6.10:  Second law efficiency and maximum mean pressure versus cold heat 
exchanger temperature for several equivalence ratios in the optimized TAPCE 
 




















































second law efficiencies are, on average, over 3% higher for the optimized configuration.  
Note that the TAPCE configuration has been optimized for a relatively low pressure 
condition at Tc = 325 K and Φ = 0.5, and that the engine could be re-optimized to yield 
higher efficiencies than those shown in Figure 6.10 if operation at higher mean pressures 
is considered, since the balance between conduction losses and acoustic losses would 
then be altered.  In addition, it should be pointed out that for the fuel chosen for this 
study, methane, that water vapor condenses out of the cold combustion product gases at 
lower pressures than any other hydrocarbon fuel, as shown in Figure 3.4.  As a result, 
higher mean pressures and efficiencies could be attained by running the engine on other 
fuels such as propane, butane, or acetylene.   
 Note that if a solution can be devised for coping with the condensation problem, 
then the mean pressure in the device is only limited by the pressure vessel design 
restrictions.  To investigate the full potential of the TAPCE device in this situation, the 
model was run using the geometry and operating conditions of the optimized TAPCE 
configuration, but with a mean pressure of 30 atmospheres, which is the mean pressure 
used in the TASHE.  This change in mean pressure yields a second law efficiency of 
37.7% and an acoustic power output of 444 W, which are both considerably higher than 
those attained for lower non-condensing mean pressures.  Note that by simply changing 
the regenerator interface temperature from Tint = 840 K to Tint = 1120 K, the acoustic 
power output of the high pressure TAPCE increases to 550 W, corresponding to a second 
law efficiency of 41%.  In addition, the power output and efficiency could be further 
increased by re-optimizing the geometry of the engine, since the geometry used in these 
calculations was optimized at 1.2 atmospheres mean pressure, where the relative 
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magnitudes of the gain and loss mechanisms are much different than those in the high 
pressure engine. 
6.2.4 Unmodeled losses in the TAPCE 
 Although the above results are promising, it should be noted that the TAPCE 
model is just that, a computer model, and that an experimental TAPCE device is likely to 
have an appreciably lower efficiency than that of the model.  Although this model 
incorporates many of the important loss mechanisms of the engine, many additional loss 
mechanisms exist that have not been accounted for in the model.  For instance, the model 
does not currently account for thermal energy losses due to radial conduction, axial 
conduction to secondary cold heat exchanger, or radiation heat transfer away from the 
combustion zone.  In addition, most thermoacoustic devices suffer from thermal energy 
losses due to Rayleigh streaming, a type of annular streaming can transport heat away 
from critical components of the engine and deposit them at the nearest cold heat 
exchanger [Bailliet et. al. (2001), Job et. al. (2003), Waxler (2001), Swift (2002)].  These 
losses are also unaccounted for in the TAPCE model, as are turbulence losses at either 
end of the inertance, transfer of acoustic energy out of the fundamental acoustic mode 
into higher frequency acoustic modes, and any acoustic transmission losses that may 
occur at the acoustically transparent barrier. 
 Furthermore, since the combustion processes in the engine have been assumed to 
be ideal, the model does not account for incomplete burning of the reactants, dissociation 
of the combustion product gases, or lower combustion temperatures due to heat losses 
[Turns (1996)].  Finally, if application of the TAPCE requires higher efficiencies or 
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acoustic power densities, then the reactant compression processes and associated losses 
must also be taken into account in determining the overall system efficiency.
6.3 Pulse Combustion Performance 
 One gain or loss mechanism that has not yet been accounted for is the pulse 
combustion process.  The model of the pulse combustion process in Eq. (5.68) contains a 
simple amplitude factor, mQQ &&1=α , where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1, and a phase shift parameter, θpq, 
which describes the phase shift between the acoustic pressure and unsteady heat release.  
This model essentially represents the combustion process as a simple volumetric velocity 
source as described in Eq. (5.69), which can increase or decrease the acoustic power 
flowing through the combustion zone.   
 For α = 1 and θpq = 0, almost all of the acoustic power gain by pulse combustion, 
pcE&  = 1.45 W, shows up as acoustic power output of the engine, which increases from 
LE&  = 22.93 W to LE&  = 24.35 W, and increases the second law efficiency from ηII = 
19.0% to ηII = 20.2%.  This agrees very well with the estimate of Eq. (4.46), using the 
value of the acoustic pressure ratio found in the combustion zone, |p1,h|/pm = 0.0861.  
Also, as expected, setting θpq = 180˚ so that the acoustic pressure and heat release 
oscillations are out of phase reduces the acoustic power output to LE&  = 21.5 W and 
lowers the efficiency to ηII = 17.8%. 
 As shown in Figure 6.11, the acoustic power output and second law efficiency 
each vary with the cosine of the phase shift, and linearly with the amplitude, α.  This 
shows that the addition of the volumetric velocity source from pulse combustion does not  
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Figure 6.11:  Influence of pulse combustion amplitude and phase shift on the acoustic 
power output and second law efficiency for the optimized TAPCE configuration. 
 











































affect the processes occurring in the remainder of the engine, with the exception of a 
slight increase in the viscous dissipation along the walls of the combustion zone.   
 Although the pulse combustion model used in this study is fairly simple, it 
qualitatively describes the primary effect of the pulse combustion process on the output 
of the thermoacoustic engine.  Given the small (and very optimistic) power output gains 
that result, time spent doing more detailed models of the pulse combustion process would 
probably be better spent modeling the regenerator or other sources of loss in the engine. 
6.4 Comparison with Competing Technologies 
 In order to evaluate the feasibility of the open cycle TAPCE design, its thermal 
efficiencies and acoustic power output should be compared to corresponding performance 
parameters in closed cycle thermoacoustic engines.  Since the goal of the TAPCE is to 
convert fuel energy into acoustic energy, the closed cycle engines should also be 
evaluated based on the acoustic power output that they can derive from a similar input 
fuel stream. 
 There are two basic methods that can be used to transfer the chemical energy in 
the fuel into a closed cycle thermoacoustic engine.  The first method involves the 
generation of electrical energy from the fuel, and then converting this electrical energy 
back into thermal energy in the closed cycle engine using, e.g., an electric resistance 
heater.  While this method is certainly convenient from the end-user’s standpoint, the 
conversion to electrical energy, transmission and conversion back to thermal energy is 
much less efficient than direct use of the thermal energy.  The TASHE device created by 
Backhaus and Swift (2000) has achieved a thermal efficiency of 30%, which corresponds 
to a 42% second law efficiency.  Since the TASHE uses an electric hot heat exchanger,  
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Figure 6.12:  Schematic of a closed cycle traveling wave thermoacoustic engine using a 
crossflow hot heat exchanger. 
 
 
these efficiency numbers are based on the conversion of electric power into acoustic 
power, and do not account for the efficiency of the generation of electric power from the 
fuel.  As a result, the efficiency of the TASHE and other thermoacoustic engines utilizing 
electric hot heat exchangers cannot be directly compared to the efficiency of the TAPCE. 
 The second method for transferring fuel energy into a thermoacoustic engine 
involves the use of a combustion chamber and a hot heat exchanger to transfer the 
thermal energy in the hot combustion products into the thermoacoustic engine.  The 
performance obtained with this method will be analyzed and compared to that provided 
by the TAPCE in the following sections. 
6.4.1 Crossflow hot heat exchanger 
 A crossflow heat exchanger, as depicted in Figure 6.12, provides a practical 
means for transferring the heat from the hot stream of gas to a thermoacoustic engine 
because all of the heat transfer generally must occur over an acoustic displacement 
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length, which is normally much smaller than the diameter of the engine.  However, the 
design of a crossflow heat exchanger will not allow all of the heat in the hot gas stream to 
be transferred into the engine, since the directionality of heat transfer requires that heat 
exchanger exhaust temperature be greater than the hot regenerator interface temperature, 
i.e. Te ≥ Tint. 
 Since high exhaust temperatures imply that a small fraction of the thermal energy 
in the hot gas is transferred to the engine, and low exhaust temperatures result in a low 
temperature difference and acoustic energy gain across the regenerator, it has been shown 
that an optimal temperature Tint = (T0Th)1/2 exists that maximizes the acoustic power 
output of a closed cycle thermoacoustic engine [Weiland and Zinn (2004a)].  In this case, 
the maximum power output differs from the maximum power output from an ideal open 
cycle thermoacoustic engine by a factor, ε, which is the effectiveness of the heat 
exchanger [Incropera and DeWitt (1996)], where the effectiveness is defined as the heat 
transfer of the heat exchanger divided by the maximum possible heat transfer for the 
temperatures and flow conditions involved.  Since this maximum possible heat transfer is 
generally only possible in an infinitely long counterflow heat exchanger, it follows that ε 
< 1 for a practical crossflow heat exchanger configuration.   
 Consequently, an ideal open cycle thermoacoustic engine holds an advantage over 
the closed cycle thermoacoustic engine using a crossflow heat exchanger, as the 
ineffectiveness of the crossflow heat exchanger can be eliminated.  In fact, a good 
analogy can be made between the two cases, where the heat transfer across the 
temperature difference at the regenerator/hot duct interface in an open cycle 
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thermoacoustic engine can be likened to the heat transfer across the temperature 
difference between the hot gas in the heat exchanger and the regenerator interface. 
 Recall from the energy flux analysis in Chapter 4 that the thermal energy 
convected into the regenerator at the temperature Tint in an open cycle thermoacoustic 
engine is essentially wasted, as it is converted to conduction and entropy flux losses in 
passing through the regenerator.  To extend the analogy between the open cycle engine 
and the closed cycle engine with a crossflow heat exchanger, this convective energy loss 
is analogous to venting the exhaust gas leaving the crossflow heat exchanger to the 
atmosphere, as it still carries useful thermal energy at the temperature Te.  In each case, 
however, the efficiency of the overall cycle can be improved by recovering these thermal 
energy losses, generally by preheating the combustion reactants. 
6.4.2 Reactant preheating efficiency 
 The reactant preheating process in the crossflow heat exchanger case can be very 
efficient, as there are no restrictions on the type of heat exchanger used to preheat the 
reactants, other than size and cost, and nearly all of the exhaust heat exiting the crossflow 
heat exchanger could be transferred to the reactants. 
 The reactant preheating case in the TAPCE is a similar situation, though the 
reactant preheating efficiency is now limited by the constraints of the regenerator and 
inlet piping system.  The preheating efficiency of the TAPCE can be defined as: 
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η , (6.5) 
where M, as defined in Eq. (4.93), is negative according to the mass flux sign 
conventions in this study. 
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 In the base TAPCE configuration, the preheating efficiency of Eq. (6.5) is about 
ηph = 57.6%, and improves to ηph = 64.0% in the optimized TAPCE configuration.  
However, this still falls well short of the efficiency that would be possible in, e.g., a 
counterflow heat exchanger, which could easily reach efficiencies in excess of 90% 
depending on the size and cost constraints of the heat exchanger [Incropera and DeWitt 
(1996)].  Therefore, in evaluating the overall efficiency of the TAPCE, the benefits of 
removing the ineffectiveness of the crossflow hot heat exchanger must then be weighed 
against the inefficiency of its reactant preheating process.   
6.4.3 The Natural Gas Liquefier 
 To date, the only thermoacoustic system that approximates the architecture of the 
closed cycle thermoacoustic engine with a crossflow hot heat exchanger and a reactant 
preheating system is the 350 gallon per day natural gas liquefier, discussed in Chapter 3 
[Arman et. al. (2004), Wollan et. al. (2002)].  In the latest version of this device, transfer 
of heat from the combustor to the engine is carried out with a separate, high pressure and 
temperature helium heat transfer loop, which is driven by a blower located on top of the 
device, as shown in Figure 3.6 [Arman et. al. (2004)].  
 The 350-gallon per day natural gas liquefier does not include a flue gas 
recuperator for preheating the combustion reactants, and much of the thermal energy in 
the fuel is exhausted to the atmosphere.  As a result, the burner, heat transfer loop and 
thermoacoustic engine combine to convert fuel energy to acoustic energy with an 
approximate thermal efficiency of only 9%.  Consequently, the system needs to burn 
about 55% of the input methane stream in order to generate the 34 kW of acoustic energy 
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needed to liquefy the remaining 45% in the thermoacoustic refrigerator [Arman et. al. 
(2004)].   
 If a recuperator were added to the system, it is estimated that about 85% of the 
fuel energy could be transferred into the thermoacoustic engine, yielding a combined fuel 
to acoustic conversion efficiency of about 25%.  This scenario is expected to burn about 
30% of the input methane stream to liquefy the remaining 70%  [Arman et. al. (2004)].   
 If the fuel energy delivery system (combustor and heat transfer loop) to the 
thermoacoustic engine is about 85% efficient, then the thermal efficiency of the 
thermoacoustic engine alone is about 29%, which is consistent with the 30% thermal 
efficiencies reported for the TASHE [Backhaus and Swift (2000)].  Furthermore, a 
thermoacoustic efficiency of roughly 29% means that only about 30% of the input fuel 
energy is transferred into the thermoacoustic engine in the absence of a recuperator, 
which underscores the importance of using the crossflow heat exchanger exhaust to 
preheat the incoming reactants. 
6.4.4 Efficiency and power output comparisons 
 Table 6.4 summarizes the results of this study by comparing the thermal 
efficiencies and acoustic power outputs of the TAPCE model to those of the TASHE and 
the natural gas liquefier engine.  Overall, the lumped parameter modeling and 
optimization of the TAPCE device show that its predicted efficiency of about 20-25% for 
low mean pressures is roughly the same as that of the natural gas liquefier using a flue 
gas recuperator, which is about 25% efficient at converting fuel energy into acoustic 
energy [Arman et. al. (2004)].  Noting that the model developed in this study does not  
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Table 6.4:  Thermal efficiency and acoustic 




































account for all of the loss mechanisms in the TAPCE, however, its actual thermal 
efficiencies should be somewhat lower than those shown in Table 6.4. 
 It is evident from Table 6.4 that the largest shortcoming of the TAPCE design is 
its acoustic power output.  The power output of the TAPCE cannot be directly compared 
to that of the liquefier engine, since the scale of the liquefier engine, as shown in Figure 
3.6, is much larger than that of the TAPCE.  However, note that the physical size of the 
TAPCE is very similar to that of the TASHE, thus their acoustic power outputs can be 
readily compared.   
 As noted earlier, the low mean pressures used in the TAPCE are the primary 
reason for its lower acoustic power output, as they are limited by the need to keep the 
water vapor from condensing out of the combustion products and fouling the regenerator 
with liquid.  The maximum non-condensing mean pressure in the TAPCE can be 
increased by increasing the cold heat exchanger temperature, decreasing the equivalence 
ratio, or changing the fuel type, though these adjustments still only allow for maximum 
pressures between 3 and 8 atmospheres according to Figures 3.4 and 3.5 .  As shown in 
Table 6.4, the acoustic power output of the optimized TAPCE engine at pm ≈ 1.2 atm is 
about 27 W, while even at an elevated pressures of pm ≈ 3.8 atm (the maximum non-
condensing pressure for methane at Φ = 0.5 and Tc = 350 K), the power output of the 
TAPCE is only about 77 W.  This pales in comparison to the TASHE, which generates a 
maximum acoustic power output of 890 W using helium at a mean pressure of 30 atm 
[Backhaus and Swift (2000)].   
 If the product condensation constraint on the TAPCE could be removed or 
eliminated, then the device could be more highly pressurized and could begin to approach 
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the power densities seen in the TASHE and similar devices.  For instance, if some means 
is devised to keep water from condensing on the screens at the cold side of the 
regenerator, possibly by wicking it away or reorienting the regenerator to allow gravity to 
carry the liquid water away, then the TAPCE can operate at much higher mean pressures.  
As Table 6.4 shows, operation of the TAPCE at a mean pressure of 30 atmospheres can 
increase its power output to about 550 W, though this is still lower than the power 
outputs achieved by the TASHE.  This is to be expected, however, since the acoustic 
power density in a thermoacoustic device is generally proportional to the speed of sound 
in its working fluid [Swift (2002)], and the speed of sound in air, which is the primary 
component in the working fluid of the TAPCE, is about 2.5 times lower than the speed of 
sound in helium, which is used in the TASHE. 
 Table 6.4 indicates that there are several strategies for further increasing the 
acoustic power output of the TAPCE.  For example, calculations performed with the base 
configuration model show that increasing the equivalence ratio from Φ = 0.5 to Φ = 1.0 
yields an increase in the acoustic power output, primarily due to an increase in the 
combustion temperature for higher equivalence ratios.  Though the increase in acoustic 
power seems to be small in this case, optimization of the regenerator/open duct interface 
temperature should yield more significant power output gains for higher equivalence 
ratios.   
 In addition to the equivalence ratio effect, the pulse combustion process is shown 
to add about 6% to the engine’s acoustic power output for an acoustic pressure amplitude 
of 10%, according to Table 6.4.  Although this effect is not very large, it should be noted 
that an improperly phased pulse combustion process could act as an acoustic energy loss 
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mechanism, thus some attention must be paid to controlling the phasing of the pulse 
combustion process.  It is noteworthy from Eq. (4.46), however, that the effect of pulse 
combustion scales linearly with the acoustic pressure ratio in the engine, thus the 
potential benefits of adding pulse combustion to a thermoacoustic engine increase as its 
design acoustic pressure amplitude increases. 
 Since the acoustic power is generally proportional to the square of the acoustic 
pressure ratio, increasing this pressure ratio can have a large impact on the acoustic 
power output in the engine, independent of the pulse combustion effects, as shown for the 
TAPCE base configuration in Table 6.4.  These results show that increasing the acoustic 
pressure ratio from 10% to 20% can increase the power output from about 22 W to 72 W, 
though the values obtained for the latter case contain a large amount of error, since the 
TAPCE model does not account for loss mechanisms that are prevalent at these higher 
acoustic pressure ratios.  Similar to the trend displayed in Table 6.4 for the TASHE 
device, the thermal efficiency is therefore expected to decrease for higher acoustic 
pressure ratios instead of increase, as predicted by the TAPCE model results. 
 One simple means for increasing the acoustic power output of the TAPCE that is 
not shown in Table 6.4, is to increase the engine’s diameter, since the acoustic power that 
flows through a pipe is proportional to the pipe’s cross-sectional area.  In addition, 
reducing the effect of the conduction losses in the TAPCE would help increase the 
acoustic power output at both high and low pressures, since these losses are the primary 
contributor to the engine’s inefficiency.  For example, the axial thermal conduction 
through the regenerator could be reduced by altering its composition.  The use of stacked 
wire mesh screens is already very useful in reducing the axial conduction due to the 
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intermittent contact between the screens, though this could easily be taken a step further 
by alternating wire mesh screens with screens of a lower thermal conductivity, such as 
fiberglass or plastic, depending on their melting points and availability in appropriate 
mesh sizes.  
 Given the number of options that exist for improving its acoustic power output, 
the TAPCE design should be able to produce comparable power outputs to the TASHE.  
If the product condensation, mean pressure and conduction loss issues are properly 
addressed, then a high-pressure TAPCE device would provide an efficient alternative to 
the traditional closed cycle thermoacoustic engine.  Even if these issues are not 
addressed, the TAPCE does have several other noteworthy characteristics that enhance its 
attractiveness and viability.  For instance, one nice feature of the TAPCE is that the 
burner and reactant preheating system are all integrated into the engine, thus reducing its 
overall size, complexity and cost.  Consequently, the burner, crossflow hot heat 
exchanger, and flue gas recuperator in a closed cycle engine can be replaced by the 
combustion zone and the reactant preheating pipes in the TAPCE.  This compact design 
also confines the heat addition process to the engine, thus minimizing heat losses that are 
more likely to occur whan external combustor and heat transfer apparatus are used.  In 
addition, the removal of the hot heat exchanger from the engine eliminates the thermal 
stresses induced on the engine by this component, which is a significant maintenance and 
reliability issue in the 350 gallon per day natural gas liquefier [Wollan et. al. (2002)].   
 These reductions in complexity are particularly attractive when compared to the 
natural gas liquefier, where the heat transfer situation is further complicated by a 
separate, high pressure and temperature helium heat transfer loop that is used to transfer 
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heat from the combustor to the engine [Arman et. al. (2004)].  Depending on the 
configuration, this separate heat transfer loop adds at least one more heat exchanger to 
the system.  As shown in a photo of the natural gas liquefier in Figure 3.6, the combustor 
and helium heat transfer loop add a significant amount of hardware to the top of the 
thermoacoustic engine, which is located within the machined cone at the top of the long 
vertical waveguide.  Note that although this system was originally designed to also 
include a flue gas recuperator, it was not incorporated into the as-built system of Figure 
3.6, meaning that the inclusion of this component will require additional hardware 
beyond what can already be seen in Figure 3.6 [Arman et. al. (2004)]. 
 In addition to its compactness, the TAPCE is composed primarily of pipes, 
insulation, and wire mesh screens, with the acoustically transparent barrier being the only 
moving part inside the engine.  Consequently, the TAPCE offers a very simple and 
compact means of driving a traveling wave thermoacoustic engine with a stream of 
gaseous fuel, thus the TAPCE would be well suited to applications where size, weight, 
cost, simplicity, or reliability are of prime importance.   
 In particular, the TAPCE would work well in light-weight portable electric power 
or portable cooling applications, where a small disposable or reusable canister of liquid 
fuel, such as propane or butane, could be used to power the device.  To further simplify 
the TAPCE engine in such a device, flapper valves or asymmetric jet pumps could be 
added to the inlet and exhaust ports to create a self-breathing engine that operates at 
atmospheric pressure, similar to the operation of many pulse combustor devices [Zinn 
(1996)].  The modeling efforts above show that the thermal efficiency of the TAPCE at 
near-atmospheric pressures is about 20%, which is generally adequate for the types of 
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portable cooling and electric power devices that would be considered in these 
applications. 
 Furthermore, while the TAPCE may not be ideally suited to the high-power 
natural gas liquefaction application due to a lower acoustic power density, it does offer 
substantial simplifications in the hardware required, and therefore deserves some further 
consideration for this application.  In addition, the TAPCE design should yield increased 
acoustic power densities and fuel to acoustic power conversion efficiencies when 
compared to the tunable pulse combustors used to enhance industrial processes by adding 
acoustic energy to a reaction chamber [Zinn (1996)].  As a result, the TAPCE could offer 
a reduction in both the fuel input and physical space required to drive acoustic 
oscillations of a certain magnitude in these reactors, thus the application of the TAPCE to 








 This feasibility study shows that an open cycle thermoacoustic engine that 
incorporates an internal pulse combustion process is a viable concept, as it is fairly 
efficient at converting fuel energy to acoustic energy.  In fact, the engine’s feasibility and 
efficiency are enhanced by the use of internal combustion, since the reactant preheating 
mechanism employed in the TAPCE recovers much of the thermal energy input 
convected into the engine’s regenerator, which would otherwise be converted into 
conduction and imperfect entropy flux losses in the regenerator [Weiland and Zinn 
(2004a)].   
 The design of the TAPCE is very simple and compact, which, in combination 
with its excellent thermal efficiency and respectable power output, makes the device very 
attractive for a variety of applications.  Having established the feasibility and usefulness 
of the concept, the most obvious step in the continued development of the TAPCE is 
experimentation.  In particular, the theories developed to describe the processes occurring 
within the regenerator and at the regenerator interface of an open cycle traveling wave 
thermoacoustic engine need to be verified.  Additionally, the details of the mean and 
oscillating combustion processes that occur in the engine need to be resolved, where 
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issues related to the reactant injection configuration, ignition, flameholding and pulse 
combustion phase control need to be addressed. 
 The lumped parameter model developed in this study should provide a good 
starting point for the geometry of an experimental TAPCE device, while the theory and 
feasibility analysis presented here can guide the design and analysis of a practical, 
efficient open cycle thermoacoustic engine.  In particular, this analysis shows that water 
vapor condensation from the combustion products poses a significant challenge to the 
design of a useful engine, since efficient operation of the regenerator requires that it 
remain free of liquid.  Future experimental studies should concentrate on finding an 
acceptable solution to this problem, which would allow for the use of higher mean 
pressures and higher acoustic power densities in the engine.  In addition, thermal 
conduction through the regenerator has been identified as a major source of irreversibility 
in the TAPCE device, therefore future studies should investigate the possibility of 
redesigning the regenerator to help reduce these losses.  Finally, the acoustic power 
output of the engine and the ability of the pulse combustion process to contribute to this 
power output both increase as the acoustic pressure ratio increases.  In order to produce 
more powerful and more efficient thermoacoustic engines that operate at these pressure 
ratios, future theoretical and experimental studies are required to better understand the 





 This appendix contains the Engineering Equation Solver computer code for the 
base geometry lumped parameter model of the TAPCE, including the main program, its 




{The Base TAPCE Model - Nate Weiland} 
 
 
{! Important Control Parameter Sets} 
"Mean mass flux ultimately controls the acoustic pressure ratio, among other things" 
{Prat_c = 0.1  "Ratio of P_c to mean pressure (using P_c as reference phasor)"} 
Prat_h = 0.0869 "Ratio of P_h to mean pressure (using P_h as reference phasor)" 
{Prat_h_i = 0} 
{m_dot_0 = 0.00009108 "[kg/s] - mean flow rate into regen hot side, with all losses"} 
{m_dot_0_i = 0} 
 
"Operating frequency is determined by coupling to resonator, tau is controlled by the acoustic 
load resistance" 
tau = 2.59  "Temperature ratio across regenerator" 
{T_reh = 765} 
{T_reh_i = 0} 
R_L_i = 0 
{tau_i = 0} 
{R_L = 496953  "Acoustic resistance (no load branch for R_L = infinity)" } 
{omega = 528.5 "[rad/s] - angular frequency"} 
omega_i = 0 
 
"Determination of phi, T_c or P_0 to avoid combustion product condensation" 
T_0 = 300  "[K] - ambient temperature" 
{T_0_i = 0} 
T_c = 325  "[K] - cold heat exchanger temperature" 
{T_c_i = 0} 
{P_0 = 3.103E+05 "[Pa] - TASHE Operating Pressure"} 
{P_0_i = 0} 
phi = 0.5  "equivalence ratio" 
{phi_i = 0} 
P_sat = pressure(STEAM, T=T_c, X = 1) 
X_H2O = 2*phi/(phi+2*4.76)  "mole fraction of water vapor in combustion products" 
X_H2O = P_sat/(P_0*1.1) 
 
"!Calculation of Temperature Profile stats" 
Call GenTProfiles(M, Xi, N, x_re, T_0, T_c, T_reh : T_ph, dTredx_0, dTredx_L) 
T_ph_i = 0;  dTredx_0_i = 0;  dTredx_L_i = 0; 
 
"! Energy Balance at hot-side regenerator interface" 
m_dot_0*cp_reh*(T_h - T_reh) = P_h*U_h_r/2 - Q_dot_mesh_L - Q_dot_wall_L - Q_dot_psi_L
 "including conduction losses and imperfect heat transfer losses" 
 
{! Acoustic Regenerator Integrations (from hot to cold)} 
U_hr = real(U_h);   U_hi = -i*imag(U_h) 
CALL PreheatIntBackT(M, Xi, N, x_re, T_0, T_c, T_reh, R_c1, R_c2, omegaC, b_mu, P_h, U_hr, 
U_hi : P_c, P_ci, U_c, U_ci) 
P_ci_i = 0;  P_c_i = P_ci;  U_ci_i = 0;  U_c_i = U_ci 
 
"! Pulse Combustion Source" 
alpha = 0  "dimensionless magnitude factor,  0 <= alpha <= 1" 
theta_pq = 0  "phase shift between P_h and Q_dot_1" 
Q_dot_1 = alpha*Q_dot_fuel*exp(i*theta_pq)"oscillating heat release" 






"! Air properties" 
"Gas properties in the engine (except at the regenerator)" 
T_air = 325    "temperature of gas in remainder of the engine" 
mu = viscosity(AIR,T=T_air)  "[kg/m s]" 
k = conductivity(AIR,T=T_air)  "[W/m K]" 
Cp = cp(AIR,T=T_air)   "[J/kg K]" 
gamma = Cp/cv(AIR,T=T_air) "ratio of specific heats" 
rho = density(AIR,T=T_air,P=P_0) "[kg/m^3]" 
a = soundspeed(AIR,T=T_air) "[m/s] - speed of sound" 
freq = omega/2/pi   "[Hz] - Operating frequency" 
lambda = a/freq   "[m] - acoustic wavelength" 
 
"Penetration depth calculations" 
delta_v = (2*mu/omega/rho)^0.5  "[m] - viscous penetration depth" 
delta_k = (2*k/omega/rho/Cp)^0.5  "[m] - thermal penetration depth" 
 
 
"! Ambient Reactant Inlet gas properties" 
rho_rx0 = density(AIR, T = T_0, P = (P_m_s + P_m_rh)/2) 
delta_v_rx0 = (2*mu/omega/rho_rx0)^0.5 "viscous penetration depth at cold end of regen" 
 
"Average Reactant Inlet gas properties" 
T_rx_ave = (T_ph + T_0)/2 
rho_rx = density(AIR, T = T_rx_ave, P = P_0) 
cp_rx = cp(AIR, T = T_rx_ave) 
mu_rx = viscosity(AIR, T = T_rx_ave) 
Pr_rx = prandtl(AIR, T = T_rx_ave) 
delta_v_ph = (2*mu_rx/omega/rho_rx)^0.5 "viscous penetration depth at cold end of regen" 
 
 
"! Combustion Gas Properties" 
Call MethaneT_ad(T_ph, T_h, phi, M_mix) "returns T_h or phi, plus combustion gas molecular 
weight" 
T_h_i = 0;  M_mix_i = 0 
R = R#*1000/M_mix  "[J/kg K] - Gas constant" 
rho_0 = P_0/T_c/R  "density of cold combustion products" 
 
T_reh = T_c*tau  "[K] - temperature at hot end of regenerator" 
T_ave = (T_reh + T_c)/2 "[K] - average regenerator temp for evaluating conductivity" 
 
CALL ProductAveCp(T_c, T_reh, phi : cp_re)"ave. comb. gas cp within regenerator" 
CALL ProductAveCp(T_reh, T_h, phi : cp_reh)"ave. comb. gas cp across regenerator interface" 
CALL ProductAveCp(T_0, T_h, phi : cp_tot) "ave. comb. gas cp across total temperature range" 
CALL ProductAveCp(T_0, T_reh, phi : cp_reh0)"ave. comb. gas cp between T_reh and T_0" 
Call ProductAveCp(T_0, T_c, phi : cp_c0) "ave. comb. gas cp between T_c and T_0" 
CALL ProductCp(T_c, phi : cp_0)  "comb. gas cp at regen cold end" 
cp_re_i = 0;  cp_reh_i = 0;  cp_tot_i = 0;  cp_reh0_i = 0;  cp_c0_i = 0;  cp_0_i = 0; 
 
Call ProductViscFit(T_c, T_reh, phi : mu_0, b_mu) "combustion gas viscosity power law curve fit 
vs. T"  
mu_0_i = 0;  b_mu_i = 0; 




Call ProductCondFit(T_c, T_reh, phi : k_0, b_k)"combustion gas conductivity power law curve fit 
vs. T (only good to T_reh = 1400 K)"  
k_0_i = 0;  b_k_i = 0; 
k_m = k_0*(T_ave/T_c)^b_k  "thermal conductivity of combustion gas in regenerator, at 
T_ave" 
 
Pr_m = cp_re*mu_m/k_m  "Prandtl Number of combustion gas in regenerator, at T_ave" 
Pr_0 = cp_0*mu_0/k_0  "Prandtl Number of combustion gas in regenerator, at T_0" 
delta_k_0 = (2*k_0/omega/rho_0/cp_0)^0.5 "thermal penetration depth at cold end of regen" 
delta_k_L = delta_k_0*(T_reh/T_c)^((b_k + 1)/2)"thermal penetration depth at hot end of regen" 
delta_v_0 = (2*mu_0/omega/rho_0)^0.5 "viscous penetration depth at cold end of regen" 







D_re = 0.0762  "[m] - regenerator diameter (3 inches)" 
A_re = pi*D_re^2/4  "[m^2] - regenerator area" 
x_re = 0.040 
{x_re_i = 0} 
t_wall = 0.0005   "[m] - inner pipe thickness" 
t_pad = 0.0152   "insulation thickness" 
psi = 0.72   "regenerator volume porosity (ratio of gas volume to total volume)" 
D_wire = 4*r_h_re*(1-psi)/psi*1000 "[mm] - diameter of wire in regenerator wire mesh screens" 
n_mesh = 4*(1-psi)/pi/D_wire  "[wire/mm] - wire mesh number" 
 
"Check length scale ratios and viscosity correlations" 
rh_dk0 = 0.3162    "r_h_re/delta_k_0, sets r_h_re for given operating 
conditions" 
rh_dk0 = r_h_re/delta_k_0  "should be about 0.3 or less" 
rh_dkL = r_h_re/delta_k_L  "should be about 0.1" 
rh_x1 = r_h_re/magnitude(U_c)*A_re*psi*omega"checks that |x_1| >> r_h_re, OK if <<1" 
c_psi_1 = 1268 - 3545*psi + 2544*psi^2 "1st regenerator viscosity coefficient curve fit (Swift & 
Ward Eq. A1)" 
c_psi_2 = -2.82 + 10.7*psi - 8.6*psi^2 "2nd regenerator viscosity coefficient curve fit (S & W 
Eq. A2)" 
Re_1 = 4*magnitude(m_dot_1)*r_h_re/A_re/psi/mu_m "Acoustic Reynolds Number" 
 
"Regen resistance and compliance" 
R_c1 = x_re*mu_0/r_h_re^2/A_re*c_psi_1/psi/8"[kg/m^4 s] - cold regenerator resistance" 
R_c2 = 4*x_re*magnitude(m_dot_1)*c_psi_2/3/pi/r_h_re/A_re^2/psi^2  "[kg/m^4 s] - 
Reynolds Number regenerator resistance" 
R_0 = R_c1 + R_c2 
C_re = psi*A_re*x_re/P_0   "[m^4 s^2/kg] - regenerator compliance" 
omegaC = C_re*omega   "used in pressure and velocity integrations" 
 
"Mean pressure difference" 
Re_re_m = 4*r_h_re*m_dot_0/mu_m/A_re/psi  "Reynolds number of mean mass flux in 
regen" 
dP_M = mu_m*R*T_ave*x_re*m_dot_0/8/r_h_re^2/P_0/A_re/psi*(c_psi_1 + c_psi_2*Re_re_m)   
 "pressure difference due to mean flow, from Swift and Ward" 
dP_m0 = (magnitude(P_c)^2-magnitude(P_h)^2)/4/P_0 "pressure difference for m_dot_0 = 0, 
Waxler Eq. 33" 
P_0 - P_m_c = dP_M + dP_m0 "total mean pressure drop across regenerator" 
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"! Combustion Zone" 
x_cz = 0.1226    "[m] - length of combustion zone" 
r_h_cz = D_re/4   "[m] - combustion zone hydraulic radius" 
 
f_v_cz = (1-i)*delta_v/2/r_h_cz    "viscosity thermoviscous function" 
f_k_cz = (1-i)*delta_k/2/r_h_cz    "thermal thermoviscous function" 
Z_Lm = i*omega*x_cz*rho/A_re/(1 - f_v_cz) "inertance and visc. resistance" 




D_c = 0.1282  "[m] - compliance diameter (5 inches)" 
A_c = pi*D_c^2/4 "[m^2] - compliance area" 
x_c = 0.0580  "[m] - compliance length" 
r_h_c = D_c/4  "[m] - compliance hydraulic radius (could be lower, = V/A_surf)" 
 
f_k_c = (1-i)*delta_k/2/r_h_c     "thermal thermoviscous function" 
1/Z_C1 = i*omega*x_c*A_c/gamma/P_0*(1+(gamma-1)*f_k_c) "compliance and th. resistance" 
 
"! Inertance" 
x_l = 0.1926     "[m] - inertance length" 
A_l = A_c - pi/4*(D_re + 2*(t_wall + t_pad))^2  "[m^2] - inertance area" 
r_h_l = A_l/pi/(D_c + D_re + 2*(t_wall + t_pad))"[m] - inertance hydraulic radius" 
 
f_v_l = (1-i)*delta_v/2/r_h_l   "viscosity thermoviscous function" 
f_k_l = (1-i)*delta_k/2/r_h_l   "thermal thermoviscous function" 
Z_LL = i*omega*x_l*rho/A_l/(1 - f_v_l)  "inertance and visc. resistance" 
1/Z_CL = i*omega*A_l*x_l/gamma/P_0*(1+(gamma-1)*f_k_l) "compliance & th. resistance" 
 
"! Exhaust Port(s)" 
x_e = 0.1  "[m] - pipe length" 
D_e = 0.001  "[m] - pipe diameter" 
A_e = pi*D_e^2/4 "[m^2] - pipe area" 
r_h_e = D_e/4 "pipe hydraulic radius" 
n_e = 1  "number of exhaust ports" 
 
f_v_e = (1-i)*delta_v_0/2/r_h_e  "viscosity thermoviscous function" 
Z_e = omega*rho_0*(i*x_e/A_e/(1 - f_v_e) + i*3.4/pi/D_e + omega/2/pi/c_0) "Exhaust port 
impedance" 
 
Re_e = 4*m_dot_0/n_e/pi/mu_0/D_e "Reynolds Number in an exhaust pipe" 
f_M_e = 0.3164/Re_e^0.25   "friction factor in a smooth exhaust pipe, valid for 
Re_e < 10^5" 
P_m_c - P_m_e = f_M_e*x_e/2/D_e*(m_dot_0/n_e/A_e)^2/rho_0 "exhaust pipe mean pressure 
drop" 
m_dot_e_rat = m_dot_0/n_e/rho_0/magnitude(U_e) "ratio of mean to acoustic mass flux in 
exhaust pipe" 
 
"! Inlet Preheat Ports" 
x_ph = 0.10  "preheat pipe length" 
D_ph = 0.0005  "individual preheat pipe diameter" 
{D_ph_i = 0} 
A_ph = pi*D_ph^2/4 "pipe area" 
r_h_ph = D_ph/4 "pipe hydraulic radius" 
n_ph = 7  "number of preheat pipes passing through the regenerator" 
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f_v_ph = (1-i)*delta_v_ph/2/r_h_ph  "viscosity thermoviscous function" 
Z_ph = i*omega*rho_rx*x_ph/A_ph/(1 - f_v_ph)"single inlet port impedance" 
 
Re_ph = 4*m_dot_0/pi/D_ph/n_ph/mu_rx "Reynolds Number for an individual preheat pipe" 
f_M_ph = 0.3164/Re_ph^0.25  "friction factor in a smooth preheat pipe, valid for 
Re_ph < 10^5" 
P_m_rh - P_0 = f_M_ph*x_ph/2/D_ph*(m_dot_0/n_ph/A_ph)^2/rho_rx "preheat pipe mean 
pressure drop" 
 
"! Inlet Reactant Header" 
x_rh = 0.200  "reactant header pipe length" 
D_rh = 0.002  "header pipe diameter" 
A_rh = pi*D_rh^2/4 "pipe area" 
r_h_rh = D_rh/4 "pipe hydraulic radius" 
 
f_v_rh = (1-i)*delta_v_rx0/2/r_h_rh  "viscosity thermoviscous function" 
Z_rh = omega*rho_rx0*(i*x_rh/A_rh/(1 - f_v_rh) + omega/2/pi/a) "reactant header impedance" 
 
Re_rh = 4*m_dot_0/pi/D_rh/mu  "Reynolds Number for reactant header pipe" 
f_M_rh = 0.3164/Re_rh^0.25   "friction factor in a smooth reactant header, valid for 
Re_rh < 10^5" 
P_m_s - P_m_rh = f_M_rh*x_rh/2/D_rh*(m_dot_0/A_rh)^2/rho_rx0 "reactant header pipe 
mean pressure drop" 
 
"! Resonator inertance" 
D_Lr = 0.0834  [m] "diameter" 
A_Lr = pi*D_Lr^2/4  "[m^2] - area" 
r_h_Lr = D_Lr/4   "[m] - hydraulic diameter" 
f_v_Lr = (1-i)*delta_v/2/r_h_Lr  "boundary layer viscous thermoviscous function" 
f_k_Lr = (1-i)*delta_k/2/r_h_Lr  "boundary layer thermal thermoviscous function" 
 
{Pre-load Resonator Inertance} 
x_Lr1 = 0.357    "location of load branch in resonator inertance" 
Z_Lr1 = i*omega*rho*x_Lr1/A_Lr/(1 - f_v_Lr)  "inertance and visc. resistance" 
1/Z_CLr1 = i*omega*x_Lr1*A_Lr/gamma/P_0*(1+(gamma-1)*f_k_Lr) "compliance and th. 
resistance" 
 
{Post-load Resonator Inertance} 
x_Lr2 = 0.405    "length of resonator inertance after load branch" 
Z_Lr2 = i*omega*rho*x_Lr2/A_Lr/(1-f_v_Lr) "inertance and visc. resistance" 
1/Z_CLr2 = i*omega*x_Lr2*A_Lr/gamma/P_0*(1+(gamma-1)*f_k_Lr) "compliance and th. 
resistance" 
 
"! Resonator Compliance" 
D_Cr = 0.203    "diameter (8 inches)" 
x_Cr = 0.345    "[m] - length" 
V_Cr = x_Cr*pi*D_Cr^2/4  "volume" 
r_h_Cr = D_Cr/4   "[m] - hydraulic diameter" 
 
f_k_Cr = (1-i)*delta_k/2/r_h_Cr    "boundary layer thermoviscous function" 
1/Z_Cres = i*omega*V_Cr/gamma/P_0*(1+(gamma-1)*f_k_Cr) "compliance and th. resistance" 
 
"Total length of engine and resonator" 







P_h = Prat_h*P_0   "[Pa] - Reference acoustic pressure" 
Prat_c = magnitude(P_c)/P_0  "Acoustic pressure ratio" 
Prat_c_sq = Prat_c^2 
 
{Engine Component Models} 
P_j = Z_LL*U_fb + P_c  "Main Inertance" 
U_CL = P_c/Z_CL   "Compliance of inertance" 
U_C1 = P_c/Z_C1   "Main compliance" 
U_Cm = P_h/Z_Cm   "combustion zone compliance" 
P_h = Z_Lm*U_cz + P_j  "combustion zone inertance" 
U_e = P_c/Z_e   "Inertance and resistance of an exhaust port" 
P_h = Z_ph*U_ph + P_ph  "Inertance and resistance of an inlet preheat pipe" 
P_ph = Z_rh*U_rh   "Inertance and resistance of the reactant header" 
 
{Resonator Component Models} 
U_CLr1 = P_j/Z_CLr1  "Compliance of resonator inertance before load"  
P_j = Z_Lr1*U_Lr1 + P_Lr  "Resonator inertance and visc. resistance before load" 
P_Lr = U_L*R_L   "Acoustic Load resistance" 
P_Lr = Z_Lr2*U_Lr2 + P_res  "Resonator inertance and visc. resistance after load" 
U_Lr2 = P_res*(1/Z_Cres + 1/Z_CLr2)"Resonator compliances and therm. resist." 
 
{Flow Balances} 
U_fb = U_CL + U_C1 + U_atb  "Continuity in main compliance and compliance of 
inertance" 
U_atb = U_c + n_e*U_e  "Continuity at exhaust ports" 
U_rh = n_ph*U_ph   "Continuity at reactant header junction with preheat pipes" 
{U_h = U_cz + U_Cm +n_ph*U_ph "Continuity at combustion zone compliance and inlet preheat 
pipes"} 
U_h = U_cz + U_Cm +n_ph*U_ph - U_Q1 "Continuity at combustion zone compliance and inlet 
preheat pipes" 
U_cz = U_fb + U_j   "Continuity at resonator-driver junction" 
U_j = U_CLr1 + U_Lr1   "Continuity in the resonator inertance before the load" 
U_Lr1 = U_L + U_Lr2   "Continuity between load and the rest of the resonator" 
 
{! Acoustic Impedances} 
Z_c = P_c/U_c  "[kg/m^4 s] - Acoustic impedance above regenerator" 
Z_h = P_h/U_h  "[kg/m^4 s] - Acoustic impedance below regenerator" 
Z_cz = P_j/U_cz  "[kg/m^4 s] - Acoustic impedance leaving combustion zone" 
Z_j = P_j/U_j   "[kg/m^4 s] - Acoustic impedance entering load branch" 
Z_fb = P_j/U_fb  "[kg/m^4 s] - Acoustic impedance entering feedback branch" 
 
R_res = magnitude(Z_j)^2/real(Z_j)  "Load Resistance" 
X_res = i*magnitude(Z_j)^2/imag(Z_j) "Load Impedance" 
Z_pl = rho_0*c_0/A_re   "[kg/m^4 s] - Plane wave impedance at regenerator" 
Z_ratio = magnitude(Z_c)/Z_pl  "Acoustic to characteristic impedance (higher is 
better)" 
 
wL_Rre = -i*imag(Z_LL)/R_0  "omega*L/R_re, should be about 0.10" 
 
{! Acoustic Power Calculations} 
E_dot_c = real(P_c*conj(U_c))/2  "[W] - Acoustic power above regenerator" 
E_dot_h = real(P_h*conj(U_h))/2  "[W] - Acoustic power below regenerator" 
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E_dot_cz = real(P_j*conj(U_cz))/2  "[W] - Acoustic power exiting combustion zone" 
E_dot_j = real(P_j*conj(U_j))/2  "[W] - Acoustic power entering load branch" 
E_dot_fb = real(P_j*conj(U_fb))/2  "[W] - Acoustic power entering feedback branch" 
 
E_dot_v = real((P_j - P_c)*conj(U_fb))/2 "[W] - Viscous power dissipation in feedback branch" 
E_dot_k = real(P_c*conj(U_CL))/2  "[W] - Thermal power dissipation in feedback branch" 
E_dot_g = (tau-1)*E_dot_c   "[W] - Thermal gain in regen" 
{E_dot_v_re = R_re/2*tau*magnitude(U_c)^2  "[W] - Viscous power loss in regen"} 
E_dot_vis = E_dot_g - (E_dot_h - E_dot_c) "Difference between ideal and actual gain (visc. 
regen loss)" 
E_dot_e = n_e*real(P_c*conj(U_e))/2 "[W] - Acoustic energy lost out exhaust ports" 
E_dot_ph = n_ph*real(P_h*conj(U_ph))/2 "[W] - Acoustic energy lost out inlet ports" 
E_dot_Q1 = real(P_h*conj(U_Q1))/2 "[W] - Acoustic energy lost out inlet ports" 
 




"!Thermal Conduction Calculations" 
k_wall = 9.7 + 0.015*(T_ave - 273.15) "[W/m C] - regenerator wall conductivity (Inconel 
625)" 
A_wall = pi*(D_re + 2*t_wall)^2/4 - A_re "[m^2] - regenerator cross sectional area" 
Q_dot_wall_L = -A_wall*k_wall*dTredx_L "[W] - heat leak down the regenerator wall at hot 
side" 
Q_dot_wall_0 = -A_wall*k_wall*dTredx_0 "[W] - heat leak down the regenerator wall at cold 
side" 
 
k_mesh = 13.2 + 0.112/1.68*((T_reh - 273.15)^1.68 - (T_c - 273.15)^1.68)/(T_reh - T_c)
 "[W/m C] - regen mesh cond. (stainless 304)" 
epsilon_s = 0.1  "Fudge factor to account for intermittent screen contact" 
Q_dot_mesh_L = -(1-psi)*A_re*epsilon_s*k_mesh*dTredx_L "[W] - heat leak down hot regen 
mesh" 




"! Imperfect thermal contact entropy flux" 
m_dot_1 = U_c*rho_0     "acoustic mass flux in regenerator" 
m_dot_ratio = m_dot_0/magnitude(m_dot_1)"ratio of mean to acoustic mass fluxes at interface" 
b_psi = 3.81 - 11.29*psi + 9.47*psi^2 "heat transfer curve fit factor (Swift & Ward Eq. A4)" 
CALL gFits(Re_1 : g_c, g_v)  "Integrals of Swift & Ward's Eqs. 30 & 31" 
g_c_i = 0;  g_v_i = 0; 
 
psi_m = 2*(g_c - g_v)/b_psi/Pr_m^(1/3)*(cp_re*r_h_re*magnitude(m_dot_1))^2/A_re/psi/k_m
 "mesh regen" 
Q_dot_psi_L = -psi_m*dTredx_L "heat leak from imperfect solid/gas thermal contact in regen's 
hot side" 




"! Preheat Calculations" 
"Heat transfer parameters" 
Xi = -m_dot_0*cp_re/(psi_m + (1-psi)*A_re*epsilon_s*k_mesh + A_wall*k_wall) "regenerator 
side parameter" 
XiL = Xi*x_re 
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M = -cp_rx/cp_re  "ratio:  (m_dot_0*cp)_rx/(m_dot_0*cp)_re, assuming m_dot_0's are 
equal" 
 
"Time average steady flow equivalent approximation" 
m_dot_ph_rat = m_dot_0/n_ph/rho_rx/magnitude(U_ph) "ratio of mean to acoustic mass flux in 
preheat pipe" 
theta = arcsin(m_dot_ph_rat_r)    "theta, for m_0/m_1 <= 1" 
m_dot_tasfe = m_dot_0*2/pi*(1/tan(theta) + theta)  "time average steady flow equivalent 
mass flux" 
Re_tasfe = 4*m_dot_tasfe/pi/D_ph/n_ph/mu_rx  "TASFE preheat Reynolds Number" 
 
Nus_rx = 0.022*Re_tasfe^0.8*Pr_rx^0.5   "Nusselt Number correlation for gas heat 
transfer in an individual preheat pipe - from Kays & Crawford Eq. 14-7" 
N = 4*Nus_rx/D_ph/Re_ph/Pr_rx    "Heat transfer coefficient" 
 
"Total Heat transferred to reactants" 
Q_dot_ph = m_dot_0*(enthalpy(AIR, T = T_ph) - enthalpy(AIR, T = T_0)) 
 
 
"! Total Power Calculations" 
Q_dot_mf = m_dot_0*cp_tot*(T_h - T_0) "thermal energy in stream of hot combustion gas" 
H_dot_h = E_dot_h - Q_dot_mf  "total power in hot duct" 
H_dot_h_re = -m_dot_0*cp_reh0*(T_reh - T_0) + Q_dot_wall_L + Q_dot_mesh_L + Q_dot_psi_L"total power at re
H_dot_c_re = -m_dot_0*cp_c0*(T_c - T_0) + Q_dot_wall_0 + Q_dot_mesh_0 + Q_dot_psi_0
 "total power at regen cold side" 
H_dot_c = -m_dot_0*cp_c0*(T_c - T_0) + E_dot_c "total power entering cold heat exchanger" 
Q_dot_c = H_dot_c - H_dot_c_re   "heat transfer out of the cold heat exchanger" 
Q_dot_0 = m_dot_0*cp_c0*(T_c - T_0) "heat rejection of the mean flow to ambient" 
 
 
"! Efficiency Calculations" 
Q_dot_Mreh = m_dot_0*cp_reh0*(T_reh - T_0)"convection energy flux entering regenerator's hot 
end" 
eta_ph = Q_dot_ph/Q_dot_Mreh  "preheating efficiency" 
 
CALL MethaneRxHS(T_0, P_m_s, phi : h_rx_0, s_rx_0) "reactant inlet supply enthalpy and 
entropy" 
CALL MethanePrHS(T_0, P_m_e, phi : h_pr_0, s_pr_0) "product exhaust enthalpy and 
entropy" 
h_rx_0_i = 0;  s_rx_0_i = 0;  h_pr_0_i = 0;  s_pr_0_i = 0;   
 
Q_dot_fuel = m_dot_0*(h_rx_0 - h_pr_0) "Input fuel power" 
eta_th = E_dot_j/Q_dot_fuel   "First law thermal efficiency" 
 
E_dot_j_avail = m_dot_0*(h_rx_0 - h_pr_0 - T_0*(s_rx_0 - s_pr_0)) "Max work output via 
exergy analysis (Bejan Chs. 7.3 and 7.5)" 
eta_2nd = E_dot_j/E_dot_j_avail  "Second law efficiency" 
 
 
"! Work Lost Calculations" 
CALL DeltaTint2(M, Xi, N, x_re, T_0, T_c, T_reh: dTrxint, dTreint) "Integrates T_re/T_rx over 
regenerator" 
dTrxint_i = 0;  dTreint_i = 0; 
 
"Reactant inlet pipes and header" 
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W_dot_lost_rx_dM = m_dot_0*cp_rx*T_0*ln(T_ph/T_0)  "difference in reactant flow 
entropy flux" 
W_dot_lost_rx_dP = m_dot_0*T_0*R*ln(P_m_s/P_0)  "reactant pipe viscous pressure 
drop" 
W_dot_lost_rx_dT = m_dot_0*cp_rx*T_0*N*(x_re - dTrxint)  "preheat heat transfer"  
W_dot_lost_rx = W_dot_lost_rx_dM + W_dot_lost_rx_dP + W_dot_lost_rx_dT "total reactant 
lost work" 
w_rx = W_dot_lost_rx/E_dot_j_avail  "fraction of available work lost to reactants" 
 
"Combustion Process" 
CALL MethaneRxHS(T_ph, P_0, phi : h_ph, s_ph)  "preheated reactant enthalpy and 
entropy" 
CALL MethanePrHS(T_h, P_0, phi : h_h, s_h)  "hot combustion product enthalpy and 
entropy" 
h_ph_i = 0;  s_ph_i = 0;  h_h_i = 0;  s_h_i = 0;   
W_dot_lost_comb = -m_dot_0*T_0*(s_ph - s_h)  "work lost due to combustion process" 
w_comb = W_dot_lost_comb/E_dot_j_avail "fraction of available work lost to combustion 
process" 
 
"Regenerator/Hot Duct interface" 
W_dot_lost_reh = m_dot_0*cp_reh*T_0*(T_h/T_reh - 1 - ln(T_h/T_reh)) 




W_dot_lost_re_dQ = -m_dot_0*cp_re*T_0*(dTredx_0/T_c - dTredx_L/T_reh)/Xi "conduction and 
S_loss" 
W_dot_lost_re_dT = -m_dot_0*cp_re*T_0*M*N*(x_re - dTreint)   "preheat heat 
transfer" 
W_dot_lost_re_dM = -m_dot_0*T_0*(cp_re*ln(T_reh/T_c) + R*ln(P_m_c/P_0)) "mean flow" 
W_dot_lost_re_dE = T_0*(E_dot_c/T_c - E_dot_h/T_reh)    "acoustic 
viscous dissipation" 
W_dot_lost_re = W_dot_lost_re_dQ + W_dot_lost_re_dT + W_dot_lost_re_dM + 
W_dot_lost_re_dE "total" 
w_re = W_dot_lost_re/E_dot_j_avail "fraction of available work lost to regenerator" 
 
"Cold heat exchanger" 
W_dot_lost_chx = (1-T_0/T_c)*Q_dot_c 
w_chx = W_dot_lost_chx/E_dot_j_avail "fraction of available work lost to cold heat 
exchanger" 
 
"Combustion Product Exhaust" 
CALL MethanePrHS(T_c, P_m_c, phi : h_pr_c, s_pr_c) "cold combustion product enthalpy and 
entropy" 
h_pr_c_i = 0;  s_pr_c_i = 0; 
W_dot_lost_e = m_dot_0*(h_pr_c - h_pr_0 - T_0*(s_pr_c - s_pr_0)) 
w_e = W_dot_lost_e/E_dot_j_avail  "fraction of available work lost to combustion product 
exhaust" 
 
"Other losses:  viscous and thermal dissipation in pipes, inlet and exhaust losses" 
W_dot_lost_other = E_dot_j_avail - W_dot_lost_rx - W_dot_lost_comb - W_dot_lost_reh - 
W_dot_lost_re - W_dot_lost_chx - W_dot_lost_e - E_dot_j 
w_other = W_dot_lost_other/E_dot_j_avail "fraction of available work lost to other processes" 
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{SUBPROGRAM PreheatIntBackT(M, Xi, N, L, T_0, T_c, T_reh, R_c1, R_c2, wC, b_mu, P_h, 
U_hr, U_hi : P_cr, P_ci, U_cr, U_ci) 
Using the NEW solution of the regenerator preheating temperature profile, this program 
integrates the real and imaginary parts of the acoustic pressure and acoustic volumetric 
velocity from HOT to COLD across the regenerator.  Integration is done from hot to cold to 
take advantage of the fact that P_h is the reference phasor, and has no imaginary 
component 
Inputs: M - ratio: (m_dot_0*c_p)_rx/(m_dot_0*c_p)_re 
 Xi  - (m_dot_0*c_p)_re/(Psi_m + A*k) 
 N - n*pi*D_i*h/(m_dot_0*c_p)_rx 
 L - length of regenerator 
 T_0 - ambient temperature 
 T_c - cold heat exchanger temperature, reference temp for mu(T) 
 T_reh - temperature at the hot end of the regenerator 
 R_c1 - reference regenerator resistance for first curve fit coefficient 
 R_c2 - regenerator resistance for second curve fit coefficient 
 wC - regenerator compliance times the angular frequency, omega 
 b_mu - exponent for viscosity temperature dependence 
 P_h  - hot side regenerator acoustic pressure (purely real) 
 U_hr - real part of hot side volumetric velocity 
 U_hi - imaginary part of hot side volumetric velocity 
Outputs:  P_cr - real component of cold side regenerator acoustic pressure 
 P_ci  - imaginary component cold side regenerator acoustic pressure 
 U_cr - real part of cold side volumetric velocity 
 U_ci - imaginary part of cold side volumetric velocity 
Created on 6/29/04 by Nate Weiland} 
 
 
SUBPROGRAM PreheatIntBackT(M, Xi, N, L, T_0, T_c, T_reh, R_c1, R_c2, wC, b_mu, P_h, 
U_hr, U_hi : P_cr, P_ci, U_cr, U_ci) 
 
 
{Solution of T_re(x) and T_re`(x)} 
R = ((N+Xi)^2 + 4*M*Xi*N)^(0.5) 
A = exp((Xi-N+R)*L/2) 
B = exp((Xi-N-R)*L/2) 
D_L = R*(2-A-B) + (Xi+N+2*M*Xi)*(B-A) 
c1 = T_0 + (2*R*(T_reh-T_0) + (T_c-T_0)*((Xi+N-R)*B-(Xi+N+R)*A))/D_L 
c2 = ((T_reh-T_0)*(Xi-N-R) + (T_c-T_0)*(2*N-(Xi+N-R)*B))/N/D_L 
c3 = -((T_reh-T_0)*(Xi-N+R) + (T_c-T_0)*(2*N-(Xi+N+R)*A))/N/D_L 
Ax = exp((Xi-N+R)*x/2) 
Bx = exp((Xi-N-R)*x/2) 
 
"Regenerator Temperature Solution" 
T_re = c1 + c2*(Xi+N+R)/2*Ax + c3*(Xi+N-R)/2*Bx  
 
"Regenerator Temperature Gradient Solution" 
T_re` = c2*(Xi-N+R)*(Xi+N+R)/4*Ax + c3*(Xi-N-R)*(Xi+N-R)/4*Bx  
 
{! Integrations with added resistance term, R_c2} 
"Regenerator Pressure Integrals" 
P_cr = P_h - integral((R_c1/L*(T_re/T_c)^b_mu + R_c2/L)*U_cr, x, L, 0) 
P_ci = - integral((R_c1/L*(T_re/T_c)^b_mu + R_c2/L)*U_ci, x, L, 0) 
 
"Regenerator Velocity Integrals" 
U_cr = U_hr + integral((wC/L*P_ci + T_re`/T_re*U_cr), x, L, 0) 
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U_ci = U_hi + integral((-wC/L*P_cr + T_re`/T_re*U_ci), x, L, 0) 
 
"Total Regenerator Resistance" 





{SUBPROGRAM GenTProfiles (M, Xi, N, L, T_0, T_c, T_int: T_ph, dTredx_0, dTredx_L)} 
{Program used to solve the following coupled ODEs for the regenerator's temperature and the 
preheating gas temperature: 
 d^2T_re/dx^2 - Xi*dT_re/dx = M*Xi*N*(T_re - T_rx) 
 dT_rx/dx = N*(T_re - T_rx) 
This problem is broken down into three coupled first order linear differential equations, which are 
solved by finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the set of equations and by applying 
the boundary conditions.  The solution procedure assumes that M is not equal to -1.   
Inputs: M, the ratio of the reactant gas to the regenerator's (m_dot_0*c_p) 
 Xi, regenerator convection to loss term ratio, (m_dot_0*c_p)_re/(Psi_m + A*k) 
 N, reactant gas heat transfer coefficient, n*pi*D_i*h/(m_dot_0*c_p)_rx 
 L, length of regenerator 
 T_0, ambient temperature 
 T_c, cold heat exchanger temperature 
 T_int, temperature at the hot end of the regenerator 
Output: T_ph, temperature of the preheated reactant gas leaving the regenerator 
 dTredx_0, the regenerator temperature gradient at the cold end 
 dTredx_L, the regenerator temperature gradient at the hot end 
Created 6/29/04 - Nate Weiland} 
 
 
SUBPROGRAM GenTProfiles (M, Xi, N, L, T_0, T_c, T_int: T_ph, dTredx_0, dTredx_L) 
 
 
"! My solution of the eigenvalue problem" 
R = ((N+Xi)^2 + 4*M*Xi*N)^(0.5) 
A = exp((Xi-N+R)*L/2) 
B = exp((Xi-N-R)*L/2) 
D_L = R*(2-A-B) + (Xi+N+2*M*Xi)*(B-A) 
D_2 = (Xi+N-R)*B 
D_3 = (Xi+N+R)*A 
 
"Preheat Temperature" 
T_ph = T_0 + (T_int-T_0)*(R*(2-A-B) - (Xi-N)*(B-A))/D_L + (T_c-T_0)/D_L*(D_2-D_3+(2*N-
D_2)*A-(2*N-D_3)*B) 
 
"Cold side Regenerator Temperature Gradient" 
dTredx_0 = (T_0-T_int)*2*R*Xi*(1+M)/D_L + (T_c-T_0)/4/N/D_L*((Xi-N+R)*(Xi+N+R)*(2*N-D_2) - 
(Xi-N-R)*(Xi+N-R)*(2*N-D_3)) 
 
"Hot side Regenerator Temperature Gradient" 
dTredx_L = (T_int-T_0)*Xi*(1+M)*((Xi+N-R)*B - (Xi+N+R)*A)/D_L + (T_c-T_0)/4/N/D_L*((Xi-





{SUBPROGRAM DeltaTint2(M, Xi, N, L, T_0, T_c, T_int: dTrxint, dTreint)} 
{Program uses the NEW analytic solution to the reactant preheating problem to determine the 
integrals of T_rx/T_re and T_re/T_rx over the length of the regenerator, which are used in 
computing the entropy generated in the heat transfer.  The solution procedure assumes 
that M is not equal to -1.   
Inputs: M, the ratio of the reactant gas to the regenerator's (m_dot_0*c_p) 
 Xi, regenerator convection to loss term ratio, (m_dot_0*c_p)_re/(Psi_m + A*k) 
 N, reactant gas heat transfer coefficient, n*pi*D_i*h/(m_dot_0*c_p)_rx 
 L, length of regenerator 
 T_0, ambient temperature 
 T_c, cold heat exchanger temperature 
 T_int, temperature at the hot end of the regenerator 
Output: dTrxint, the integral of T_re/T_rx over the length of the regenerator 
 dTreint, the integral of T_rx/T_re over the length of the regenerator 
Created 6/29/04 - Nate Weiland} 
 
 
SUBPROGRAM DeltaTint2(M, Xi, N, L, T_0, T_c, T_int: dTrxint, dTreint) 
 
 
"! My solution of the eigenvalue problem" 
R = ((N+Xi)^2 + 4*M*Xi*N)^(0.5) 
A = exp((Xi-N+R)*L/2) 
B = exp((Xi-N-R)*L/2) 
D_L = R*(2-A-B) + (Xi+N+2*M*Xi)*(B-A) 
D_2 = (Xi+N-R)*B 
D_3 = (Xi+N+R)*A 
Ax = exp((Xi-N+R)*x/2) 
Bx = exp((Xi-N-R)*x/2) 
 
"Reactant temperature profile" 
T_rx = T_0 + (T_int-T_0)*(R*(2-Ax-Bx) - (Xi-N)*(Bx-Ax))/D_L + (T_c-T_0)*(D_2-D_3+(2*N-
D_2)*Ax-(2*N-D_3)*Bx)/D_L 
 
"Regenerator temperature profile" 
T_re = T_0 +(T_int-T_0)*(R*(2-Ax-Bx) + (Xi+N+2*M*Xi)*(Bx-Ax))/D_L + (T_c-T_0)*(N*(D_2-D_3) 
+ (Xi+N+R)*(2*N-D_2)*Ax/2 - (Xi+N-R)*(2*N-D_3)*Bx/2)/N/D_L 
 
"Integrals" 
dTrxint = integral(T_re/T_rx, x, 0, L, L/50) 
dTreint = integral(T_rx/T_re, x, 0, L, L/50) 
 
{x_step = L/20 





{SUBPROGRAM gFits(Re_1 : g_c, g_v) 
Program used to compute the curve fits to some integrals needed in the evaluation of psi_m 
Inputs: Re_1 - the acoustic Reynolds Number, 4*|m_dot_1|*r_h_re/A_re/psi/mu_m 
Outputs:  g_c - parameter from Swift and Ward, Eq. 30 
 g_v - parameter from Swift and Ward, Eq. 31 
Created by Nate Weiland - 6/30/04} 
 
 
SUBPROGRAM gFits(Re_1 : g_c, g_v) 
 
 
g_c_low = 1 - 0.73188*Re_1^0.6 + 0.59993*Re_1^1.2 - 0.52048*Re_1^1.8 "Swift and Ward 
Eq. B1" 
g_c_hi = 1.2915*Re_1^(-0.55338)      "S & W Eq. B4" 
g_c = g_c_hi/(1 + 2.9*Re_1^(-3)) + g_c_low/(1 + 0.33*Re_1^3)  "S & W Eqs. B3 and B4" 
 
g_v_low = 0.1689*Re_1^0.6 - 0.22604*Re_1^1.2 + 0.24654*Re_1^1.8 - 0.25379*Re_1^2.4 + 
0.25465*Re_1^3 "S&W Eq. B2" 
g_v_mid = 0.0679 - 0.00685*(ln(Re_1) - 0.884)^2 
g_v_hi = 0.405*Re_1^(-0.53) 
g_v = g_v_hi/(1 + 715*Re_1^(-2)) + g_v_mid*(1 - 1/(1 + 715*Re_1^(-2)) - 1/(1 + 100*Re_1^5)) + 





{Subprogram MethaneT_ad(T0, T_ad, phi, M_mix) 
Function used to calculate the properties of a premixed methane-air flame.  Given two of the 
following inputs, the third is calculated: 
 T0 - inlet temperature of premixed reactants 
 T_ad - adiabatic flame temperature 
 phi - equivalence ratio for the premixed fuel and air 
Also, the molecular weight of the mixture is returned, M_mix, in units of (kg/kmol).  This is a 
function of phi, and is used to calculate other product gas properties in the calling program 
Assume:  Complete, adiabatic combustion, lean premixed methane/air mixture, no dissociation 
Created by Nate Weiland on 9/30/03 
Modified on 12/22/03 to include M_mix output} 
 









M_mix = phi/(phi+9.52)*M_CH4 + 2/(phi+9.52)*M_O2 + 7.52/(phi+9.52)*M_N2 
 
"Reactant Mass Fractions" 
Y_CH4 = phi/(phi+9.52)*M_CH4/M_mix "[kg CH4/kg]" 
Y_O2_1 = 2/(phi+9.52)*M_O2/M_mix "[kg O2/kg] - O2 in reactants" 
Y_N2 = 7.52/(phi+9.52)*M_N2/M_mix "[kg N2/kg]" 
 
"Enthalpy of inlet air" 
h_N2_1 = enthalpy(N2, T=T0)  "[kJ/kg N2]" 
h_O2_1 = enthalpy(O2, T=T0)  "[kJ/kg O2]" 
h_CH4 = enthalpy(CH4, T=T0)  "[kJ/kg CH4]" 
h_1 = Y_CH4*h_CH4 + Y_O2_1*h_O2_1 + Y_N2*h_N2_1 "[kJ/kg] - total enthalpy of inlet air" 
 
"Product Mass fractions" 
Y_CO2 = phi/(phi+9.52)*M_CO2/M_mix 
Y_H2O = 2*phi/(phi+9.52)*M_H2O/M_mix 
Y_O2_2 = 2*(1-phi)/(phi+9.52)*M_O2/M_mix 
 
"Product Enthalpies" 
h_CO2_2 = enthalpy(CO2, T=T_ad)  "[kJ/kg CO2]" 
h_H2O_2 = enthalpy(H2O, T=T_ad)  "[kJ/kg H2O]" 
h_N2_2 = enthalpy(N2, T=T_ad)  "[kJ/kg N2]" 
h_O2_2 = enthalpy(O2, T=T_ad)  "[kJ/kg O2]" 
 
"Total enthalpy of products at regenerator's hot end" 
h_2 = Y_CO2*h_CO2_2 + Y_H2O*h_H2O_2 + Y_N2*h_N2_2 + Y_O2_2*h_O2_2 "[kJ/kg]" 




{Subprogram MethaneRxHS(T0, P0, phi : H, S) 
Function used to calculate the absolute enthalpy and entropy of premixed methane and air 
reactants 
Inputs: T0 - temperature of premixed reactants and combustion products 
 P0 - mean pressure of both the reactants and products 
 phi - equivalence ratio for the premixed fuel and air 
Outputs:  H - absolute enthalpy of the reactants 
 S - entropy of the reactants 
Assume:  Complete, adiabatic combustion, lean premixed methane/air mixture, no dissociation 
Created by Nate Weiland on 1/8/04} 
 
Subprogram MethaneRxHS(T0, P0, phi : H, S) 
 
 
"Reactant Gas Mole Fractions" 
X_CH4 = phi/(phi+9.52) 
X_O2 = 2/(phi+9.52) 
X_N2 = 7.52/(phi+9.52) 
 
"Molecular Weights" 
M_CH4 = molarmass(CH4) 
M_O2= molarmass(O2) 
M_N2= molarmass(N2) 
M_mix = X_CH4*M_CH4 + X_O2*M_O2 + X_N2*M_N2 
 
"Reactant Mass Fractions" 
Y_CH4 = X_CH4*M_CH4/M_mix "[kg CH4/kg]" 
Y_O2 = X_O2*M_O2/M_mix  "[kg O2/kg] - O2 in reactants" 
Y_N2 = X_N2*M_N2/M_mix  "[kg N2/kg]" 
 
"Enthalpy of inlet component mixture" 
h_N2 = enthalpy(N2, T=T0)  "[kJ/kg N2]" 
h_O2 = enthalpy(O2, T=T0)  "[kJ/kg O2]" 
h_CH4 = enthalpy(CH4, T=T0) "[kJ/kg CH4]" 
H = Y_CH4*h_CH4 + Y_O2*h_O2 + Y_N2*h_N2 "[kJ/kg] - total enthalpy of inlet air" 
 
"Entropy of the reactant mixture" 
s_N2 = entropy(N2, T=T0, P = P0*X_N2) "[kJ/kg K N2]" 
s_O2 = entropy(O2, T=T0, P = P0*X_O2) "[kJ/kg K O2]" 
s_CH4 = entropy(CH4, T=T0, P = P0*X_CH4)"[kJ/kg K CH4]" 




{Subprogram MethanePrHS(T0, P0, phi : H, S) 
Function used to calculate the absolute enthalpy and entropy of the combustion products of 
premixed methane/air mixture 
Inputs: T0 - temperature of combustion products 
 P0 - mean pressure of the products 
 phi - equivalence ratio for the premixed fuel and air 
Outputs:  H - absolute enthalpy of the combustion products 
 S - total entropy of the combustion products 
Assume:  Complete, adiabatic combustion, lean premixed methane/air mixture, no dissociation 
Created by Nate Weiland on 1/8/04} 
 
Subprogram MethanePrHS(T0, P0, phi : H, S) 
 
 
"Product Gas Mole Fractions" 
X_O2 = 2*(1-phi)/(phi+9.52) 
X_N2 = 7.52/(phi+9.52) 
X_CO2 = phi/(phi+9.52) 







M_mix = X_CO2*M_CO2 + X_H2O*M_H2O + X_O2*M_O2 + X_N2*M_N2 
 
"Product Mass fractions" 
Y_CO2 = X_CO2*M_CO2/M_mix 
Y_H2O = X_H2O*M_H2O/M_mix 
Y_O2 = X_O2*M_O2/M_mix 
Y_N2 = X_N2*M_N2/M_mix 
 
"Enthalpy of product gas mixture" 
h_N2 = enthalpy(N2, T=T0)   "[kJ/kg N2]" 
h_O2 = enthalpy(O2, T=T0)   "[kJ/kg O2]" 
h_CO2 = enthalpy(CO2, T=T0)  "[kJ/kg CO2]" 
h_H2O = enthalpy(H2O, T=T0)  "[kJ/kg H2O]" 
H = Y_CO2*h_CO2 + Y_H2O*h_H2O + Y_N2*h_N2 + Y_O2*h_O2 "[kJ/kg]" 
 
"Entropy of product gas components at the reference temperature" 
s_CO2 = entropy(CO2, T=T0, P = P0*X_CO2)  "[kJ/kg K CO2]" 
s_H2O = entropy(H2O, T=T0, P = P0*X_H2O)  "[kJ/kg K H2O]" 
s_O2 = entropy(O2, T=T0, P = P0*X_O2)   "[kJ/kg K O2]" 
s_N2 = entropy(N2, T=T0, P = P0*X_N2)   "[kJ/kg K N2]" 






{Subprogram ProductAveCp(T0, T1, phi : cp) 
Determines the average combustion product gas specific heat across a temperature difference, 
such that cp*(T1 - T0) yields the correct enthalpy difference 
Inputs: T0 = reference temperature [K] 
 T1 = second temperature of the temperature difference [K] 
 phi = equivalence ratio of the reactants in the premixed methane-air flame 
Outputs:  cp = const. pressure specific heat of the product gas across dT  (cp = dh/dT) 
Assumes:  Complete, adiabatic combustion, lean premixed methane/air mixture, no dissociation, 
ideal gas 
Created by Nate Weiland on 12/22/03} 
 
 
Subprogram ProductAveCp(T0, T1, phi : cp) 
 
 
"Product Gas Mole Fractions" 
X_CO2 = phi/(phi+9.52) 
X_H2O = 2*phi/(phi+9.52) 
X_O2 = 2*(1-phi)/(phi+9.52) 







M_mix = X_CO2*M_CO2 + X_H2O*M_H2O + X_O2*M_O2 + X_N2*M_N2 
 
"Find Cp for the temperature difference" 
h0_CO2 = enthalpy(CO2,T=T0)*M_CO2 "[kJ/kmol]" 
h0_H2O = enthalpy(H2O,T=T0)*M_H2O "[kJ/kmol]" 
h0_O2 = enthalpy(O2,T=T0)*M_O2  "[kJ/kmol]" 
h0_N2 = enthalpy(N2,T=T0)*M_N2  "[kJ/kmol]" 
h0 = (X_CO2*h0_CO2 + X_H2O*h0_H2O + X_O2*h0_O2 + X_N2*h0_N2)/M_mix "[kJ/kg]" 
 
h1_CO2 = enthalpy(CO2,T=T1)*M_CO2 "[kJ/kmol]" 
h1_H2O = enthalpy(H2O,T=T1)*M_H2O "[kJ/kmol]" 
h1_O2 = enthalpy(O2,T=T1)*M_O2  "[kJ/kmol]" 
h1_N2 = enthalpy(N2,T=T1)*M_N2  "[kJ/kmol]" 
h1 = (X_CO2*h1_CO2 + X_H2O*h1_H2O + X_O2*h1_O2 + X_N2*h1_N2)/M_mix "[kJ/kg]" 
 





{Subprogram ProductCp(T0, phi : cp) 
Determines the constant pressure specific heat of the products of premixed methane and air 
combustion 
Inputs:  T0 = product gas temperature [K] 
 phi = fuel/air equivalence ratio 
Outputs: cp = mass-based const. pressure specific heat [kJ/kg K] 
Assume:  Complete, adiabatic combustion, lean premixed methane/air mixture, no dissociation, 
ideal gas 
Important:  uses the unit system of the calling program (J vs. kJ, etc.)!  The unit system must be 
mass-based for the specific heat calculation in this program to work. 
Created by Nate Weiland on 2/2/04} 
 
 
Subprogram ProductCp(T0, phi : cp) 
 
{T0 = 325 
phi = 0.5} 
 
"Mole Fractions" 
X_CO2 = phi/(phi+9.52) 
X_H2O = 2*phi/(phi+9.52) 
X_O2 = 2*(1-phi)/(phi+9.52) 







M_mix = X_CO2*M_CO2 + X_H2O*M_H2O + X_O2*M_O2 + X_N2*M_N2 
 
"Molar Const. Pressure Specific Heats" 
cp_CO2 = cp(CO2,T=T0)*M_CO2  "[kJ/kmol K] - valid from 250 K to 3500 K" 
cp_H2O = cp(H2O,T=T0)*M_H2O  "[kJ/kmol K] - valid from 250 K to 3500 K" 
cp_O2 = cp(O2,T=T0)*M_O2  "[kJ/kmol K] - valid from 250 K to 3500 K" 
cp_N2 = cp(N2,T=T0)*M_N2   "[kJ/kmol K] - valid from 250 K to 3500 K" 
cp_mol = X_CO2*cp_CO2 + X_H2O*cp_H2O + X_O2*cp_O2 + X_N2*cp_N2 "[kJ/kmol K]" 





{Subprogram ProductViscFit(T0, T1, phi : mu0, b_mu) 
Determines the power law exponent in a curve fit of combustion product gas viscosity 
Inputs: T0 = reference temperature [K] 
 T1 = maximum temperature in the curve fitting range [K] 
 phi = equivalence ratio of the reactants in the premixed methane-air flame 
Outputs:  mu0 = combustion product viscosity at T0 
 b_mu = exponent for temperature dependence of viscosity (mu/mu0 = (T/T0)^b_mu) 
Assumes:  Complete combustion, lean premixed methane/air mixture, no dissociation, ideal gas 
Created by Nate Weiland on 12/22/03} 
 
Subprogram ProductViscFit(T0, T1, phi : mu0, b_mu) 
 
 
"Product Gas Mole Fractions" 
X_CO2 = phi/(phi+9.52) 
X_H2O = 2*phi/(phi+9.52) 
X_O2 = 2*(1-phi)/(phi+9.52) 
X_N2 = 7.52/(phi+9.52) 
 
"!Curve Fitting for b_mu and b_k" 
n = 10  "number of curve fitting points" 
mu0 = mu[1] "reference dynamic viscosity" 
 
Duplicate j=1,n 
 T[j] = T0 + (j-1)*(T1-T0)/(n-1)  "Create an array of temperatures" 
 
 "Calculate an array of mu values, calculated mu values, and squared errors" 
 mu_CO2[j] = viscosity(CO2,T=T[j]) "[kg/m s] - good to 2000 K" 
 mu_H2O[j] = viscosity(H2O,T=T[j]) "[kg/m s] - good to 3500 K" 
 mu_O2[j] = viscosity(O2,T=T[j]) "[kg/m s] - good to 3000 K" 
 mu_N2[j] = viscosity(N2,T=T[j]) "[kg/m s] - good to 2500 K" 
 mu[j] = X_CO2*mu_CO2[j] + X_H2O*mu_H2O[j] + X_O2*mu_O2[j] + X_N2*mu_N2[j] 
 mu_calc[j] = mu0*(T[j]/T0)^b_mu 
 sqerr_mu[j] = mu[j]^2 - mu_calc[j]^2 
end 
 
"This method of finding 'b_mu' is accurate to within about 0.5% of the full rms curve fitting" 
error_mu = sum(sqerr_mu[1..n]) 




{Subprogram ProductCondFit(T0, T1, phi : k0, b_k) 
Determines the combustion product gas thermal conductivity curve fit vs. temperature 
Inputs: T0 = reference temperature [K] 
 T1 = max temperature in the curve fit [K] 
 phi = equivalence ratio of the reactants in the premixed methane-air flame 
Outputs:  k0 = thermal conductivity of combustion product gas at T0 
 b_k = exponent for temperature dependence of conductivity (k/k0 = (T/T0)^b_k) 
Assumes:  Complete combustion, lean premixed methane/air mixture, no dissociation, ideal gas 
Created by Nate Weiland on 12/22/03} 
 
 
Subprogram ProductCondFit(T0, T1, phi : k0, b_k) 
 
 
"Product Gas Mole Fractions" 
X_CO2 = phi/(phi+9.52) 
X_H2O = 2*phi/(phi+9.52) 
X_O2 = 2*(1-phi)/(phi+9.52) 
X_N2 = 7.52/(phi+9.52) 
 
"!Curve Fitting for b_mu and b_k" 
n = 10  "number of curve fitting points" 
k0 = k[1] "reference thermal conductivity" 
 
Duplicate j=1,n 
 T[j] = T0 + (j-1)*(T1-T0)/(n-1)  "Create an array of temperatures" 
 
 "Calculate an array of k values, calculated k values, and squared errors" 
 k_CO2[j] = conductivity(CO2,T=T[j]) "[W/m K] - good to 1400 K" 
 k_H2O[j] = conductivity(H2O,T=T[j]) "[W/m K] - good to 3500 K" 
 k_O2[j] = conductivity(O2,T=T[j]) "[W/m K] - good to 3000 K" 
 k_N2[j] = conductivity(N2,T=T[j]) "[W/m K] - good to 1400 K" 
 k[j] = X_CO2*k_CO2[j] + X_H2O*k_H2O[j] + X_O2*k_O2[j] + X_N2*k_N2[j]  
 k_calc[j] = k0*(T[j]/T0)^b_k 
 sqerr_k[j] = k[j]^2 - k_calc[j]^2 
end 
 
"This method of finding 'b_k' is accurate to within about 0.2% of the full rms curve fitting up to 
1400 K.  Above that it's much less accurate, as k_N2 and k_CO2 are only good to 1400 
K." 
error_k = sum(sqerr_k[1..n]) 






































Cp_i=0 [J/kg K] 





cp_re_i=0 [J/kg K] 
cp_re_r=1126 [J/kg K] 
cp_rx_i=0 [J/kg K] 
cp_rx_r=1022 [J/kg K] 
cp_tot_i=0 [J/kg K] 












































































































































k_0_i=0 [W/m K] 
k_0_r=0.02656 [W/m K] 
k_i=0 [W/m K] 
k_mesh_i=0 [W/m C] 
k_mesh_r=18.58 [W/m C] 
k_m_i=0 [W/m K] 
k_m_r=0.04386 [W/m K] 
k_r=0.02749 [W/m K] 
k_wall_i=0 [W/m C] 
k_wall_r=14.35 [W/m C] 
lambda_i=0 [m] 
lambda_r=4.337 [m] 
mu_0_i=0 [kg/m s] 
mu_0_r=0.00001822 [kg/m s] 
mu_i=0 [kg/m s] 
mu_m_i=0 [kg/m s] 
mu_m_r=0.00002821 [kg/m s] 
mu_r=0.00001972 [kg/m s] 
mu_rx_i=0 [kg/m s] 















































psi_m_i=0 [W m/K] 
















































































R_0_i=0 [kg/m^4 s] 
R_0_r=169269 [kg/m^4 s] 
R_c1_i=0 [kg/m^4 s] 
R_c1_r=129234 [kg/m^4 s] 
 260
R_c2_i=0 [kg/m^4 s] 




















R_L_i=0 [kg/m^4 s] 
R_L_r=496954 [kg/m^4 s] 
R_r=294.7 [J/kg·K] 
R_res_i=0 [kg/m^4 s] 


















































































































































X_res_i=0 [kg/m^4 s] 







Z_C1_i=-438945 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_C1_r=766 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_CLr1_i=-168347 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_CLr1_r=451.2 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_CLr2_i=-148395 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_CLr2_r=397.7 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_CL_i=-443157 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_CL_r=4769 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_Cm_i=-587076 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_Cm_r=1722 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_Cres_i=-29450 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_Cres_r=32.48 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_cz_i=380344 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_cz_r=149340 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_c_i=-1.454E+06 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_c_r=2.723E+06 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_e_i=9.192E+07 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_e_r=7.938E+07 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_fb_i=-176949 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_fb_r=15359 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_h_i=529837 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_h_r=876322 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_j_i=126452 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_j_r=6535 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_LL_i=35698 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_LL_r=847.6 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_Lm_i=18696 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_Lm_r=118 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_Lr1_i=45422 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_Lr1_r=261.7 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_Lr2_i=51529 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_Lr2_r=296.9 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_ph_i=-4.172E+07 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_ph_r=1.752E+08 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_pl_i=0 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_pl_r=102567 [kg/m^4 s] 
Z_ratio_i=0  
Z_ratio_r=30.09  
Z_rh_i=6.818E+07 [kg/m^4 s] 
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